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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was firstly to analyse the factors determining the 
vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted HIV. Secondly, to investigate if the 
measurement of the empowerment level of the participants could lead to programme 
adaptations to improve the efficacy of a training intervention. The intervention was an 
HIV training programme making use of enhancements. Effectiveness was measured 
in terms of raising the empowerment status while lowering the HIV risk. 
The literature suggests that gender-related vulnerability can be described in terms of 
a level of gender in/equality (predictive of safety versus susceptibility) and HIV risk 
(indicators of protection versus risk for HIV). Reports also suggest that there might 
be a direct relationship between the level of empowerment and HIV risk. The factors 
identified as determining the vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted HIV were 
integrated into a framework. The literature review identified theoretical constructs 
underpinning HIV interventions and in particular the application of an empowerment 
approach. 
The research was conducted within an action research paradigm and followed three 
phases namely: needs analysiS (phase 1), planning (phase 2) and implementation 
and evaluation (phase 3). The participants in the study 'N8re registered learners 
attending a home care training programme at the Robin Trust (a community based, 
non-profit organisation specialising in the provision of home-based care services and 
training of home carers). In phase 1 (needs analysis) a questionnaire designed by 
Albertyn (2000) was used to measure the empowerment status of 84 participants. 
The findings guided planning of enhancements to a standard HIV educational 
programme to increase effectiveness. A questionnaire measuring HIV risk was 
administered to 21 of the 84 participants. The questionnaire had two sections with 
one collecting qualitative data and the other quantitative date. The questionnaire 
was designed guided by the framework of factors determining the vulnerability of 
women for sexually transmitted HIV. In phase 2 this tool was revised. The 
empowerment questionnaire (Albertyn, 20(0) and the revised questionnaire were 
administered to the experimental group (24 participants) as a pre-test and post-test 
during phase 3 (implementation and evaluation phase). 
The method of developing enhancements, based on identified areas of HIV risk and 
disempowerment, was found to have potential but requires further testing to 
determine reliability and validity. The main finding was that it offered a way of 
understanding HIV risk in terms of the root of risky sexual practice being 
disempowerment. It further provided a structure that can guide the choice of 
appropriate intervention strategies to be added as enhancements to standard H IV 
educational programmes. The initial findings suggest that critical to this approach is 
the trainer's ability to be a 'facilitator of empowerment'. 
Umitations of the study included the small sample size in the action research 
paradigm meaning that the findings cannot be generalised. The findings do however 
have value for the educational programme at Robin Trust. Pertinent findings in terms 
of the educational programme were that faithfulness is the most desired protective 
behaviour followed by abstinence and lastly condom-use which continues to be less 
acceptable to men. H IV testing is attractive to women however stigma inhibits its 
use. Deeper understanding needs to be gained of the factors determining male 
support of gender empowerment of women in order to devise culturally sensitive and 
appropriate programmes for men which will minimise woman's HIV risk. 
Further study is required to develop reliable and valid testing instruments of gender-
related vulnerability, gender in/equality and HIV risk. Intervention strategies need to 
be evaluated. Only female participants were included in this study and further 
research is required to develop effective interventions for men. 
Through understanding the factors that impact on men and women determining the 
gender-related vulnerability of women, it should be possible to develop interventions 
that empower women and thus lower their HIV risk. 
CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS and LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS 
Ability 
In this study the word ability is used to indicate a woman's or women's capability to adopt 
behaviours that protect against acquiring sexually transmitted HIV infection and includes 
knowledge, skill, motivation, capacity and power to do so. 
Analysis tool: Planning enhancements for empowerment 
This tool, named the Power analysis tool. forms a guide for planning the content and the 
strategies that will be employed during the implementation of the pilot educational HIV 
intervention (phase 3). (Addendum 9). 
Analysis group 
The analysis group were the participants who participated in the needs analysis (phase 1). 
Factors determining the vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted HIV 
(questionnaire) 
The questionnaire titled "Factors determining the vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted 
HIV" was applied as part of the needs analysis (phase 1). The questionnaire had two sections 
with the first collecting qualitative data and given the working title of 'Identification of Factors'and 
the second quantitative data (named 'Practices informing HIV risk'). During the planning phase 
(phase 2) section 2 (quantitative questionnaire) was revised and renamed the "Self- report 
questionnaire: Assessment of HIV risk". 
Barriers 
Barriers are the factors that either perpetuate or promote the adoption of risky sexual behaviour 
and can be analysed on three levels named the personal context, the proximal context and distal 
context (Eaton, Flisher & Aar6J, 2003). 
Descriptors 
Descriptors for each predictor of gender in/equality and the indicators of HIV risk have been 
collated in an inventory (addendum 1). 
Dfsempowerment 
Disempowerment is a status or position OPPOSite to that of empowerment (Sevefjord, Olsson, 
Kabeer, McFadden, Amfred, Dominques, at al., 2001). The empowerment measurement 
ill 
questionnaire designed by Albertyn (2000; 1995) it is determined through the identification of a 
lack of indicators that describe a status of empowerment (Albertyn, 2000). 
Empowerment 
In this study empowerment is a facilitator and a process that enables a shift in status from a 
position of disempowerment to one of empowerment. The definition has been derived from the 
work of Evans (1992). describing it as an individual's "actual and perceived ability to determine 
the course of one's life and community". Albertyn, (2000; 1995) conceptualises empowerment on 
three levels (micro-level, interface and macro-level). 
Empowerment status 
The empowerment status of an individual is described as the "number of indicators of 
empowerment present in that individual" at the time of measurement (Albertyn 2000). 
Empowerment levels 
Empowerment, as described by Albertyn (2000). is a process that takes place on three levels. 
These levels are named as the micro-level (personal sphere relating to feelings, attitudes and 
skills), interface level (measures the individuals participation and interaction with others) and 
macro-level level (describes the individual in terms of beliefs, actions and their effects from a 
world view perspective). 
Enhancements 
The term "enhancements" refers to the adaptations/additions made to a standard programme to 
make it sensitive to the specific experiences, circumstances and concerns of a target group 
(Dushay, Singer, Weeks, Rohena & Gruber, 2001). Dushay et al., (2002) formulated the 
hypothesis that although a standard intervention would be effective in reducing HIV risk, further 
reductions would be observed if the message was tailored to address the specific strengths and 
needs of the target group. 
Enhanced HIV training 
The enhanced HIV training programme was the adapted Soul City 'Train the Trainer' programme 
used as a pilot intervention during the implementation and evaluation phase (phase 3) of this 
study. Enhancements were applied to the Soul City "Train the Trainer" program me to increase 
effectiveness in terms of raising empowerment and lowering HIV risk. 
Experimental group 
The experimental group were the partiCipants who participated in the implementation and 
evaluation phase (phase 3). 
iv 
Level of gender 
(A status/level/position of gender equality versus gender inequality) 
Being of the female gender can determine the authority or power a woman has within a sexual 
relationship. This describes a position of gender in/equality. The measurement is cross-sectional 
and can be applied longitudinally to monitor, through the identification of predictors, shifts in 
status between two poles of either of gender equality or gender inequality. 
Gender disempowerment 
Gender disempowerment is a status where women have no or limited control over factors within 
a sexual relationship. It describes a position of gender inequality linked to an increased 
susceptibility to sexually transmitted HIV. Amongst other negative consequences, a status of 
gender inequality predisposes women to HIV. 
Gender empowerment 
Gender empowerment describes the relative position of authority or power a woman who has 
control over identifiable factors within a sexual relationship. It describes a position of gender 
equality linked to a decreased incidence of sexually transmitted HIV. 
Gender-related vulnerability 
Gender-related vulnerability informs the health status of a woman, in particular, her risk for 
sexually transmitted HIV. It is linked in the literature to being biologically female, socio-economic 
as well as political factors. Conditions that script roles that devalue women and distribute gender 
power unfavourably to men contribute. The resultant vulnerability is associated with an increased 
risk of sexually transmitted HIV, violence (Jewkes & Abrahams, 2002) and other conditions 
increaSing the morbidity and mortality of women. 
Factors 
Factors determine the vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted HIVand can be analysed 
on three domains or levels namely micro-level (personal factors), interface-level (immediate 
environment) and macro-level (cultural and structural factors) and it is their complex interaction 
that culminates in either risky or safe sexual practice. 
v 
Facilitator 
A facilitator makes it easier, or less dtfficult, or more achievable to adopt safe sexual practices 
that lowers the risk of acquiring sexually transmitted HIV infection. In this study empowerment is 
described as the facilitator that decreases HIV risk. 
Human Immuno-deficiency Virus (HIV) 
Infection as a result of acquiring Human Immuno-deficiency Virus and is abbreviated as 
HIV. 
Home-based care training programme 
This is a 4-month long home-care training programme that includes theory and practical training 
at the Robin Trust. 
Indicators - empowerment 
Empowerment indicators are evident in the individual and describe that person's empowerment 
status. The indicators can be used to monitor the process of empowerment or to evaluate the 
outcome following an empowerment intervention (Albertyn, 2000). 
Indicators - HIV risk 
Indicators differentiate between a position of high or low risk of acquiring sexually transmitted 
HIV. Low risk is associated with protective practices and high risk with risky practices. The 
indicators can be used to monitor a shift in HIV risk or to evaluate the outcome of an intervention 
to lower HIV risk. In this study the indicators have been drawn from the literature and still need 
further study to conclusively describe their reliability and validity as measures of HIV risk. 
Inhibitors 
Any factor that hinders, restrains or prevents the adoption of safe sexual practices is an inhibitory 
factor that acts as a barrier to safe sexual practice. 
Inventory of descriptors 
The inventory provides a list of the measures used and a description of each one (addendum 1). 
Measurement category 
The measurement category describes the measure applied to determine the predictors and 
indicators linked to a given factor. 
vi 
Participant 
A learner participating in the home care training programme of Robin Trust, meeting the selection 
criteria, and forming part of the selected study group. 
Peer education 
Peer education is used to cover the participation of lay community members in the HIV 
educational programme called the Soul City "Train the Trainer" programme. It is facilitated as 
two-day programmes within the 4-month long home care training programme at Robin Trust. 
Protective behaviours 
A protective behaviour lowers the risk of acquiring HIV as it keeps safe from or guards against 
being infected with sexually transmitted HIV. 
Robin Trust training sites 
There are currently three established training sites from which Robin Trust offers a home care 
training programme, namely Cape Town (Western Cape), Port Elizabeth (Eastern Cape), and 
Hlomo-Hlomo (Kwazulu-Natal). 
Predictor 
A predictor suggests either a position of being vulnerable or safe relative to acquiring sexually 
transmitted HIV. (Amirkhanian, Kelly, Kukharsky, Borodkina, Granskaya, Oyaltlov et al., 2001; 
Barnett & Whiteside, 2000). Predictors have been identified through the literature and further 
study Is required to conclusively determine their validity and reliability as a measure of gender 
in/equality. 
Risk 
Risk is used in the context of predisposing an individual to acquiring sexually transmitted HIV. 
Safe sexual practice 
Safe sexual practices are protective to an individual in that they are low risk activities in terms of 
acquiring sexually transmitted HIV. Examples of protective behaviours include abstinence, 
mutual faithfulness and condom-use. 
Self- report questionnaire: Assessment of HIV risk 
This was the name given to the revised questionnaire used in phase 3 (implementation and 
evaluation) to measure HIV risk (see addendum 6). 
vii 
Sexually acquired 
Sexually acquired describes the transference of the HIV virus through sexual contact between 
two people of the opposite sex. 
Soul City 
Soul City is a South African national peer education model using a cascade strategy to reach the 
many South Africans needing accurate and relevant HIVIAIDS training. The training programme 
addresses key issues relating to acquisition of knowledge and skills related to providing care for 
those infected and affected, adopting preventive strategies to reduce the spread of HIV infection 
and development of positive attitudes towards those infected and affected. The Soul City "Train 
the trainer" peer educator programme forms part of the 4 month Robin Trust home care 
programme runs for 2 days during the first month of training (Soul City Institute for Health and 
Development Communication, 2003). 
Status 
Status describes a relative position or level of empowerment, gender in/equality, and HIV risk. 
viii 
Table 1: Key concepts used in study 
Statusnevel/relative Definition Questionnaire applied for 
position measurement purposes 
Empowerment Measured through indicators on Empowerment questionnaire 
three levels demonstrating (Albertyn, 2000). 
control over factors determining 
the course of an individual's life. 
These measures have been 
tested by Albertyn (2000) and 
found to be valid and reliable 
measures. 
Vulnerability The literature describes women Not tested in this study. 
(same as gender-related as being vulnerable due to 
vulnerability) gender-related factor. Factors 
leading to vulnerability make it 
more or less likely that the 
morbidity and mortality 
associated with ill-health will 
have an adverse effect on the 
given individual, group or 
community (Barnett & Whiteside, 
2000). Based on findings in the 
literature and requiring further 
study to determine measures 
that are valued and reliable. 
Vulnerability of women to Identified through predictors and Section 1 of questionnaire: 
sexually transmitted HIV indicators describing gender- Factors that determine 
related vulnerability and level of vulnerability status of women for 
HIV risk. Based on literature- sexually transmitted H IV - needs 
requires further testing for analysis (phase 1). Section 1 
reliability and validity. named the quantitative tool: 
Identification of factors. 
Level of gender Describes control over factors Not. independently tested in this 
in/equality within a sexual relationship study. 
through identification of 
predictors. Predictors based on 
the literature and requires further 
study to assess their validity and 
reliability as measures. 
HIVrisk Described through identification • Section 2 is the quantitative 
of indicators. Indicators have data collection tool: 
been identified as part of the Assessment of HIV risk. 
literature review. Further testing • Self-report questionnaire: 
required to determine their Assessment of HIV risk 
reliability and validity as 
measures. 
Susceptibility 
Susceptibility refers to a predisposition to infection (Barnett & Whiteside, 2000). The concept can 
be applied at any level and to individuals, groups, communities, societies or a nation. 
Susceptibility to HIV will determine the speed and extent of the spread of HIV (Barnett & 
Whiteside, 2000). 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
Anti-HIV drugs: 
DOH (SA): 
DOH (UK): 
HIV: 
HIVtest: 
HWSETA: 
SCIHDC: 
5GB: 
STI's: 
VCT: 
Approved medications used to prevent transmission of HIV, or treat 
infected persons 
Department of Health (South Africa) 
Department of Health (United Kingdom) 
Human Immuno-deficiency Virus 
Test to determine HIV sere-status 
Health and Welfare Seta 
Soul City Institute for Health and Development Communication 
Standard Generating Body 
Sexually transmitted infections 
Voluntary counselling and testing (for HIV) 
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CltAPTER 1 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
1.3 PURPOSE 
1.4 AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
1.5 DELIMITATIONS 
1.6 ASSUMPTIONS 
1.7 RESEARCH REPORT seQUENCE 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
· The man IS like pumpkin . . il spreads all over Ihe garden" and "a woman is like 11 cabbage 
she must stay at home like an angel ' Th,s is how a woman descflbed differmg cu ltura lly 
preSClibed gender roles Gender and factors arising from II. such as gender roles and gender 
pow« balance arc key variables contnbuhng to women 's risk status lor acquiring sexually 
transmitted HIV (Garbus. 2003: Buvil. 8,shlkwaba-Nsarhaza & Mutangadura . 2002) As gender 
inequality is being viewed as the core factor fo r women being unable to negollate safe sex il has 
load 10 Ihe posing of the question ', IS fema le empowerment equivalenllo an AIOS vaccine In 
Nrica?" (Willan, 2002 1) 
The lilerature is unanimous in ils descripllon of lhe severity of the impact of HIV on women and 
lhe role gender plays in their susceptibi lity to HlV (Bwe e/ ai" 2002, Gilber1 & Walker, 2002, 
Umerah-Udezulu. 2(01)- This vu lnerab,lIty is desCllbcd In terms of females being bIologica lly 
more sU5cep~ble 10 HIV and cer1ain practi ces Increasing vulnerabilily (Buve el ai, 2002 ~ 
Gregson, Nyamukapa, Gamel!. Masorl, Zhuwau, Carael e/ al .. 2002, W illan, 2002, Gray, Wawer. 
Brookmeyer, Sewankambo. Serwadda. Wabw,re-Marlgen e/ 81 .. 2001), However. Ihere IS no 
specrt ic measure of gender-related vu lnerabi lity or a demonstration of Ihe direct link \0 HIV risk 
status (Gilbert & Walker 2(02) 
1 
Studies demonstrate that after a decade of HtVIAtDS prevention messages and behaVIour 
change campaigns, people have heard the message, know the risks but st ill HIVIAIDS remains 
an unchecked pandemic in Soulh Africa (Pelersen & Swartz, 2002) This has led to lhe 
understanding Ihallhe HIV epidemiC Will not be slowed by merely tellmg women to change tI1e lr 
sexual behaViour but rather through gender equality gIVIng equal power In sexual re lations 
(Garbus, 2003: Willa n, 2002; Gilbert & Walker, 2002) This has resu lted In a shift to an 
empowerment approach in HIV interventions recognis ing that women are contextualised peop~ 
(Wechsberg, lam. Zule & 60bashev. 2004: Fahtberg, Pouhn. Gitdano & Dusek, I ggl) By 
addressing issues around sexuahty, family, culture, empowerment, self·esteem and negotoatlllQ 
Skills, while being sensitive to different community settings. bamers hmltmg women's choice 
regard ing their sexuat practices can be overcome, 
Albertyn (2000: 1995) demonstrated the value of adopting an empowerment approach wlthm an 
adult education programme and devetoped a toot fo r monitoring changes in empowerment 
status in part icipants and thus evaluating efr.cacy of programmes In th iS study, the focus IS on 
exploring whether the empowerment approach can be appl ied to the development of 
enhancementS to a standard HIV educational programme to increase Its effectiveness. The 
effectiveness of the enhancements was evaluated through measurement of the deSired outcome 
of the intervent ion. namely, raising the participant's empowerment status while decl<!asing the 
level of HtV nsk Based on th iS scenano Ihe problem statement. as we ll as Ihe aim and 
obJectoves were formu lated 
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Gender is a cr itical delermmant of the vulnerabihty 01 women lor sexually transmitted HIV 
It is described in terms of "sky behaVIours and faclors re lated to being a woman. As a result, 
behaviour modificatiens strateg,es are commonly implemented Their outcome is measured in 
terms of change In self·reported sexual behavioUi This approach is too simpl istic, as It does not 
address the causes of winerabliity hn~ed to factors described collecllvely under the umbrella of 
'gender" 
1.3 PURPOSE 
The purpose of the study was to deSign a Strategy for onhanClng a standard HtV educational 
programme to Increase effecliveness In raiSing empowerment status and lowering HIV risk 
Enhancements were selected based on the findings of empowerment status and HIV risk lovel. 
assessed during a needs analysis The training programme would be Implemented uSing an 
empowermont approach and effectiveness evaluated by measuring changes in empowerment 
status and HIV risk 
1.4 AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
1.4.1 Aim 
To determine if the identification of the factors determinilljJ lhe vulner<lbil ity of women lor 
sexually transmitted HIV could lead to 
• A descnpl!on 01 the empowerment status, level 01 gender-related IlUlnerabillty (expressed as 
either gender in/equality) and HIV risk of a group 01 female , adult learners as a needs 
analYSIs 
• The implementalion of a planned , largeted HIV educational Intervention, uSing the findings 
from Ihe needs analysis to gUide the plannmg 01 enhancements to a HIV educational 
programme to Improve the efficacy of the Intervention. 
• Evaluation of the effectiveness 01 the HIV educationat programme in terms of an Increase In 
empowermentsta!us and a reduClion in HIV risk 
1.4.2 Objectives 
To realise the above aim, the following procedural objectIVes were formulated for each phase 01 
the study: 
1.4.2 1 Ph<lse 1: Needs analysis 
To collect base-line data on Ihe empowerment status and the factors delermmmg the 
vulnerability 01 the learners on a home·based care train ing programme to serve as a needs 
analySiS The data was used to inform the adaptation of a standard HIV educational programme 
to a targeted inlerventlon to enhance the efficacy of adopting safe sexual pracrices. The needs 
analysis also guided the reviSion 01 Ihe structured questionnaire (applied in phase 3) The 
objecti ves 01 this phase were 
, 42.I(a) To measure the empowerment status 01 a group of partiCIpants (hereafter named the 
analysis group), at three Robm Trust siles (Port El izabeth, Hlomo-Hlomo and Cape 
Town) as a once·off test. PartiCipants had similal character istics 10 lhose of the 
partJClpants , named the experimental group. wno took part In Ihe pilot Intervention 
(phase 3). 
142 1(b) To idenlJfy the laclors determining the vu lnerabi lity of women to sexually transmitted 
HIV 
1.42 I(C) To measure learners' current practices influencmg their HIV risk using a self-report 
design 
1 42.2 Phase 2- Planning: 
1.4.2_2(a) To enhance an eXIStIng HIV cdllCabona! programme (Soul C,ly 'TraIn the Tralnet' 
programme) to address the Identified areas 01 dlscmpowermenl and HIV nsk 
142_2(b) To revIse lhe questionnaire used to measure 5e)(ual pract~ at particIpants during 
phase I (needs analYSIS) lor use dUflng implementation and evah.lallon (phase 3). 
1 42.3 Phase 3' Implementation arid Evaluahon 
Dunng phase 3 (Implemenlat ion and evaluatIon) the pilot HIV InterventIon programme W3S 
conducted WIth a group of 24 learners. named Ihe expenmenlal group. al the RobIn Trust In 
Cape TO'I\I1l. All the parl lcipanls were regIstered for Ihe 4 month·long horne--based care tralillng 
programme WIthin which 000 actIvIty was Ihe two-day HIV educational programme named \he 
Soul C,ty "'Tlalfl the Trainer programme As the first act ivity on Ihc firSI day 01 the programme 
the empowerment qlleslionnalre (Albertyn. 2000) and Ihe self.report questionnaire practices 
influenong HIV risk stalus Wefe administefe<l as a pre·test giving base-hne dala. 
The 2-dayenl1anccd HIV edllCallonal programme was held dllring the 1" month of tra ining wilh 
\he researcher aCllng as course loolltator During !he remainc!er of the programme, an allocated 
TraIner. not the researdlCf_ faci~tatoo all aspects 01 the tmlfllng The second . third and fourth 
month at the programme provided tIme for the learners 10 consolidate knowledge and gain 
practICal skltls related to home-based care [)JflOQ this perIOd regular Iflformal Irlllnlng sessIons 
were hold whH:tl allowed for the eJtchange 01 ideas. koowledge anti skills between course 
fac.htators and learners 
As the stated g081 of the onterventron was to empower and lower the HIV risk of \he partICIpants, 
the programme's effectiveness was measured by evalua~ng the empowerment slatus of 
learners arld their HIV fisk stalus as the last activIty of the four-month home-eare programme 
With this In mind the ob)eCltves for phase 3 were: 
1.42.3(8) To Implement the HIV educational programme as 8 pilot in lerventlon programme 
The pllol programme included enharlCCments targeting the idenllrlCd areas of 
disernpowerment and HIV risk. 
1 42 3(b) To e~a l uate the effectiveness of the pllot intervenllon programme In ICons raisIng !he 
participants· empoW<:!rment stalus and lowering thell" HIV rl$k 
, 
1.5 DELIMITATlONS 
1.5.1 This study was limited to women. aged 18 years and older. who was par1 of the selected 
group on a Robin Trust home care training programme at established Robin Trust 
training centres. 
1.5.2 The one-to-one interviews were cooducted in English. It was anticipated that par1lC1pants 
would be fluent In English as it is an entrance requirement that all learners can speak 
and write EIlg~sh. however, an interpreter was aVllilable. 
1.5.3 Only protective behaviours and risk factors for sexually transmitted HtV between people 
of oppocite seXe£ (heterase~ual transmission) wer .. induded. 
1.5.4 Neither the adaptation of the home care-training programme or the home care-training 
programme was avaluated. The outcome of the prognlmme was measured in terms of 
the Individual learner's empowerment status and HIV risk . 
1.5.5 ConsH::!eration was only given to protection against sexually acquired HIV infection even 
though safe sexual practices decrease the risk of acquiring other sexually transmitted 
diseases. This limitation was set as in tha case of some se~ually transmitted infectJons 
(STI's) factors that are considered less Important 10 the risk of HIV infection are higher 
risk factors. 
1.5.6 The researcher is the head of the Rollin Trust. the organisation where the study was 
under1aken. It is nated that this could potentially influence the study given the role of the 
research8f within Robin Trust. 
1.5.7 This is a cross-sectional design. Sexual behaviour amongst young adults can change 
and this study only looks at practices over a short period so caution needs to be 
e~ercised when e~lrapolaling data. 
1.5.8 Questions about sexual practices may bias results towards socially desirable responses. 
(This Is expanded on In point 2 7.4). 
, 
Sll!trmeot plf'rpplcm 
1.6 ASSUMPTIONS 
1 6 1 With reference to sexually acquired HIV infection. certain practices are prolecl ive or safe 
and adoption of these prachces minimise the risk of being infected. 
1 6.2 Factors Wil l include those under the conlrol of an individual woman and those for which 
she requires co-operation for others to adopt. 
1.6.3 A home· based care tra ining programme, adapted to address the factors identified in the 
study thatlnlluence women's abi lity to adopt protective behaviours, can enable women to 
change their behaViour to lower their risk 01 se.ually acqUired HIV infection. 
16.4 Demographic inlormallon collected over the past two years at Robin Trust training Sites 
offering this programme indicate similarities In respecl of age. educational qual ification 
and soclo--economlc background and therefore the assumption Is made that th is trend will 
cont inue over the time of the research. 
1.7. RESEARCH REPORT SEQUENCE 
Chapter one describes the problem statement and forms the foundation of this study and states 
the goals afld objecltves arising out of the problem statement 
Chapter two covers the literature review and has three sectIons The first sectIon prOVIdes an In-
depth exploratIon of the literature to identify the determinants of the vulnerability of women for 
semally Iransmltled HIV. The second section analyses the appl ication of an empowerment 
approach to HIV interventions The third section descnbes the measurement of empowerment 
slatus and HIV risk to mOnitor and evaluate programme effecttvtlness. 
Chapter three describes the empincal part of the study. which was informed by the lite rature 
reVIew The description of the research methodology covers the three phases of the study 
namely assessment (phase 1), planning (phase 2) and implementation & evaluation (phase 3) 
Chapler four discusses the find ings demonstrallng the va tue 01 a needs analysis to identify the 
factors thai descrrbe empowerment status and the vu lnerabi lity of women to sc)(Ually transmitted 
HIV and the use of this Information to gUIde enhancements to target a HIV educational 
intervention The efficacy of the enhanced HIV educat ional programme is descnbed by 
evaluating the outcomes of Ihe programme In temlS of empowerment status and HIV risk 
Chapter five presents the conc lusions reached ~ the study, as well as recommendations for 
further study. 
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REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
SECTION 1: DETERMINANTS OF VULNERABILITY 
2.2 HIV RISK OF SOUTHERN AFRICAN WOMEN 
2.3 FACTORS DETERMINING THE VULNERABIUTY OF WOMEN FOR SEXUALLY 
TRANSMITTED HIV 
2.4 LEVEL OF ANALYSIS 
2.5 FACIUT ATORS AND INHIBITORS OF SAFE SEXUAL PRACTICE 
SECTION 2: APPLYING AN EMPOWERMENT APPROACH TO HIV INTERVENTIONS 
2.6 HrveDUCATIONAllNTERVENTIONS 
seCTION 3: EVALUATING EMPOWERMENT STATUS AND HIV RISK 
2.7 EVALUATION 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The lilerature describes women as vulnerable 10 HIV In terms of bIOlogical susceptibility and 
contnbut ing factors (Gilbert & Walker, 2002; Umerah-Udezulu. 2001) literature was used to 
examine this and to determine Intel'\lenlion and evaluation st rategies that could be empioy(!d 10 
lower lhe vulflerabil ily of women to HtV To achieve the planncd obJecilves the literature review 
was divided into three sections The first analysed the determinants of vulile rabilily of women to 
sexually Iransmltted HIV. The second se<:Hon focused on the application of an empowcrment 
approach 10 HtV inlcrvenHon TM third sectIOn reviewed the evaluallOn of programme 
effecllveness when lhe goal IS an Increase III empowerment st<l'US <lnd a decrease in HIV risk A 
conceptual framcwost. was used to guide the reView and descnbes the concepts USing the African 
cooking pol as liS inspiration 
, 
2.1.1 Conceptual framework 
To tradillonal Afncan women, the cook,ng pol is an essenhal cooking vessel that has t1veo lOgs 10 
support II as it stands over a fire In t/"IIs framework the Ihroe legs represent !he three legs 0' 
htc-rah,ro reVteWed. Leg ono rcpresenls the delenmnams of gender-retated VtJlnorabohty of 
women 101" se~ually transm!ned HIV Leg two ropresents tile applicahoo of an empowem1ent 
approach 10 HIV Intorvent,ons Leg 3 represents the evaluahon stralegies for measunng 
programme effccllveness in torms of an Inc;.rease on empowerment status and a decrease in HIV 
risk. The "fire" undor tho pot is Iho ompowerment process The "ngredlents- Imide the pol arc 
Ihe factors The simmering of the ingredients represents tho complo~ interaction between the 
factors. Tho rosuiling broth ,s tho vulnerability stalus (gender mJequahty). Tho nSlng steam 
represents lho HIV fisk level (Low versus high HIV risk). Whi le It cannol be drawn into the 
d.agram. the rosullant so~ual pracl~s can t>e seen as the nutritional value of tho broth w,th 
highly nulnliOl"lal broth being equated With safe so~ual practICes. Tho model IS dIsplayed below as 
rogure 2 1 
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SECTION 1: DETERMINANTS OF VULNERABIliTY AND HIV RISK 
2.2 HIV RISK LEVEL OF SOUTHERN AFRICAN WOMEN 
The critical determina nt of the vulnerabil ily of Sub-Saharan women 10 sexual ly Iransmilled HIV is 
gender related (Amaro, 2000: Preston-Whyte. t995). Gender is described as the key lactor 
contribuling to the rapid spread of HIV in the region due to unequal gender power rela tionships 
fuelled by Influences of culture that script gender ro les negallvely. as welt as poverty (Buv!! al al .. 
2002: Umerah-Udezutu, 200t: Amaro. 2000, Preston-Whyte, t995). Further it Will be argued that 
the under-reaction of governments to the epidemic, despile its seventy, malntams the status quo 
that favours men over women in Southern Africa, perpe tuating the vulnerability of women 10 
sexually transmilled HIV 
Africa is lhe continent most severely affecled by an epidemiC of a sub-stra in 01 the HIV virus, 
known as HIV-l (Garbus, 2003; Buv€! el ai, 2002; Grant & De Cock, 200t . Umerah-Udezulu, 
2001 ; Iwere. 2000) Southern Africa IS more affected than wllstern or central African regions and 
is home to 10% of the world's Infect ions of whom 83% are women (Morns & Williamson. 2001; 
lwere. 2000: Caldwel l, Orubuloye & Caldwell, 1992). Data from antenatal surveil lance and 
populalion surveys indicate ti1at the majority of tile women Infected are teenagers and young 
women (Garbus, 2003, Gregson al al .. 2002: Umerah-Udezulu, 2001). While it Is known thai 
heterosexual transmission is common, the d ifference in the spread of the epidemiC Is belllg 
accounted for by a complex InteracUon behveen sexual behaViour and biological factors that 
affect the probabil ity of HIV transmission (Garbus, 2003: Buv!! al al .. 2002: Gutierrez. Oh & 
Gillmore. 2000). Explanallons for the high HIV prevalence ra te amongst women and for young 
women becommg HIV positive at a younger age than men point to sexual behaViour pallerns 
determined by cu lture an<:! socio·economic circumslances (Buv!! et al., 2002, Gilbert. & Walker. 
2002: Human SCIences Research CounCil (-lSRC). 2002: Umerah-Urlezulu. 200t : Gray. Wawer, 
SelWadda. Sewankambo. WBbwore·Mangen. Paxton el al .. 1998). Examples of cultur'<li tradi tions 
and socio-economic factors include the sub-ordinale role of woman, impoverishment, declining 
health and social services, rapid urbanisa\Jon, and pol itical and economic Instabil ity marked by 
wars and confl ici (Garbus, 2003: Buve at al. , 2002, Gilbert & Walker, 2002; Umerah-Udezulu, 
2002). Populations In pans of Africa are btcomlng trapped in poverty as the epidemic results In 
high mortality rates in the youn9 anc: economically active group. leading to further 
Impoverishment (Buve al al .. 200t). Intertentions to contro l HIV need to '<Iddress the sexual 
practices of individuals. as well as cu ltural ~ nd sectO-economic factors In order to lower the HIV 
vulnerab ility status of Sub-Sah~ran women (Buve at al , 2002). 
" 
Cn 
GIVen the se~enty of the situation, the response of go~ernments. communities and mdividoats is 
less !han YoOUId be anticipated (Caldwell et aI. , 1992). Caldwell at ai , (1992) state thilt 
understanding the slow response In the face of a pandemic as devastatmQ as HIV/AIDS is central 
to the batde against i\ The mam reasons given for th;s ineHecINe response .ndude the need to 
remilin silent about AIDS doe to the ad~erse elleds thai could follow disclosure (Stein, 2003; 
Caldwell et ai, 1992) Silence anses oul of the bell8f that HN is an Illness that is seKual and 
snful (Sten, 2003, Caldwell a/ ai, 1992) and r.; exacerbated by ineHecwe data co llectIOn 
{GaI'M 2003; CaJdwe" fit aI . 1992). IneHective data collection afld reportin9 of findings makes il 
dllficuh lor comml,JlflilleS 10 associate AIDS as the cause of illness and death The resultant 
inaccurate knowledge and uod&fstandmg pro~ides opponunity for myths SUCh as the false bfl ilel 
that fore'9ners bring HIV 10 Africa and want to Infect Africans to bring about the downfall of 
AfrlClln people (Kachlngwe-Sisya, 2000; Swan·Kruger & Richter. 1997, Caldwell &1 ai , 1992), 
The HIVIAIDS epidemic Is the largest South Africa has had to confront (Darrington, Bourne, 
Bradshaw, Laubscher & TIml:l9S, 2001) Unti l lecantly there was httle evidence of poi.llcal 
leadership lrom current go~ernment leaders addreSSing HIV (Garbus 2003; Campbell & 
Mzaidume, 2002; Schneider & Stein. 2001) suggestmg that South Africa 15 undeHeactlrlg to the 
epidemiC In order to substanliate the need to address HIVIAIDS as a major public health and 
women's health Issue, the impact of HN on South African women woll be conSidered through an 
analYSIS of the fact0f5 informing HIV \l\JlnerabV,ly status. 
2.3 FACTORS DETERMINING THE VULNERABILITY OF WOMEN FOR SEXUALLY 
TRANSM1TIEO HIV 
Ttus study IS an enqUiry into the factors that infloence women's ability to adopt protective 
behaVIOurs to lower their ~ulnerabllrty to sexuaHy lransmil1ed HIV To eflilble an analysis 01 the 
factors rlfsdy reqUIres cianrtCabon of the concepts of gender, empowerment. ~ulnerablhl y status, 
9ender In/equality and HIV nsk 
Gender 
Gender Is more than the biological (!iflerences of being erther male of female It describes the 
complex di~ersity of factors producing a great vanely of patterns of gender relahons across the 
mlCrO,lnterface and macro-le~el. II Includes the concept 01 'sexism', II te rm, used to descnbe the 
ineqoahty, diSCrimination and oppression of women on Ihe grounds of their gender (Thompson. 
2001) The literature associates gender-re lated vulnerability Wllh factors that Increase the 
susceptibi lity of women 10 HIV (BuW! 01 al .. 2002. Garbos. 2002, HSRC, 2002: Willan, 2002; 
Amaro. 2000, Bowle9, Be l 9ra~e & Reisen. 2000: Gutierrel 0/ al., 2000, Preston-Whyte, 1995) 
Factors 
Factors are described as influencing the ab~ i ty of women to adopt protect ive behaviours to 
minimise their nsk of HIV, These factors impact at the level of an individua l. g roup, community or 
at a soCIeta l level Each factor can be described either as Increasing sa fety or offering protection 
by either ra ising or lowering susceptibil ity to HIV infecHon (Blum, Halcon, Beuhnng, Pate, 
Campbell-Forrester & Venema, 2003; Gilbert & Walker, 2002: Amirkhanlan. Kukharsky, Brodkina. 
Granskaya, OyaUov ef M" 2001, Campbell & Wil ioams, 1996), A lactor can either be a facilitator 
or Inhibitor. 
Facllitat~s or inhibitors 
A fac,litator is an empowerment process that leads to the adoption of protective behaviours 
(Rose, 2004). An Inhibitor is a barrier to the adoption of protective behaVIOUrs (Eaton, Fhsher, 
Aarc,2003) The factor remains constant bul the In ~uence of either a faci litator or an inhibitor w,1I 
determine the gender-Illtated vulnerability of a woman or group of women 
Gender-related vulnerability 
VUlnerability suggests risk or suscep~bjlity 10 harm (Ruof, 2004, SpEers, 2000), or a diminished 
qual ity of life (Spiers, 2000), Rodgef1i (1997) stated that the development 01 tools to measure 
vu lnerability would Increase the predicl,on and prevention of health problems_ Therefore the 
literatu re was reviewed to Identify the relevantlactof1i, predlctOf1i and indicatof1i and or9anlse Into 
a framework The framework (figure 2.3) would gUide the drafting of the questionnaire to collect 
inlormalion on sexual practICe in thiS study. The predictors descnbe a position of either gender 
equality or gender Inequality (Oijkstra, 2002) and the consequent vulnerabi lity status of a 
woman 
Gender in/equality 
Gender equality predicts relatIVe safety versus gender inequality which is associated with 
susceptibility to HIV In lhis way the position 01 gender inlequahty determines the vulnerability 
status of a woman or group of women 
Vutnerabillty status 
In the health field the word 'nsk' is generally a narrow term used to describe the negative outcome 
of a risk assessment by an external evaluator (Spiers, 2000) A broader description of fisk IS 
inherent in the word vulnerability, II describes a risk sta tus tha t Incorporates factors across the 
micro, interface and macro.level, as wel l as, from the perspective 01 the individual (Spiers, 2000) 
Gender equat i t~ in associated with a low vulnerability status while gender inequalily is assoCIated 
with high vulnerabi lity status. Vulnerability status determines HtV risk level. 
HIV risk level 
Indicators dlfferen!lale between high and low HIV risk. A key determinant of vulnerabil ity and HIV 
risk is the empowerment status of a woman or group of women. Table 2.t provides a summary 
of the key concepts 
Table 2.1: Summary of key Concepts 
CONCEPT 
FACTORS 
INHIBITORS IBar""",) fAour ATORS IEmpow..-mooli 
WlfiERA81llTY SlATU S 
GENDIOR INEOOAUTY GENDER EQlJI\l.ITY 
OESCRIPTlON 
Com ... In'.",c1l"" _ .. n 'x",,. • 
",oce. •• ..,~ "<b"lI _ 0\JI0=I1. 
Predict.".. <IM<:tIbo ""'n ... bi"'~ ."'UO 
.",.. RIS'I STATUS IndOca\O'S id<o<>t>!y 11111 ri.~ _, 
HIGl-j Hili RISlC LOW HIV R I S~ 
Empowerment 
Empowerment is a measurable process and outcome describing control over factors covering all 
aspects WIth in the lifa of a person (Sevefjord . Olsson, Kabeer, McFadden, Amfred, Dominguez, 
Saadallah, 2001, Albenyn, 2000) Gender empowerment descnbes the power and authorit~ a 
woman possesses enabl ing control over factors wilhin a sexual rela tionship (Mosedale, 2003; 
Sevefjord et al .. 2001, Guherrez et at" 2000: Presion-Whyte, 1995) Gender empowerment 
status can be deSCribed through the Identification 01 predictors (Bowleg e/ aI., 2000, Gutierrez a/ 
at, 2000) Predictors describe a position of gendar equality or gender iooquality An 
empowerment mtarventlon targeted at one level of empowerment can influence empowerment on 
other levels (Sevefjord at ai, 2001: Albertyn, 2000: Fahlberg el aI. , 1991 ). Therefore 
empowerment Interventions that raise the overal l empowerment status of women can be 
e~pected 10 raise the level of gender empowerment Gender empowermenl is aSSOCiated with 
gender equal ity and gtmder I n~q u ahly woth g~nd~r disempowermenl. Gender In/~ua l lty 
determines the HIV vu lnerability stalus which in turn innuences HIV risk status 
Relationship between empowerment and HIV risk status 
Protective behaViours can be acquired through the process of empowerment (Rose, 2004, 
Wechsberg el al. , 2004) As the empowerment status (including gender empowerment) rises, 
women are enabled 10 adopl protective behaViOurs decreasil"l9 HIV risk (Wechsberg el ai, 2004, 
Willan, 2002: Amaro, 2000; Preston-Whyte, 1995) This suggests that the rel31ionshlp b~twl:'en 
empowerment status al"ld HIV riSk can be deSCribed as bemg mversely proportional Gender lies 
at the fulcrum of geooer-related VUlnerability status (gender in/equal ity). Should vulner3bllity 
''''''''' •• Ll._L _______________________ -'''''' ..... otBn! IlifIU!O 
InCrease (describing a status 01 gender Inequality) then the HIV nsk level will nse whIle 
empowerment slalus Will be lowered and visa versa (see figure 2) 
Kogh HIV"", ....... 
Figure 2.2: Inversely ;;;,..;rti;;; .. 
Y\llnerabi lity status 
Organisation of factors 
statui 01 em~menl 
~~nder &Qualltv) 
0i8e'llPQWtl<mcm 
(~Ie< 'neoquality) 
HIV 
There IS an enormous body of Ineralure describing the factors thai determine gonder in/equalIty 
and HIV nsk, ne(;lI$sltall4l9 II way 01 Ofganis;ng the findings The method chosen was described 
by Dev (1999) and involves sphttlng of Ihe IIlformation inlo categories The faClors have thus been 
grooped uSJl1g thiS method 
Clustering of factors 
The purpose of Klenufym9 the fadolS IS \0 enable a descnp\lOn of gender-related vulnerability 
(gender ,nlaquahty). empowermtlfll status and HIV nsk and IS su!)..d.vKfed as folloWS 
(i) elYsiaN; the categones 
(M) Factors In each duster are rela ted factors which can be split Into four sub-categories 
na~y· 
• Level or domain of analySIs - 10 be discussed under paragraph 2 4 
• Measurement category - a statement 01 the measure being applied 10 a factor 
• Predictors - desatbing a posilion of ~ender ill/equality namely· 
• Gender equatity a POSition 01 relauve safety in terms of HIV nsk (ldent,fled 
prediclotis) are faCilita tors of safe se~ual practoce) 
• Gender ioequal,ty or suscephbohty In terms of HIV nsk (idenMI8d predictor(s) are 
potenllal oaniers to safe se~ual practice) 
• Indicators - measure HIV nslt and have been collated mto an Inventory. wilh 
desatptors (see addendum 1). The indi<;ators sub-divide 10 deScribe a POSllion of 
either 
" 
• low HIV risk or protection (safe sexual practice) 
• high HtV risk or vulnerability (unsafe sexual practice) 
For clarity the table below displays the 5 clusters each WIth their related factors. This is followed 
by a description of each cluster and its related factors with linked measurement categories. 
predictors and indiCators. 
Table 2.2 : Clusters w ith linked factors 
CLUSTER 1: DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS 
(Gend8(-) 
Ag. 
Relationship status 
Schoo! attendance 
Educatiooallevej 
Economic status 
RetigiOlJs affiliation 
EthnlC~y and raCl"l 
Geograph;cat location of residence - place 01 living 
Uviog arrangement 
('Geoder is not discus.sad separately as ~ is seen at the core of this study but would be measure<J within 
this clustenng) 
CLUSTER 2: CUI.. TURAL AND SOCIETAl FACTORS 
Gender power balance 
Culturally scnpted gender roles 
" 
UNICATlON 
Communication with family, social & occupational (J"rup 
CommurucsUon with sexual partner 
Influence of media 
USTER4, PERCEP~ 
Perception of vulnerability to HIV 
Pe«:eption of normative tleilav'our 
ClUSTER 5, 5E[F.:eFl'lCAC 
Knowledge related 10 safe sexual practice 
Skills for safe sexual practice 
Atlitudes and feelings contributing to soond judgarnent 
Each cluster will be discussed descnblog the related factOfs and emphasiSing the measures, 
predictors and indicators thai are applied when asseSSing the level of vulnerability or HIV risk . 
Each factor Is displayed as a table (table 2.2 - 2.2 1) and has also been formed into a dendogram 
(see figure 2.3). In each table the concept is wrillen In full . followed in brackels by the words 
Co 
used In the dendogram. Words Oescnbtng the Identlhed concepts are in colour Green indicates 
a neutra l position. blue is used 10 Indicate &a/ely Of protectIOn end fod susceptibil ity Of risk 
2.3.1. Cluster 1: Demographic factors 
This duster cor'1Slders demographic criter ia and Includes ago, relationship slatUl>, leva! of 
educalJOn, school attendance, economic statU$, religiOus affil ia\Jon, ethnicity. race, geograpllical 
Iocabon 01 res<dence and tilling arrangement 
231.\ Age 
Half of all peopje who !lequi re HIV become in'octad before they ere 25 years old The peak 
lama~ pro\l3lence in sub-Saherafl Afroca is obsolVed ,n the 20 • 29 year age group An HSRC 
study (2002) idenUfied thai nationally WQIT10n between 25 years and 29 years liS haVing the 
highest prevalence rale. While ali females ara at risk young women are partlCUlarty vulnerable 
and therefore young gir ls ami women faR into a high HIV risk age C81&gtwy (Gregson el aI .. 2002, 
Gilbert & Walker, 2002; Department of Health (South Afnc;a ), 2000; UNAIDS, 2000; Gr.ty 8/ aI., 
1998). 
Summary from the literature 
Young femalM are exposed to sexual actIVIty tnal 1$ both coosensual and coerced 11 is 
associated wrth love. mUltlple partrlers, sexual dMire. abuse, economIC oecesslty aod SOCial 
pressum (Flisher, Reddy, Muller. Lombard, 2003, Buve el a/ , 2002; UNAIDS. 2001. Swart-Kruger 
& RlChler. \991). Factors placmg them al risk are biologICal mmalurity of the genila l tracl and 
characlensllcs of their soxual pracIJces (Gray el ai , 2001). These Include early sc~ual debut, 
multiple partners a low II'lcideoce 01 coodom use and a perception of bemg ·,nVUlnOfablc· 
suppor1mg risk-lakl1g behaVIOUr partners (Kanm. Magnani. Morgan & Bond, 2003. Swart-Kruger 
& Richter. 1991). Cultum and Ifadltlon can place young women al fisk Examples mcludelaboos 
thai block discussing sex with young women yel encourage boys to have mul!l~e partnofto 
(Wood. Maepa & JewkO$. sa) . Peer innuence is greatest for younger women and declines wl,h 
mat...-ily (Eaton 8/ a/ , 2003: MacPhail & Campbell . 2001) A lcoho l consumphon has been Cited as 
Il"ICreaSlng adolescents risk 01 HIV Infection (LaBrie Schiffman & Ear1ey\\lIne, 2002) Sheooens 
Of taverns (w,f()fl1laIIIQUOf stores or bars) arc known as ~aces were sex is Inlllated and a place 
where potentlat soxual partners can be mel (Garbus. 2003). Gamus (2003) IlI'lks shebeens and 
alcohol consump\lon to InconSistent condom use and unsafe sex 
Following the ~Ieralu re review predlctorn and indicatOf"S were idcntified specrfocall)' relating to age 
The predictor is age category With women 3 1 yearn or more belonging to a low HIV fisk cal89O'"Y 
whi le youngcr women fa llinio a nigh HIV rr.;k age category. The linked IfldtcalOf$ are age, age 
differential bel ween sexual partnflfS. nature of sexual dcbut (forced or choscn), age al onset of 
" 
..... "'.-L _______________________ --''''''' .N~."'._ .. <Lj, .... ·.lwtfd 
sexual aclMiy. the nalure 01 intercollrSfl (forced. coercive or consensual) (Garbus, 2003. Bwe a/ 
ai , 2002: campbell & MzalOuml!. 2002. G!-egwn al ai , 2002, HSRC. 2002; UNAIOS, 2002: 
MacPhali & Campbell, 2001, UNAIOS. 2001, Vul'ldlle, Maforah, Jewkes & Jordaan, 2001 . Wood. 
Maforah & Jewkes 1996, Wood al ai , sa). These are displayed In table 22. 
Table 2.3: Age with linked meas urement eategory, predictors and Indicators 
Signiflcanl1l1l8 
differltntial 
(> differential) 
Foree;:! sexual debtrl 
Early sexual onset 
Forced su 
HIGH RISK AGE 
GROUP 
(High rls.) 
231 :2 Relationship status 
LOW RISK AGE 
GROUP 
(Low ril k) 
Simller "lie dlff ... nt ial 
« differential) 
SnuRt debu t cnollen 
Con,en.llalsulliO! 
Intereout .. 
Relationship status IS predH:ted by the level of both partners' oommllmerll 10 the sexual 
relationsh,p aOO the degree of dedsion-malung autonomy gIVen a woman 
Summary from the literature 
Many HIV posIbve womt:!f1 became infected through heterosexual intercourse, oftsn husband-to. 
Wife transmission (Umerah-Udezulu, 2001 , PresIon-Whyte, 1995) Therefore the firsl prediclOl' 
OOSCllbeS comfT'Ntmenl (faithfulness versus unfaithfulness) (WongVlpat, 20(0) tndu;ators that 
measure th iS dfsbngU!sh between being monogamous opposed 10 h3V1ng muIlJple partnEn that 
can be concursnt or sequential, known or unknown and setf-reports of the presence of STt's 
(Gregson et at , 2001; Mbulal1eye Mahe Whitworth, Ruberantwari, Nakl)'1Il91, Ojwija & Kamall, 
2002. BUI Pham. Pham. Hoang, Ngl.1)'en. Vu & Oetels, 2001) Women In a comm'tted 
relallOl\$hlP, indudmg mamed women, are a\ nsk as they may incorrectly consider themselves to 
be Ifl e monogamous end therefore safe relationship (Bnd, Harvey, Beckman & Johnson, 2001, 
Amaro. 20(0). STrs are an IndICator of unsafe sexual pracbces as they are associated wllh risk~ 
behaviour (EI-Bassel. Witte, G~bert. Wu. Chang. Hill, Steinglass. 2003: M~er, MorTOni. Mathews 
& Utile, 2002: Gl'ay ef aJ , 2001; COhen, 1998) 
Scope for deciSlon·making differen\Jales between re lationships that restric1 decislOn·making 
compared w.th ones Ihat allow for autonomous deci~lOn-making Indicators linked descnbe the 
p!"actice of abstinence, marital Slalus, age at first mamage ane! whether marriage was arranged or 
partner self cilolce (Zellner, 2003; Gregson 61 aI. , 2002; Mbulaiteye eI ai, 2002; Willan, 2002; 
Sevefjord et al. , 2001). 
Table 2.4 : Relatlon. hlp .tatu. whh li nked mea.urement eat890ry, pt"edleator. and 
indreator. 
ttl I 
Sex with II IIlr;1nger 
Reports 01 iJexualtw 
lromsmittDd infectlonsj.) 
Married, divorced Or 
widowed 
First marriage al a young 
... 
Arranged marriage 
UNFAITHFULNESS 
RESTRICTED SCOPE 
FCR OECISIOtII· 
MAKING 
jReatriaed) 
FAITHFULNESS 
AUTONOMOUS 
DECISiC)N.MAKING 
(Autonomou.) 
No enulII .alt 
SaltulIl partlMlrl') 
known 
No raportl of l .. ullIW 
transmitted Infactlon(.) 
Single 
First "", .. Iage at a lalU' 
... 
Sell molu of marriage 
partlMl' 
H;;~~ •.. 200i M_". M "' .• ",,,, ~~~~$.~~~~~ 111_.2001: Hewzer, 2001 : Seveljonl f1f aI.  2001. I . el (j/ , 2000; ,_:::;.;: 
Rank", & Wison. 2000: WQn!JIIlpat 2000: Jewkes. Pen",Kekana, levin, Schreloo., 
Collen, 1998: Preston--Whyte. 1995: Marin B V , Gomez. CA & T6dlann. J M, 1993) 
2.3.1.3 School allendance 
School attendanee Is a p!"editlor of the cultural value aUached 10 being a girl and a mother's belief 
In ~vcalion for her daughter. Non·attendance or infrequent attendance leads to economic 
depeodeoce and lowers 1ut\l1lI prospec;:ts (GrOWll , Gulpa & Panda, 2005). Adolescent and young 
women al school are less ~kety to be engag~ in sexual activity. Schoot provides an oppol'tunily 
for education on .ax and HIV, therefore , a lad<. of fo.mal Khoollng can been seen as increallog 
vulnerability 10 HIV. (Blake, ledsky. Goodenow, Sawyer. lohrmann. & Wind.or, 2003; Blum e/ 
aI., 2003, Karim el aI., 2003. Buve et at .. 2002; lum, Kirslen , Ochoa, Hahn. Shaler. Evans & 
Moss, 2003. Seveljord et aI .• 2001; DOH (SA). 2000; Kachingw .. Sisya. 2000: Swart·Kruger & 
Richte'. 1997. Arooye & Megoke. 1996). 
" 
Table 2.5: School attendance with linked measurement category, predicators and 
Indlcaton; 
Poor attendance record '0 OR 
tNFREOUENT 
ATTENDANCE 
(NoJlnfrequenl) 
School fees 
unaffordable 
2.3.1.4 Level of education 
REGULAR 
ATTENDANCE 
(Regular) 
Satlsfactory attendance 
record 
School fees affordable 
Educational level IS a predictor of gender power and role (Grown et al., 2005). Low educational 
te..-els are associated witll an Increase in vulnerability resulting from fewer life opportunities, poor 
nulri~on and hygiene. hIgher mortality, lower fertility rates and lower economic de..-elopment 
(Kongolo & 8amgose. 2002; Bowleg at aJ., 2000: Se..-efjord a/ al., 2001). 
Table 2.6: Educational level with linked measurement categories, predicators and 
indicators 
Woril·based experience 
LOW EDUCATIONAL 
LEVEL 
(Low level, 
2.3.1.5 Economic stalus 
HIGHER 
EOUCATION 
''''''' (High leYel, 
Formal lraining course 
completed 
Garbus (2003) suggests that economic status can be direc!!y correlated to HN prevalence. The 
highesl number of persons infected with HIV beIng at the lowest economIc poInt; HIV prevalence 
decreasing with rising economic Slalus. Girts and woman face particular risks of HN Infection 
because of the interplay between their economic positions and social status Infiuencing the 
authority given to them for decision-makIng. Therefore the predictor Is income slatus and Ihe 
mdicators employment status, income bracket and ability to support dependants (Buve al al., 
2002; OIJM,stra, 2002: Gilbert & Walller, 2002; Kenler, 2001; Preston-Whyte, 1995). 
Status 01 fll1anclal dependency is a critical factor determining whether sex will be used I:IS 1:1 
commodity. Poverty and economic dependence inael:lse the likeriJood that a woman will be 
forced 10 exchange sex for material benefil and often ijmll5 decision-rnaking ability and the scope 
for negot'allrlg safe sexual pr&etice Sex trafflckJrog Is bemg iflaeaSlrlgiy aSSOCiated with Sooth 
Africa I:Ind places VIctims at risk of HIV. Therefore the pred'ldor is the practice of transactional 
sex and the Indlcalors deSClibe reportS covenrog exchange of sex for gain, sex trafficking and 
scope for negollallng safe sexual prtIctlce (BuWI til 8/" 2003; GarbllS. 2002: Jewkes & Abrahams, 
2002: WoJcicid & Mall:lla, 2001 ; Gutierrez eI 81" 2000; Preston-Whyte, 1995). 
HIV risk hnked to work Is the predictor of occupational nsk. IndiCl:liors differentiate between work 
associated with HIV risk and workers connected 10 a particular WOfIo. assoaated WIth WOIXers 
placing themselves at risk through their personal beha..,;oor, for example, t1UC:kers and miMI'S. 
Tabla 2.7 : Economic status with linked maalJurerT'HInls, predictors and indicators 
Economlc dependence 
No or low IncoIM 
Poverty 
1 .... ~ntll~liIIt. 
IManf for provl.lon of 
dependanl. 
FINANCIAL 
DEPENDENCE 
(Dependent) 
INDEPENDENT 
MEANS 
(Independent) 
E~" 
Independence 
Middle or upper iocOfM 
bn<k. 
Can afford ba.lc. 
C~n afford luxurieS 
Means .ufflclent 10 be 
.ble to provide for 
dependantt 
Vietlm of lex trafficking 
scope for 
safe .e~l.Ial 
, 
TRANSACTIONAL 
'" (Repo<ted) 
2,3,1,6 Religious affiliation 
'0 
TRANSACTIONAL 
SEX (Not reported) 
, 2002; iI 
, 1995: van 
No sex traffl(:king 
Scope for negotiatirlg 
safe sexual practice 
KehH:lr, 
Religion can influence the sexual practices of Individuals. The teachings of Christianity and Islam 
appear to have decreased sexual behaviours such as postpartum abstinence and polygamy. 
Studies have also shown th3t religious teaching can influence the value men attach to women 
and Influence followers to delay sexual onset and encourage the practice of abstinence. The 
impact of traditional African beliefs is poorly reported With limited findings suggesting that 
'fatalism' and an understanding of ill-health linked to 'angry anceston;' rather than being 
considered a disease, conlribules significanlly 10 the lack of understanding of HIVIAIDS in Sub-
Saharan Africa (Blum et al., 2003: Eaton el al., 2003: Potts & Walsh, 2003: MacPhail & CampbeH, 
2001 : Lagarde, Enel, Seck. Gueye-Ndiaye, Piau, Pison, Delaunay, Ndoye, Mboup, 2000; Rankin 
& Wilson. 2000; Wood et al., 1998; Caldwell a/ al., 1992). 
Religious socio-cUllural conteKl can ;nnuence women's rights through eithor pfOmoUng or limibng 
equal opportunities. This measure C3n be applied to a larger soclo-cultural context or a p3rtlcular 
faith·based Ofganisation. The predictors distinguish between religions guidelines (doctrine) that 
support gender equality opposed \0 those lhat support gender inequality. The indicat~ describe 
the level of gender inclusiveness and the indicators describe the altitude to harmful sexual 
pracllces such as genital mutilation or polygamy. The predictor of religious teaching disllnguishes 
between teaching that supports! enables gender equality or contributes to gender 
disempowermenl. Indicators describe mllgious teaching on gender equality. on practices harmful 
to women 3nd safe sexual practice 
Table 2.8: Rel igious affiliation with linked measurement ca tegoriell, predlctorll and 
IndlcatOf1l 
Doctrine 
m," 
Tea<:hing sanctions 
pnu:tlc .. hannfullO 
women 
, 
TEACHING 
SUPPORTS 
GENDER 
INEOUAUTY 
(disables) 
DISCRIMINATORY 
" , 
, 
OF 
Tuching Is opposed 10 
ptactJc .. harmful to 
.~~ 
2.3.1.7 ElhnlClty and Race 
Race can deflf\e Socoo-economlC and political slar~ while dererrmmng gender rotes and Ihls is 
reflecled Within South Afocan society With Black. Coloured and While popula~ons haVing different 
health profiles. Poverty IS associa ted With be ..... g Black in Soulh Afnca due 10 tile legacy of 
apartheid and thiS delem1lnaniiS seen as a key factor for the high prevalence of HtV amongslthis 
popula ll()fl grol.4l OutSIde of the South AfTlcan con lext mlnonty groups are deSCribed as haVing 
unequal access 10 reSOtJrces and therefore being at risk for HIV (Cummins, 2003, Garbus. 2003; 
Gilbert 8. Walker, 2002; Kehler. 2001. Gutierrez Cf al. 2000: Parada 2000, Reid. 2000; Fisher, 
Neve a Heritage. 1999) 
Table 2.9 : Ethniclty & r.lce with linked measurement categories, predictors and Indicators 
"'-"',"'h. Africa) 
Minority groups 
- --, INOIC"TORS OF 
_-+ PROTECTION 
RaCial g'oup other than 
EQUAL ACCESS TO Black {for Soutll "'rica) 
RESOURCES 
(aceelOl) Majority g'oups 
[z~;;;;-'::~~~~~",~,~smith, 2003. Gilbert & Wal~er, 2002, Parada. 2000: Red 2000. Coleman 
, 1999-,-preston--Whyt"c. ~''''~"' _____ _ 
2.31 B Geogrephlcallocatlon 
Geographical locatIOn descnbes the geographical regIOn and the place 01 residence In South 
Africa g!lOgr.lphicallocatlOn IS hn~ed to Inequab\les In health ASSOCIated vulnElf3blltheS perllnent 
10 the Soum Afncan conted have led to the fonnula\lOn of the folloWlllg in(hcators hnltod to Ihe 
predictors of SOCIO .. econormc area populahon's stab li,ly and access \0 health care (Anderson, 
2003. Gilbert & Walker. 2002) 
• Informat hOUSing or homeless versus formal (Grown 0/ aI .. 2005. Eaton 61 a/ , 2003. Garbus. 
2003. Guherre.z", aI. 2000), 
• Rural Of pefHJrban Iocallon versus an urban one (Cummins. 2003; Eaton et al. 2003, Buve 61 
al. 2002. GIbert 8. Walker, 2002) 
• PopulallOl'l mobility (migra\lon) versus population stability (Gilbert & Walker. 2002; (Mbulalteye 
et a/ 2002 UlTl8fah .. Udezulu. lOOt) 
• High HIV prevalence In a given geographICal area versus an area With a low HIV prevalence 
rate (Ammann. 2003) The assumption underpinning Ihls IS tha t Ihe greater the pool of HIV 
Infechan in a given area the greater the likelihood of a member of that (;ommunlty acqulling 
H'V 
23 
<> em .. g/ fWIf!t4 LlMtI4Il1 
• PoIIllcal IflStabolity and \he resultant hogh crime fale, 3ssooated with war has been firmly 
linked to nSlOg HIV rates in Afnca versus an area With poI~ical stability (Donovan. 2003. Buv' 
81~. 2002: Gilbert & Walker. 2002: Bu!ra, 2000) 
• lnacresslble health care services and general services Vf!f5US acceSSible services (Grown 81 
aI. 2005, &rte, 2004, Buvl! III aI. 2002; Welf , MorTonI. CoelZee Spencer & Boerma 2002; 
Kehler. 2001: Umerah-Udezulu. 2001 , Gutemez 131 aI. 2000 
• Transport inaccessible versus accessible (Grown 81 ai" 2005, Burke. 2004; Cummins, 2003) 
• Condoms in"cOl;ls~;b"" vercu .. aCOKs,ble (Zellner 2003) 
• HIV testing unavailable and inacceSSible versus available and access~le (HSRC. 2002) 
• Arlli-HIV drug therapies unavailable Of ",accessIble versus available and accesSible (McCoy 
Chopra,loewenson & Allken, 2005. Morris & Williamson. 20(1) 
Table 2.10: Geographical lex l l io n with li nked measurement categor ies, predic tors ..... d 
Indicators 
Perl-urban 
~ RU!1II 
High HIV p .... alenctl 
High crlmo rata 
POlitical instability 
MOBILE 
POPULATION 
(Mobile) 
SETTLED 
POPULATION 
(Sett led) 
Low crime rate 
Condoms Inaccessible 
HIV lestlnglnaccesslbko 
Anti-HN drugs 
IIf\iIvailabla & 
I 
UNAVAILABLE 
nNACCESSIBLE 
HEALTH CARE 
SERVICES 
(Inaccassib") 
2,3.1.9 living arrangement 
AVAILABLE & 
ACCESSIBLE 
HEALTH CARE 
SERVICES 
(Accnllbla) 
Rr.Wwd? ' " ....... 
Anll-HIV d l'\!111 
available and 
I 
This measures whether the hving arrangement offe,., protect.on from unwanted sexual assault. 
Vulr.erability Is often linked to dependency and this is hIghlighted by the plight of street ch~dren 
(Eaton el sir. 2003; Swart-Kruger el sI" 1997), Their HIV prevalence rate in South Afnca Is to-25 
times the rate of other ad~eSC8nt groups (Swart-Kruger e1 a/" 19'97). Identified risk behaviours 
include earlier sexual debut. more sexual partners. rape and forced sexual actiVIty as part of 
s\.A'Vlval and lower condom use. Ad~escents on the Slree! are often non-senool attendees, with 
higher rates of literacy end less eKposure 10 accurate sex infannabon (Eaton 61 81" 2003: Swart-
Kruger el al" 1997: Wood & Jewkes, 1998). 
Table 2,11 : living arrangement w ith linked measurement category. predictors and 
Indicators 
inslltutlon .. uuat 
vlolaUon 
UNPROTECTED 
AGAINST SEXUAL 
VIOLATION 
,Unprotected) 
2S 
PROTECTED 
AGAINST SEXUAL 
VIOlATION 
(Protectad) Inititllllon - off .... 
prot.alon 89,ln.1 
.. xu,1 vlol,UOfl 
CDearr ("" Rg""'!I' 01 Ro"'H I 1ft'lIlt,. 
2.3.2 Cluster 2: Cultural and societal factors 
Cluster 2 '5 compnsed of the factors that wit l determine gender-relaled vulnerability and HIV fisk 
I,nked 10 cuHura l and societa l faclors thai have an influence on Ihe interpersonal (gender power 
balance) and soc,elal level (cullur;"lIy scripled loles). 
2.3 2 1 Gender power balance 
Power balance IS the predictor and ~nlo.s 10 !he lnd,calors thai describe who controls the power, 
lhe dlStnbullOn 0( power and whelhef" nega~ve consequences of requests for condom-usa will be 
a bamllf to safe sexual prac\lCe, Male domlr'l8r'1(:a and unequal power distflbutmn linked 10 fisk 
behavIOurs include women allowing men to lake control 01 se~ual encounters. re linquishing own 
ablhty 10 inlluence how and when sex takes place, sexlral coercion With phySical or emOllonal 
pressure. violence and rape Violence, Including sexual assault, rape. (i f!ciuc if!g manlal rape). 
place women al af! increased fisk 01 HIV infection (Marmaf! Mbwambo, Hogan. Kilonzo. 
Campbell. We.ss & Sweat, 2002). ThiS is dua to anetomical damage 10 \t1 e female genilal area. 
condom non-use. exposure to muiliple partners in gang' rape and the silualion making sexual 
negollallon extremely difficult {Campbell & MacPhail, 2002; KIm & Molsel. 2002; Umerah-
Udezulu, 2001, UNAIDS. 2001. Vund,le al aI .. 2001 , Wood & Jewkes. 1998) 
Table 2.12: Gender power balance with linked measurement category, predictors and 
indicators 
UNEQUAL POWER 
RELATIONSHIP 
(Unequal power) 
EQUAL POWER 
RELATIONSHIP 
(Equal power) 
Equal powltf 
di.tnbul,on -
" 
... ,oIenceIrapekoerclon 
Negative con!JequenClI Part ... r r"panlel do 
form a barrier to ut ... ~ not tann a barrier to 
:~~~~~~]~!~~~~~~~~~ i 131 .... 2003 a/ fII. 2003. Jewkes & AbrilI\a!nS. 2002, Smitn. 2003; " 2002. Marman ul aI .2002. Sevefjord fl i ill., 2002: 2001 . MalaIa. 2001 Bu)ra. 2000 P"lerw,17. Gor1mal<er & DeJong, 2000 . • Wood & Jewkes, 1998, Di.on.Mueller 1998), _______ _ J 
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Culturally scnptec! roles 
The constllutlOll of The Republic of Sooth Afnca stales that men and women are equal (t996) 
and lherefore anytinng liml~ng this equality IS an mfringemenl of nghl5 The cultural milieu 
provides the context and descnbes \tle cu~urally prescribed role of women Ihal either uphold5 or 
mfrlnges on the nghts of 'M)men. The value given to the female role portrays women as valued or 
devalued. 
The subordinate female posihon entrenched In many African sociel lll$ limits Ihe control women 
have over their own sexual choices and over the,r husbands outside of marriage Th,s 
vulnerablilly to HIV is exacerbated by extramarital affa,rs which may be auepled and even 
encouraged as a show of mascutinlty Ihrough early sexual mihalion and many sexual conquests 
Roles that emphaSise innocence, VIrginity, submiSSion 10 male prerogative, low status, erotoc 
fantasy, mylh (cure of HIV by haVing se~ with a vlrgm), ignorance. lack of knowledge regarding 
sex and HIV are hannful to women (Suve 81 81" 2002, K,m & Molsel, 2002, Umerah·Udezulu, 
2001 Bu)ra 2000: Jenkms. 2000; Jewkes 81 ai, 1999) 
Cultul(Il norms are cultura lly accepted behaviours anslng oul of the local behef system Wh,1e 
norms are deeply entrenched they can differ from generatiOn 10 generation A norm may be 
upheld and seen as Iha ideal behaViour by the older gen!!rallon but the younger general 101"1 may 
teslll begmning lhe process of cnange by Questioning lhe status QUo (Jewkes el ai, 1999) The 
abol ,ty of a woman 10 act m a way thai IS contrary 10 nonnat,...!! culture is influenced by her 
perceptions, standing Wllhin the group and the degree of socilli conne<:ledness and personal 
commrtment to adOpi lng the change (Blum 61 ai , 2003). When behaviour and the cuUuralnorms 
correla!e, the lodlVldual will usually experience comfort. whole 10 ael against lhe norm Will of len be 
stressful, requ'ring personal convlChon and courage 
SupportiVE!. canng networ1ls looned by family, friends and health care pnmders can lowe. 
vulnerab~i1y by creabng an enabllllg enVlforwnent that values and promotes IfldlVIdual health 
Acceptance of people who are HIV positive can provide a cutlural milieu that offers care and 
support for lhose In need (Parsons, VanOra, Pureel, Gomez. 2004) This towers stlgmallSBhon 
and the burden of secrecy thai results when disclosure is nor POSSible (Parsons el a/ 2004 
Stein, 2003; SCIHDC, 2001 . jenkins, 2000, Reid 2000; Coleman & MngomazukJ, 1999; France. 
~I 
SligmallSBOOri Infringes on the human rights of HIV po5,trve people It cal' be a barrier for people 
wantmg to know thelf HIV stalus through HIV testing or to dISclOSing their posll,ve sero·slatus 
(Parsons el a/ 2O(4). StJgma can have serious consequences such as isolatiOn and neglect, 
further II'lcreaslng the burden on women Many keep silent for lear 01 being tdenblied whICh 
" 
RniqqlR ' , d/,JlJ!rMn 
prevents them from SeekIng trealment that coold prolong tife (Garbos, 2003; Lanouette, Noelson, 
Ramamonjisoa, Jac:obsoo & Jacobson, 2003; Stein. 2003; Umerah-Udezulu, 2001 ; Malhews. 
Kuhn. Fransman, Hussey & Dikweni, 1999), 
Table 2.13; Culturatty scr ipted roles with linked measurement category, predict()r$ and 
Indicators 
M.:ho idontlty of men 
..... 
Social Isotatlon 
Righls nOl ,"pSc:led 
DEVAlUATION Of 
FEMALE ROlE 
(O .... altMd) 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
NOT UPHELD 
(Non compn~nce) 
2.3.3 Cluster 3: Communication 
VAlUATION OF 
FEMAlE ROLE 
(V;d\Hld) 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
UPHELD 
(ComplIance) 
. ..
Inlegrallon 
Disclosure 
wom .... ) 
The thrd d uster focuses on communication and includes communication with family. friends. 
coIlooguc::.. ceMuol p:irrntll's and lt1e influenc .. of media menages, 
Communic8~on WIthin the pnmal)' group which includes family, friands arid work colleagues, 
determines the level of Information girls and women have regarding se~ual Issues and HIV. The 
predictor therefore describes whether women are informed or unlnfOfll1ed Indicators descnbe 
communication style. Information covering ssMual mattem. HIV and knowing partrlllf1i Htv sera-
status (Ou Plessis. Muller. POOman, Viljoen, Barnes & Cotton. 2(00). 
Communication with a $eMusl part!'l8l' Is predicted by communication style with indicators covering 
discussion on SSl(8) matters, HIVand practising sex safely (Bird Sf a/ .. 20(1 ). The innuence of 
media on female empowerment indudes Itle portrayal of women by !he medIa, messages relayed 
on practices that are harmful to women and sexual practices (Keller & Brown, 2002) 
tkMwql': U.., 
Tabte 2:14: 
indicators 
Communlcatlon with linked measurement ca tegories, predic10rs and 
Clo-ed communication 
wfth friends and work 
coIINgu,. 
NoIIimlted aCClsslo 
""". 
Poolly Informed • 
MlWIIl matter. 
Poorly InfonnMl- HIV 
WOMEN 
UNINFORMED OR 
POORLY INFORMED 
(Unln fonned) 
29 
INFORMED WOMEN 
(Inform.d) 
01*1 communication 
with friend. and wort! 
coIleaguu 
~sstomedia 
Well Infonned-
suual malte". 
Well infonned· HIV 
Table 2.15: Communication with sexual partner(s) with linked measurement calegorles, 
predictors and indicalOf"l 
suual .. sues Inulls 
Ncllitt'- dis~usslon on CLOSED OPEN Discuss .. HIli 
HIV COMMUNICATION COMMUNICATION 
(Closed) (Open) 
Noillmltsd dill~usslon of 01scusus satll sexu~1 , 
M 
app-ar.once HIV t.11 
Htv RISK STATUS HtvRlSKSTATUS 
Does not know BASED ON BASED ON FACTS Knows partner(l) Htv 
palt ... r(I) H/V .t1JtUI APPEARANCES (Band on facti) I i alus 
(Based on 
Lack of knowledll'" of appear.once) Accur31. knowlsdg. 
palt ... rtl) cun-snl and 
"' P8"1 .. )(ua! partn.r(s) paltr>llf{sj cu.r.1It and 
Tabl. 2.16: Influence of media with linked measurement ca te-gorll" predicator and 
indicalors 
~~~~~~~~~~';R;RE~'POO;;"~B~L~E~1~R;E~'~P;O;N~'~;"~L~E~~Tharmful prac llces 
WOlTMln REPORTING REPOfUING ON 
MII<ILI dOli n~ promotl 
safls .. 
2.3.4 Cluster 4: Plrceptlons 
ISSUES RELA"reO 
TO WOMEN 
ThiS dusle. Is relaled to how indlvlCluals perceive their own vulnerability 10 HIV and the InflulHlC8 
of normaHve behaviOllr 
'" 
&_"'&. "'-
2.34 1 Perception of vulnerabi lity \0 HIV 
Studies have shown Ihal an Important determinant governing the choice of sexual prachce Is a 
womans perception of her risk. Being In a committed re lat ionship is associated with a perception 
d low HIV risk and decrease motivation to adopt sale sexual practices although 11 might Increase 
disclosure 01 a HIV positive status to a partner (Burke. 2004) D'sclosure is frequently linked to a 
'ee~og 01 responsibiijty to a committed partner (Parsons al ai" 2004) HIV/AIDS complacency. can 
be defined as mmimlsing. discounllng and discred iting the threat 01 HIV/AIDS can lead to 
Inaccurate assessments of personal rtsk Knowing someone who has HIV or has d.ed Irom AIDS 
is hypotheSised to increase awareness of HIV/AIDS and ,ts threat to personal health (Cam~n & 
Ch,mbwete, 2003, HSRC. 2002). Many South Africans do not know their own sam-status desp~e 
haVing access to VCT (HSRC, 2002). Refusa l is most often linked 10 concerns related to 
slogmallSation in the event 01 testing posit,ve (Garbus. 2003) Also women percellllng themselves 
at a low nsk of HIV inleclton are poorly motivated to h!lve !I HIV tesl (G!lrbus. 2003; Agha, 2002: 
Bowleg at aJ. 2002; Bird at ai, 2001, Amaro, 2000; Guherrez a/ ai, 2000: Reid. 2000; Coleman & 
Mngomezulu, 1999; Swan-Kruger & Richter, 1997) 
Table 2.11: Perception of own vulnornbility \0 HIV with linked measurement category, 
o.ni81 of own risk 
behavlO<.lrs 
Denial of n.k pertne"s 
HIV stalUS ITUI~ oft .. 
Denial of,..k p.1$OOII1 
HIV pollUve ,latus can 
b-. to others 
Nov., had I HIV tHI 
OOM not know HIV own 
statu. 
HIVIAIOS complacency 
(Denies, minimize., 
discredit1i the threal of 
HIVIAIOS) 
INACCURATE 
ASSESSMENT OF 
VULNERABILITY 
(In;tCCurate) 
" 
ACCURATE 
ASSESSMENT OF 
VULNERABILITY 
(A<::cu"tej 
OF 
some-one 
po.iTlve ;",.; 
~OS 
Acknowledge. own risk 
behavloun 
Acknowledges that paMe"" 
HIV status a potunTlal risk 
Acknowledges personal HIV 
posiTive status can place 
OIhe. al risk (feels 
' fl!5pon~ible') 
Participated in VCT 
Knows OWn HIV status 
HIVIAIOS awareness 
(Informed and concerned 
about t he th reat of 
, , 
'~~~:::::f Campt>ell B ,2002 
Brrio. ot '''/stt! Mrlt!p 
2.3.4.2 Influence of normative behaviolM" 
The predictor is the inllueoce of peers on safe sexual behaviour. IrKlicators CQver. 
• perceptIOn of normabve behaviour. 
• perception of whIIther the benefits outweigh the costs; 
• Intention expressed regarding the adoption 01 sale sexual practice 
(Eaton at 81 .• 2003; Karim at a/., 2003: Marin fi t al. , t 993: Amirkanlan fit al., 2001; MacPhail & 
Campbell. 2001). 
Table 2.18: Perception 01 normative behavlOl.lr with linked measurement category, 
pn.dlcton and indicators 
Partelved COltl 
autwelgh b."om.. 
No Intorltlon 10 practl •• 
2.3.5 Cluster 5: 
THE INFLUENCE Of 
PEERS IS 
NEGATIVE 
(negallve) 
PEERS INFLUENCE 
SAfE SEXUAl 
PRACTICE 
(pol itive) 
Perceived benefits 
outweigh CO$t& 
Intention to p ractio;. 
safe lOX 
Self·efficacy describes the conrldence and competence to practise sale sex and covers the 
application of knowtedge, skill competence and the altitude5 and feelcngs Influencing decisro 
making. 
2.3.5.1 Application 01 knowtedge 
Knowledge has aln:rady been an indicator under communlcabon. Here knowledge describes the 
appftcalioo of accurate, completa and applied knowledge ItS evidenced by safe sexual practice 
lested through self-reports (Eaton ., 81 , 2003, Garbus. 2003, Lanouette el a/., 2003; Du Plessis 
al aJ., 2002; Amlrkanian 1ft ai , 2001 , Swart-Kruger & Richter, \997: Araoye & Adegoka, \ 996). 
J2 
co ' .... 
hbl, 2.19: Knowledge related to s afe sexual practice with lil'lked measurement category, 
predictors and Indica tors 
INDICATORS 
Participation In ri,ky 
" .. xual prl!lcticill 
2352 P'"cttce 
iii 
Adopts safe .. xuat 
pra.;:liCH 
Self-efficacy refers to Ihe confidence and competence of an individual 10 carry out 8 SpeCIfIC 
behavIOur It is an important predictor of whether the behaviour WIll be attempted (Rose, 2004. 
Eaton 81 al .. 2003). Skills Include resisting se~u .. 1 advances, negollalmg condom use and correct 
and consistent condom·use (Ealon of 81 , 2003), Alcohol use IS aSSQClilted Willi Im;:reased sexual 
ri sk behaVIOur, such as condom non-use (Eaton 81 al .• 2003; Karim 0/ al .. 2003. MOfrlson. 
Gi llmore, Hoppe. Gaylord, lelgh & Rainey, 2003. laBne 01 ai , 2002. Wood el af) 
Tabla 2.20: Skills for safe saKual practice with linked measurement categorie., predictors 
and indicators 
". 
Incorrac:l us. of 
c:ondoms 
Alcohol or SUMlilnce 
...... 
DO£S NOT APPLY 
SKilLS 
i lncompetent) 
33 
APPUES SKIUS 
(Competent) COtTact condom use 
No evldeou of illc:ohol or 
s ub!l lanc:ol abuse 
Inability to negotiate 
safe sex 
NEGOTIATION SKILLS 
(Ineffective) 
SAFETY 
NEGOTIATION 
SKILLS 
(Effective) 
2.3.5.3 Attitudes and feelings contribul""l9 to sound judgement 
, , 
PROTECTION 
able to Ny 'no' to .. x 
(Assertive) 
Alhtocles rela~ng to 6eIf play an Important role in sel(ual choices. Low self-esleem and feelangs of 
poor self-worth have bGen linked to early $e~ual debut and 8 neeO 10 have multiple sexual 
partners a. a way of affirming themselves (Eaton 61 a/. . 2003). Self-esteem 800 6eIf-confidence 
increase assertiveness (Rosa, 2004). Rose slales that fealings of self worth and conrldence give 
a feehng of being safe 10 make choices lor behavioui'$ that are protedMI (Rose, 2(04). 
Table 2.21 : Attitude. & feelings contributing to sound Judgement with linked measurement 
ca tegory, predictors and indlcatora 
low self-worth 
S .. ks ilfflrmiltlon 
"~".'!''' .exual 
WlNERASILITY 
IMPAIRED 
JUDGEMENT 
(Impalr.cl) 
SAFETY 
SOUNO 
JUOGEMENT 
(Sound) 
\lalu.s self (f eelings of 
self worth) 
2,4 LEVEL OF ANAL '(SIS 
The factors that.norm the vulnerabilit)t and HIV risk status of womllfl fOf sexually transmllted HIV 
can be analysed on three levels namely mlCl'o-IeveI, interlace-level and macro-level. The miCl'Q-
level deSCl'lbeS personal factors, the Interlace levet includes Int8fpersonal, Immediate living 
conditions and orgalllsaUonal factors and the macro-leYflI discussed structural and cultural 
factors. The table below (table 2.22) is based on the work of the Eaton el~ .. (2003) and Albertyn 
(2000, 1995) and has been applied to describe the level or domain of analysis used to determine 
the vulnerability of women lor 5e)W80y transmitted HIV. 
Table 2.22: Levels of analysis 
LEVELS OF MALYSla ' 
MICRO-LEVEL INTERFACE LEVEL MACRO-LEVEL 
Perception of own Relationship status Cufturally scripted I'QIe$ 
vulnerabilrty 10 HIV Gender power balance Rebglous afli~allon 
Self-efficacy which locludes; Living arrangement Geographical Iocallon 
• Knowledge related to Communication within fallllly, EconomIC status 
safe se~ual practICe social & occupational group Socio-poI,bc81 slatu5 comprised 
• Skills required for safe Communication With sexual of rrve factors namely 
sexual practice ",,,,,.,, • Gender· 
• Altitudes afld feelings Influence of media • Ethniat)t & Race 
contributing 10 sound PercephOn of 0QfIT18tive • Age 
Judgement behaviour • School attendance 
• Educalionallevel 
· Gend8f is not discussed 
separately as it IS seen at the 
core of this Iludy 
The !acton; listed on this lable are identical to those described previously in lhis raview. They 
have now been gl'Quped according 10 the level or doma'n of analys's The factors are displayed, 
according 10 lhese levels in the Framework of factors determlllIng the vulnerability of women for 
SS.tU8Uy transmined HIV (figure 2.3). 
35 
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2.4.1 Frameworll of factors determining the vulnerability 01 women for sexually transmitted 
HIV 
TlIe literature reVl8W enabled Ihe iclenlificahon 01 me factors and theI r linked Inhibitors and 
facilitators (paragraph 2.3), as well as the level of analysis (paragraph 2.4). These oompor.ents 
have been collated and developed into a framework The framework Is eUachsd as IIgure 2.3 
a. ...... mfr' ".,....,. 
2.5 FACILITATORS AND INH IBITORS OF SAFE SEXUAL PRACTICE 
The study began by askIng why women adopt nsky sexual practICeS when they have the 
knowtedge of safe sexual pra<:bees Sexual practICeS are determmed by faclors that either act as 
iaCiMators or Inhitlltors to safe sexual prilctlCe. The same factor ean either be a f8Qlltator 
(predictong a status of safely) 01' an Inhibitor (predlCling a status of susceptibility) depeodlng on 
the influence of empowerment status In Ihls study. guided by the work of Albertyn (2QO(), 1995). 
empowerment is seen as Ihe agent facilitallOg safe sexual practICe The work of Eaton, &1 aI . 
(2003) IS drawn on for the descnpllon of the mM)Otors as bamers that eother perpetuate orr 
promote unsafe sexual pracbce The domall'ls of analySIS descnbed by Eaton et a/ (2003) are 
similar and comparable to lhe levels used by Albertyn (2000, 1995) and Ihose used ,n Ihls study 
This allows for synergy enabling the development of lhe enhancements to the HIV educational 
programme based on these studies (paragraph J 4 2(1). A diSCUSSIon w,11 follow on bamers but as 
empowerlTl6nt IS r8VIewed as part of the seoond seclion of tne literature reView II will not be 
considered here but rather uncIer paragraph 2 6 1 J 
Barriers to safe sexual practi ce 
Eaton el 81.. (2003). after rev,ewing literature. desrgned a framework to describe thll barrlels to 
safe sexual practice Thil barriers were idenhfied end organised ,nto three domains of analYSIS 
tha t were named personal factors (barners wlthm the person). proximal context (barriers Within 
Interpersonal relatIOnships and immediate organisation) and the distal context (barriers 
associated With cullural and slructura l factors) Tha crllical elament Is Ihallhese domains overlap 
and reCiprocally influence one another WIth their comple~ Interaction makIng il dLfflcult to 
overcome banLers 10 safe sex. To highlrght the complexLty of factors culminatll'lg In urlsafe se~ual 
practice. an example based on Ihe faCIOrS IdllnhfLed II'Ilhe hleralurell'llh,s study. coupled w,lh the 
understaoding of the interaction between the factors gained from Ealon at ai, (2003). could be as 
follows A woman may dacide 001 10 request a condom (factor sell·efflcacy), deSpite feeling 
vulnerabll:! to HI V (factor perception of vulnllrabil lty) b':tCBusl:! she fllars if she does not aCquiesce 
to sexual demands she Will be abandoned (factor relationship status), She cannot fisk 
abaodonment by her partner. as she is finantia ll y dependent on her partner (factor: economic 
slalus) 
The foUoWll'l9lable display the three levels and the barriers as sLJggested by Eaton el al . (2003). 
FOI' d anly thts table has been enlarged upon by Ihe researcher and IS attached as an addendum 
(see addendum 7) 
Qt;I1'" Two 
Table 2.23: Sarriers (Eaton at ai. , 2003) 
PERSONAL FACTORS PROXIMAl. FACTORS DISTAL FACTORS 
(Barriers within the (Barriers r.tated 10 Interpersonal ,0.-
"""'-
with 
Individual) factor. and 1mrIwd1_ environment) cuflund , .. atructural 
factor.) 
, Young Age (tess than 35 tnability to negotiating condom use Prescriptive cultural roles thai 
years) are oppressive to women 
No communication 
" 
meffechve 
Female gender commun,cahon with se~ ual partners, Poor sense of identity 
family, friends or work colleagues 
Early removallrom Siructurat factors such as: 
schooling CoerCive. male dominated relalionships Urban versus rural conditions 
Place of residence 
low level of education Male placing fema le partner al risk by Poverty 
haVing mullip le partners 
Ethnicllyl race - Black (m SA) 
Peer pressure 
Perception of risk 
Barners w,thm 'h, physical oed 
Inaccurate Of incomplete organisational environment. 
knowledge 
lack of access to condoms 
low self-efficacy 
low access 10 the media 
Perceived costs outweigh the 
benefils of sale sex lack of recreationa l faCil ities 
No or poor ly conceived L,vlng on the streets 
inlentions to practice safe 
'" 
Being In prison 
Early sexual debut 
low sell-esteem 1 
The influence o f barriers and ompowormont On .. afo &o><,,:;ot prac tl co 
The compa rabi~ty between the level descriptors used in the work of Eaton e/ al., (2003) and 
Albertyn (2000,1995) enables arl,culat,on and synthesis thai co llectively provides a theoretica l 
construct to explain why women who are disempowered cannot overcome the barriers to sale 
sexuat prachce thus en9age in IIsky prachces. At the same time the effect of empowerment. 
acMg as a fac lbtalor. enabling women 10 overcome barriers to enable safe sexuat pracllce ,s 
demonstrated. An example of empowerment as a facilitato r could be as follows: il a young woman 
has multiple partners she might know the facts about HIV and safe sex, This knowledge base 
might not lead to a change m behaviour, as their need 10 be affi rmed IS h'gh driVing them to 
multiple partners A slra legy 10 change th is WIll be an empowerment approach that bui lds self-
es1eem and feelings of self worth 
Textbox 1: Summary of section 1 of the literature review : determinants of HIV vulnerab ility 
IdentlflCBbon of predlClors and If'Id>C8lOJS Ilt\ked to each faclor enable a 
descripllon o f the HIV nsk of WO!TICn to se:o:ually tra'lsmrtted HIV 
The r ... sI section of thIS review has considered the detefTl1Inams of gender-related and HIV 
vulnerability nsk "The second !SeCtion WI~ dISCUSS /he apphcatlon 01 an empowerment approach 
to HIV Interventions 
eeTlON 2: APPl NG AN EMPOWERMEN APPRO HIV INTERVENTION 
2.6 HIV EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTIONS 
" IS evident lrom the Ioleruture tnet the theory underpinning HIV educational interventIOns '5 a 
determmant 01 liS effectiveness (Petersen 8 Swart;:. 2002) For thiS reason the Ihree main 
theorebcal perspectives Inlo"T"ng many programmes wil l be analysed The purpose is to 
demonstrate the historical process and the circumstances that hall'!! led to the adoplion 01 an 
empowermenl approach Peer education Will be examlood as an educational metllod 
Incorpora~ng empowerment theory. 
2.6_1 Health promotion 
In the absence 01 a cure or vaCCIne lor HIV/AIDS tile COmef'Stooe of IfItervenbOfl programmes has 
been preven\lOn aimed al prevenbng the spread of the HIV VlflJS (Van Vliet at aI. , 2001) Health 
promotIOn is a well-accepted pOllosophy of care haVIng gaoned wOOd-wide support from the heaUh 
commun.y following the first InternatIOnal ConfMence on Hea~h PromotIOn which culminated m 
ihe formulatIOn of the Ottawa Charter for Heallh Promohon (Pelersen & Swartz. 2002_ WHO, 
1986). In \/lis cnarter MaUh IS described as the process enabling people to increase control over 
the+r health Health IS defined as a Slate 01 'ptlYSlcal. mental and social well-being' w,th indivM1uals 
and gro~s attalnong tilts through access to reqUired resources. an abil ity to adapt to lheir 
environment and with access and avaltability of comprehenSive health seMC6 (WHO. t986) 
Thefe are fMl key concepts in the charier namely building healthy publ iC policy. creating 
supporilve erlllll"Qnments. strengthening community aCllon. devetoplng personat sk ills and re-
orientating health services (WHO. t986), 
The Ottawa Charter bui lt on work slarted I'll Alma Ala In 1976 and has been deepened and 
broadened (Klckbuscn. 2003; Rltkin. 2003; WHO. 1986). Implementation has been In the rom1 of 
health retorms one 01 which was the adopliOl1 of !he primary heaJln care approach (WHO, 1986) 
Both the Ollawa Chaner and the primary health care approach emphasise the concepts of 
community panicipation, empowerment and health education (WHO, 1986) 
HIV Interventions broadly follow one of three schoots of thought The firs t is the behavioural 
approach, the second social theory and the third encompasses empowermen1. 
2.6.1.1 Behavioural approach 
Many interventions are based on behaviou-al thoorles (Burke, 2004, Agha, 2002) such as the 
Theory of Reasoned Acllon described by Fishbein & Azjen. the concept of self-efficacy derived 
from Social Learning Theory of Bandura and the Health Belief Model of Ja nz & Becker (Karim el 
al .. 2003, Agha, 2002. Swart-Kruger & Riehter. 1997) The cornerstone assumption of these 
models IS the understanding that education leads to behaVIOur change With emphaSIS beong given 
to health promo bon. Informauon and the enhancement of communication skil ls to enable 
negotiation and adoption of protective beha~iours (Petersen & Swanz. 2002. UNAIDS. 1999, 
Swart-Kruger al al . 1997) 
Evaluation o f effectiveness of behavioural p rogrammes 
StudlE!s based on behavioural lheory assume HIVlAtDS educat ion can alter the sexuat behaviour 
of the partiCipants (Agha. 2002). Measurements 01 success cover the acquoslbon of knowledge of 
HIVIAIDS. condom use and decreased ref)Ortong of ri Sk behaViour such as muttlple partners 
Reported results have tleen mixed, With many noting that a slgnllicant number 01 partiCipants did 
nOt change their behaViour and adopt safer sex practices (Karim et al .. 2003; Campbel l & 
MacPhail. 2002. Petersen & Swartz.. 2002). Zellner (2003) reports that when efforts to increase 
amdom use focus directly on increasing condom use rather than Improving the accuracy of 
HIV/AIDS knowledge results improve. 
Critiques of behavioural models 
Behavioural lntervent io rl s fail to accounllor persons With limited personal and SOCial powers who 
cannot exercise freedom of chOice The capacity to oppose unwanted sexual acti vity, as well as 
the abi lity to control experiences vanes across indiViduals and communities. Behavioural 
Intervention programmes. underpinned by the biomedical model of disease, minimise the role of 
SOCial causes of Illness Contnbutors to i I-health such as an unequat or sometimes poorly 
resourced health care servICe. poverty. malnutrition and Olher diseases are not adequalely 
explained (Petersen & Swanz. 2002; Swart-Kruger e/ ai, 1997) 
2,6,1,2 Social approach 
Social perspectives view heallh as an outcome of social, economic, cultural and ecological 
conditions (Burlle, 2004: Smedley & Syme, 2001 ; Fahlberg et w" 1991), This broadens the 
concem for hea~h from a medical position to one of public health - the responslbilily of ali sectors 
of society (Smedley & Syme, 2001 ; WHO, 1986). The World Health Organisation (1986), in ils 
definition of health, brought the social determinants of health to the forefront. WHO (1986) also 
described the need for a developmental approach addressing the mulbple levels of health 
delivery. These factors have subsequently been emphasised by South African researcl1ers in 
relation to HIV (Eaton el 81 .. 2003; Campbell & Mzaidume, 2002; Petersen & Swartz, 2002), 
Social approaches, however, fail to adequately address the unequal pOwer differential, whiCh 
conllnues to fuel Ihe HIV!AIDS epidemic in South Africa (Petersen & Swartz, 2002). The need 10 
address gender Issues in order 10 bfing about effective prevefltion programmes has led to the 
application of applying empOwerment theory to HtV intBfVentions. 
2.6.1.3 Empowerment approach 
The teon empowerment has a broad range of meanings due to its mixed origins, having roots in 
psych~ogy, feminist thinking and in adult education, where it draws heavily from the work 01 
Paulo Freire (UNAIDS, 1999a). For the purpose of this study empowerment refers to one's 
'actual and perceived ability 10 determine the course of one's life and community' (lee in Evans, 
1992: quoted by Albertyn. 1995:12). It Is conceptualised from the perspective of an Individual on 
three levels (Sevefjord et w .. 2001 ; Albertyn, 2000. 1995; Fahloorg et aI .. 1991 ) and can also be 
operationalised at the level of the Individual, an organisation or of groups/community (Mosedale, 
2003). 
Empowerment is a foundational elemenlln partiCipatory learning strategies and many community 
development projects (Rifkin, 2003). Feminist thinking has expanded empowermenl theory to 
encompass gender empowerment: out of critique 01 the cognitive-behavioural models that 
assume that behaviour is largely under an individual's control (Mosedale, 2003: Amaro, 2000). 
Beha'<ioural theDl)' fails to account for extemal factors such as being a woman, gender roles and 
scripts Ihat shape choices, expectations and factors 1'101 under the women's physical control 
(WOI1gVlpal. 2000). Within this scl100l of thought relationship power is seen as a crucial variable 
Influencing women'S ability to engage their partners in HIV-related protective behaVIOUrs (Karim 8/ 
a/ .. 2003; Suva 81 al. 2002:5; HeyzBr, 20001 : Preston-Whyte, 1995). The gender-based power 
dynamic is seen as resulting out of oppression, pre'Otlnting womBn from inilia~ng and sustaining 
sexual rlsk reduction in their relationships (Karim 81 al .. 2003: Buve 8t w .. 2002: Amaro. 2000). 
Three key dynamics of oppression are named: silencing (lacking the means 10 dialogue and 
decision-making). violence and fear of vlo~nCB and intemalised oppression (a process leading 
oppressed groups to be marglnalised) (Amaro, 2000). 
" 
In terms of the gender dynamic and HtV risk reduclion women, part icutarly those of cotour and 
poor, are seen as the oppressed and (he oppressors are descnbed as men and Ihe 'androcentric' 
society which 'acts upon' woman (Gilbert & Walker, 2002). Other characterisHcs given to the 
oppressors or dominant group include power, leg,timate leadership, and authority (Amaro, 2000). 
When applied to HIV, men are seen as the holders of knowledge and definers of gender roles 
inctudlng prescribing acooptable behaViour (Suva cl al. , 2002; Campbell & MacPhail, 2002; 
Gilbert & Walker , 2002). The ability of I'llOmen to adopl protechve behav,our is character isod by 
two opposw.g positions that are either a status of empowermenl (prolechve to HIV) or 
d.sempowermonl (suscept lbihty to HIV). The pOSition Will be delerm,ned by the amount of power. 
control over resources and scope for deClslon·mak,ng given to a woman (Rifkin , 2003; Gutierrez 
el al .. 2000, Albertyn, 1995). Empowermenl g'V8S ·choioo' and empowerment programmes seek 
to enable Ihose den Led it 10 acqU1fe ,I (Sevofjord el al . 200 1) 
2.6.1.3 (a) Enabling individual choice 
Empowerment IS a process thai "restores people's capacity 10 act with others to Improve the 
quality of life" (Fahlberg 01 ai, 1991 186) The concepl is described Wllt1in literature on health 
promotion (Iverson, Sahay & Ashbury, sa; WHO. (986) and covers tOPICS such as informed 
deCISIOn-making (WHO, 1986). commuOily development through empowerment (Iverson el aI. , 
sa; Rifkin, 2002) and health equity (Rifkin, 2002). Individuals who are dlsempowered experience a 
sense of hopelessness, Inferionty and powerlessness (Albertyn, (995) and Ihls is usually resu lt ing 
from a lack of resources or an Inabil,ty to make choices (Bester, 2002 . Buva er al .. 2002. G,lbert 
& Watker, 2002) resulting In poor health outcomes 
In health literature the relevance of empowerment IS eaSily understood by examining the concept 
of power/powerlessness (Iverson CI al., sa). Empowerment ,n terven~ons, through a process of 
acllve participation, are designed to empower an indiv,dual 10 act or c/loose (Mncube, 2003: 
Bester, 2002; Calvo & Pouliquen, 1999, Albertyn, 1995, Fahlberg el ai , 199 1) Personal 
empowerment '5 Ihe outcom~ or Ihe result when an IndiVidual has taken the act ion they deSired 
and achieved il (Iverson et al" sa) 
In terms of gender empowerment ga,ning and malntam,ng 'choice' IS the strategy for addressing 
gender Inequallhes in power within sewal relallonships. Gender empowarmenl is Ihe key 10 
women's ability to pro1ect themselves from HIV mfect,on (Karim el ai, 2003, Buve el aI. , 2002, 
Guiterrez at al .. 2002; Willan, 2002; Amaro. 2000; PulelWltz el al., 2000, Preston-Whyte, (995). 
" .... r"" 
2.6. 1.3 (b) Gender e mpowerment 
ChOICe IS at the heart of gender empowennenl and opens the door to self-determination Having 
basiC needs met is a pre-requislte to enabling women. particularly poor women. to exercIse 
se~ual chOice freely rather than be placed in situations were sexual e~change IS a strategy for 
sUl'Vlval (Preston-Whyte. 1995, Swart-Kruger 1992) It would be naIve am;! slmplisllc to see the 
powef relatlOl'lship belween men and women as a see· saw and label women pOWeooss and men 
as power1ul as thIS coukl negate lhe very real micro-declslon makIng abihty women exercIse In 
thell' everyday hves (Kongolo & Bamgose, 2002: Wojcicki & Malala. 2001). Rather as WOjCicki & 
Malate (2001) (quoting Scott, 1990:5) states that ·se~ual oegollatlon Is formed by coosteOatloos of 
unequal re lalJonships-, poinl lng to the complexity 01 the irnertwlIlIng laclOrs Ihat come together to 
form se~ua l behaviour (WecI1sberg al al. 2005, Eaton et ai, 2003. Gutierrez el aI , 2002, WojCICki 
& Malala. 2001) and gender in/equahty In thIS sttldy predlclors idenllfy a pOSloon of safety 
(gender equality) versus one of susceptlblilty (gender Inequality) and are displayed In figure 2.3 
2.6.1.3 (c) Developing an enabling environment 
When considenng commuruty empowerment the def,nition of a community as a rigid structure IS 
restrictIve Parker. Margotls, Eng & Hennquez·RoIdan (2003) suggest conceptua~sing communIty 
members as a dlvel"$e set of coIlaboralofs/partners Wllh different but essenlJal sets of skIlls and 
resources to contrIbute 10 publIC health practice - a view supported by RIfkin (2003). A 
community empowerment model assumes that self·empowerment IS not suffICient 10 change 
behaviour It IS Important to therefore promole communit!8S collectively identlf)'lng and acting on 
factors affectIng them, These models WIlli descnbe the sexual risk behaVIOur of members beIng 
determtned by the InteractIOn 0( factors on ttlree levels namety Within themselves. the,r immediate 
eflVlronment and al communoty level. AI convnl..o"1lly level structural and cultura l barriers formIng 
obstacles to safe se.ual behall!OUr need 10 be broken down In order to provide an enablIng 
envronmentfor female empowerment (Oi.on-Mueller. 1998) To bring change that Will enable 
unrestneted se~ual choice reqUIres a redress or red,slnbUIIOn 01 power. control. skills and 
confidence to women WIthIn an environment thaI fosters community commItment to improving 
IndIVIdual health (RifkIn, 2003, Campbell & MacPhail, 2002: Pularwitz al DI 2000, Flsher at at 
1999; Oixon-Muetlar, 1998. WHO, 1986) ThIS necessItates that Interventions embrace a 
partlClpalory approach and address the critical components named as capacity·bullding. human 
nghts. organlsallooai sustalnablli!y, instItutional accountabil ity, conlnbution and enabling 
enYIronmenl (parker at a i, 2003; RifkIn. 2003, WHO 1986) RIfkin (2003) lOOk the firsl teller of 
each of the concepts and formed lhe acronym ·CHOICE" and used thIS 10 name a model for 
explaining the link between empowerment, equIty and health, The model !S dIsplayed below WIth 
cross referonces 10 other studIes Ihat repO!1ed SimIlar tindlngS 
Table 2.24: CHOICE Model 
THE CONCEPTS OF CHOICE DESCRIPnON OF CONCEPT WITH CROSS 
R·fkin 2003\ REFERENCING TO OTHER STUDIES 
Capacity BUilding Enabling local people to develop and use skills and 
knowledge to Improve their health (Rifkin, 2003; Parkar at 
al .. 2003; WHO. 1986). Si ~ areas of skill building have been 
idenHfied in the Irterature namely: 
• communlcatioo (IverSOfl at a/., sa) 
• assertiveness (Iverson at a/., sa) 
• inlormation-seel<.ing (Hildarandt, 1994; Iverson vi al .. sa) 
• decision·making (Iverson et al., sa) 
• coping ( Iverson et al., sa) 
• social ~~jport seelo::1n9 skills (Hildebrandt, 1994; Iverson 
et al. sa 
Human Rights Enabling women through the process 01 exercising their 
human rights to Influenoo their circumstances (Rifkin, 2003). 
This would include activities to increase political efficacy aod 
social ac~on. 
Organisational sustainability Ensuring suslainabilitjl 01 health gains. through 
organisatiooal development (Rifkin, 2003; Parker a/ a/. , 
2003' Iverson at al. sa' WHO 198fn" 
Institutional accountability Development ot mechanisms to ensure ~{sFource all~~tion 
and decisions benefit those most in need Rifkin 2003 
Contribubon Enabling the programme beneficiaries (stake-holders) to 
contribute 10 ils development (Rifkin, 2003; Parker et al .. 
2003; SCIHDC Institute lor Health and Development 
CommUnication (SCIHDC). 2003; Campbell a/ aI .. 2002; 
Ross & Williams, 2002; Muli·Musime, 2001; Hildebrandt, 
1994 WHO 1986\ " 
Enabling environment Development 01 a>"l e>"lvironmenl thai supports equity aod 
stake-hojder empowerment to achieve health outcomes 
(Rifkin, 2003; Parker et al .. 2003; SCIHOC, 2003, Calvo & 
Pouliquen. I ~~99: Fisher el al., 1999; WHO, 1966; Preston-
Whyte 1995 
Active participation is central to the empowerment process (Mncube, 2003; Bester. 2002; 
Fahlberg et al .. 1991) aod requires that research and inlerventions carry the voice of lhe 'affected ' 
(Heyzer, 2001; Muli-Musime. 2001; Preston-Whyte. 1995; Fahlberg a/ al., 1991) Through 
participation In empowerment interventions that include raising awareness. skill dev~opmenl aod 
collective acllon against social conditio"" .. uch "5 a!Ju.,.. 111,,1 I', .. dl"po>i" worn"n to HtV, WO,m:n 
can be enabled to address these amcal issues (Suvll el a/., 2002: Heyzer. 2001; Amaro. 2000; 
Albertyn. 1995; Fahlberg at aI., 1991). Programmes facilUatlng economic upli ftmenllO decrease 
financial depeodence on male partners (Buvll e/ aI., 2002; Preslon·Whyte, 1995), and advocacy 
which addresses gender bjases and inequality and access to services (Buvll at ai, 2002; Heyzer, 
2001; Muli·Muslme, 200 1) will give women aCC8l>S to grealer r8l>ources (Gilbert & Walker. 2002; 
Albertyn, 2000). 
D ' r"" 
Advocacy campaigns are required to acldrflSS gender issues including nalional leglSlalion. poIides 
and budgets for HIV/AIDS prevention, treatment, care and impact mitigation (Suva &1 aI" 2002: 
Campbel & Mzaldume. 2002; Heyzer. 2001: Fahlberg el aI" 1991). Crucial Issues will be the 
righl5 of gtrls and women to legal protedton inckJcling assUf8nca of land, property and ClJstody 
entitlements, equal access to treatment and commodities, freedom from harmful customs and 
practices (mbeft & Walker, 2002; Heyzer, 2001), 
Empowerment llIqtJites sharing of power between equals and tha process engages Ihe 
disernpowered, who sland as equals WIth the desire, skills and mandate 10 receive a share of 
~, wilh the party perceived as haVIng !t (Albertyn, 2000), Through a learning process thaI 
can be facilitated, never 'taught', power Is Increasingly shared and In &0 oong a process 01 
transformalioo or emancipation of Ihe so-<:alled disempowered occurs, Wilhln the adult education 
field this process has become known as 'vansformative learning' 
2,6,1,3 (d) Transformative learning 
Empowerment cannot take place withoul the required conditions for transforma\Jor1 (R!flr.Ifl, 2003.) 
Educallonal initiatives designed 10 empower need to creale cooditlons to facilitate this (Albeftyn, 
2000). 
TransformatMi learning is central to adult educallon (AJbertyn, 2000: CrantOf1, 1994) WIth an 
emphasis on reflection and cntlCal Itlinimg as central adivtties raising con5Ciousness and 
allOWIng eonstrvction of meaning of one's own reafity ( AJbertyn, 2000: Cranton. 1994; Me:drow. 
1994) Studies Indicate that !he empowerment process is emanced through active partICIpation 
and reflection Within I mutually SUpportive group with a sk~led facilitator acting es an 'empowering 
enablef' (RlnUlltII, 2004, A1b!ort~", 2000). hi u,,, hlel .. tur", th", ",mpowt'lm'ent process i~ deK1ibed 
as a series of steps (AJbertyn, 2000: lverwn 8/ aI. , sa). However, AJbertyn (2000) argues tha! 
ideaUy changes occur SImultaneously, enhancrng one another and continue over th", lifecyde 
representing a 'way of Interacting with the woOd' The process of empowerment can be 
morulored WI indiYKIualsltltough the identification of indicators (Albertyn, 2000). 
Utera!Ut1l from the health field, describe the applica tion of the transformative learning process, 
which IS usually III cootellts addre&sing a disparity In health eqUI!~ or power and use Iheoretical 
coostnJCts from the Participatory learning and Action approach (Rifkin. 2003). D9scnpllons 
Indude the principles and strategies required for foslering partnership and educalion strategies 
that inYOlve and respond to the needs of Ihe Individual, group or community in order to Innuence 
health practice to achieve desired outcomes (Parker et aI .• 2003). Peer education, With roots In 
Participatory learning theory i-s one method of bringing transformation through an educalional 
intervention at community lev",1 (Campbell & MacPhail, 2002: UNAIDS, 1999), 
" 
2,6,2 Peer education 
One of the biOl;lest challences facing South Africa is ceil ing thf! HtV mf!ssag"s tn " rtiVf!ffiF.! 
populatIOn of over 40 mil lion people in a way thai effects behaviour change and is cost-effective 
(Campbell & MacPha il, 2002: UNAIOS, 1999) Peer education, through a cascade or diffus,on 
model can reach many through a community level intervention (Deutsch, Michel & Swartz, 2003: 
Jha, Nagelkerke, Ngugi, Prasada, Wil ibond, Moses, Plummer, 2003; Moms & W,lIIamson, 2003, 
Campbell & MacPhail, 2002; Ross & Wil liams, 2002). Concomitant benefits reported ,nelude 
reduction tn st igmat,sabon, promot ion of community development and lowering of sexua ll y 
transmitted Infections (Ross & Wil liams, 2002; Jha 0/ aI., 2001) 
The theory of part,cipatory educat ion has been important to the development of peer education 
wllh advocates of this methodology reporting that the horizontal process of peers tatkmg among 
themselves and determining a course of act,on resu lts in behavioura l change (Campbell & 
MacPhail, 2002, UNAIOS, 2001 , UNAIDS, 1999) Recent studies have demonstrated that 
d,ffusion theones and participatory modets can be brought togelher to harness thf! st rengths of 
both with a peer education programme (Morris & Wi ltiamson, 2003). Peer educat,on, as a 
component of an HIV strategy, when used within a diffuSion model Wi ll be descnbed as most 
effective when the coverage includes a large sect ion of the population, forms part of a mul\lmedia, 
nat ional campaign (Parker et ai, 2003, SCIHCO, 2003, Ag ha, 2002, Campbell & MacPhail, 2002) 
and Incorporales educational strategies that empower and involve men (UNAIDS, 2000) 
However. when empowerment is a goal, then targeted intervent ions that address specific needs 
of specific groups have been shown to Yield the best reSults (Wechsberg et ai, 2005). 
Oue to difficulties such as Issues re lated to capac~y, outreach capabi lities and structural 
impediments, peer education has been cr itiqued and is al times less effect ive than Intended 
(Parker 61 al . 2003: Campbell & MacPhail. 2002) 
2.6.2.1 Role of peer educators 
For an educat ional intervention to be empowerong it needs to include development of appropriate 
knowledge, skill bUi lding, enhancement of feel ings of se l f-efftCac~ and ra ise awareness (Albertyn, 
1995, Fahlberg ot ai , 1991). The fac ilitator needs to develop a milieu of trust to foster the 
relationship between peers supporting the discussion of sensitive Issues In an acceptable manner 
that IS proactive and focused (DeutSCh, MiChel & Swartz, 2003; UNAIOS, 1999). Peer educators 
need to be trained to be skil led facil itators who develop ",to Intervention speciatlsts (Ross & 
W il liams, 2002: Iverson et al" sa). Skills train ing lor faCil itators should be practical, including the 
use of lesson plans ano learner centred teaching materia ls to achieve educational oblectives 
(Deutsch e/ aI., 2003. Parker et al., 2003; UNAIDS, 1999). Techniques for creat ing diSCUSSion 
" 
BNr .. otRetlw!lc __ 
ShoUld be part of facil itator train ing 10 enable them 10 sklJfully assist group partiCipants explore 
opbons thereby ga,"ing a sensa of maslary over lhelr lives whole being a resource and a supper! 
(Albertyn, 1995). 
The role of peer education includes 
• developing awareness, knowledge. skills end sillilides (Deutsch eI 81 2003. Alberlyn, 1995. 
Fahlberg et a/, . 199 1): 
• ldenhficalion of peers In need of assistance and referral 10 relevllflt resources (Deutsch 0/ at , 
2003), 
• role modelling healthy behaviour (Deutsch olal , 2003. Ross & WllIl9ms, 2002). 
• advocating for gender equity. resources and services for themselves and peen; (DeutSCh et 
a/ . 2003: SCIHDC, 2003, Fahlberg et al.. 1991) 
2.6.2.2 Peer learners 
Peer education, from an empowerment perspecllve. requires a leamer centred approach 
(Albertyn, 2000) With the leamer being viewed as !he agent achieVIng the soIutlOll to their 
problem(s) as thiS builds self-esteem and confidence (RlIlooer. 2004. Rose, 2004, Campbell & 
MacPhail, 2002, Albertyn, 1995) Participants shara ill the responsibil~y for creating a learning 
environment. 
2,6.2,3 Learning programme 
Contertt of a course WIll inckJde essent.al knowtedge 10 enable Informed deciSions (Campbell at 
a/ , 2002, Albertyn, 1995), development of related sk~ls 10 give competence and enhance self-
confidence (Iversoo et a/., sa, A1bertyn. 1995) and at~ludes and feelings This is achieved 
through small group strategies. using tasks deSIQned 10 allow success through atlamment 01 
IfTIme!ltale. achievable goals (Albertyn, 2000. 1995) enhanced by educational matenals includH'lg 
different medJ8 to suppor! the learning process (SCIHDC, 2003. Agha, 2002. UNAIDS, 1999). 
TransformatlVa leamlng has two layers lhat al limes set!m in conflict namely the cognitive, 
rational and obJectIVe, as well as, the Intulbve, lmagmabve and SUbject ive. While [he emphasIs 
has been on the rationale this needs 10 be rlOked 10 the affective by uSing feelings and emOlions 
til CI'lllcal reRectlOn and as a means 01 reflectloo 
" 
2.6.2.4. Learning methodology 
The learning process will be encouraged by using small group teaching methods, employing 
e~perienl;a l stfBtegies while developirl9 mutuat support structures (Albertyn. 2000: 1995) 
Through actively engaging peer tearool"S irl Informed debates, positive aUltudes arld skills can be 
bUi ll wh ile strengtherllng healthy norms (Deutsch vi al., 2003, Campbell & MacPhail. 2002; Ross 
& Williams, 2002, MacPhail & Campbell, 2001, UNAIDS, 1999, Albertyn, 1995) Learnirlg should 
ind ude 
• Identification of concerns. issues and priorities uSing a number of needs· based assessment 
procedures and strategies (Albertyn, 2000) 
• Identification of st rengths and capabililles as a basis lor proactively acknowledging learners' 
abillUes (Albertyn. 2000) 
• Mapping of the SOCial support networt in terms of both eXisting sources and support. and 
untapped. but potentia l sources of aid and assistance (Albertyn. 2000) 
• Learners In the Implementation so that they develop abilities to mobilise resources, meet 
needs and achieve goals (Albertyn. 2000. Fahlberg el al., t991) When changes can be 
att ributable to the programme <IS many of the part icipants must be adnowledged as possible 
(Parter el a/., 2003; Ross & Wi lliams. 2002). 
• Development of members Irom within the group to become luture trainers (SCIHDC, 2003) 
• Facilitatmg access to reqUired resources by both peer educators and peer learners (future 
peer trainers) (SCIHDC, 2003). 
• Interactively work towards the desired outcomfl of the programme in terms of devfltoplng the 
knowledge. skills and altitudes required by peer tearners to practice safe sex (Ross & 
Williams, 2002) 
• Planning for boOSler InteNentions \0 re-enlorce learOlng and strengthen impacl (Parker et al , 
2003: Ross & Wi ll iams. 2002) 
• Evaluating of the effectiveness of the programme (SCIHOC. 2003). The most common 
methodology used is a form 01 pre-lestlpost-lest design evaluating change in knowle<1ge, 
practice and attitudes (UNAIOS. 1999) but Ross & Williams. (2002) argue for a more rtgorous 
evaluation that includes comparing Intervention results between inteNention and contro l 
groups 
., 
While the approach was being developed health reforms were laking place in response to the 
OHawa Charter (Pelersen 8. Swartz, 2002). These refonns have particularly Impacted on the 
fOC1JS and priority being given in dehvery of health services. The heallh reforms have had a 
reciprocal innuence on Implemenlabon of interventions 
2.6.3 Implementing HIV interventions 
The major health reforms are described by the WHO as generations With the sectlnd and third 
generat ion 01 health reforms alfeellng HIV interventions (Petersen 8. Swartz, 2002). The 5ectlnd 
generaUon of health reform lollowed the Alma Ala meeting of WHO m 1918 at which the ctlncept 
of primary health care and the agenda of 'Health for All by the year 2000' was described. The 
Ottawa Charter ar"ld laler WHO directives gave further impetus by developing a ctlmprehenslve 
approach 10 health promotion. Currently we are in the third generahon of heaHh reform largely 
driven by fai lures In the delivery of comprehenSive primary health care and economic forces 
(Petersen & Swartz, 2002) With these cha0geS go a demaod driven approach to health care 
with new buzz words beiog 'cost-effect iveoess' aod selee\loo accordio9 to priori1<eS called 'baslc, 
'essen tial" or 'urgent". The th ird generation of health reform has been crihcised With Pelersen and 
Swartz (2002) sta1Jng that these reforms ar"ld Ihe behavioural approach adopted by maoy projects 
has contnbuted to the ineffectiveness of South African interventions in limiting Ihe HIV epidemiC. 
To-<iate. m South Africa, reach ing areas with limited health services has been slow (Ammann, 
2003, Coleman & Mngomezulu, 19991 Variations in sexual pract ice, language and culture often 
limit the application of staodard HIV prevention programmes. Strate9,es Ihat are culturally 
senSitive and ethical ly acceptable are reqUired (Oushay, Singer, Weeks, Rohena & Gruber, 2001: 
Smedley & Syme, 2001 ; COleman & Mngomezulu, 1999) 
Educational strategies need to faclhlate community members Interacting With people who are HIV 
poSitive, Such a stralegy Will assist people to move beyond haVing a merely theoretica l 
knowledge of HIV/AIDS and should result In realistic responses to the HIV epidemic While 
studies show Ihal many South Afrlcans now know 'facts' relaled to HIV (Eaton el ai" 2003: 
HSRC, 2002, MacPhail & Campbell . 2001 : Wilkinson 8. Wllkmson, 2001) the epidemic IS st ill 
9rowin9 . shOWing that behaVioural change is lagging Tra ined persons are needed to reach the 
wider commUnity focusing on IIreas of high prevalence and under-served rural and pen-urban 
areas (Ammann , 2003) To be effective issues covered need to Include. 
• IncreaslflQ Insight and acceptance of HIV awareness and educa~ona l messages (Ammann, 
2003, Coleman & Mngomezulu, t999) 
• Assistin9 indiVidua ls to understand their vu lnerability to HIV is a requ irement for translat ing 
knowledge into behaviour change (Ammann, 2003: MacPhail & campbell, 2001 ; COleman & 
Mngomezulu, 1999) 
so 
• DesngmatlSatlon of HIV and people who are HIV positive in order to promote caring, poSItive 
altitudes and support towards HIV positive persons (Department of Health (UK), 2001). 
• Sel(ual behaVioural responses and copijng mechanisms in the prevenl ion and management of 
HIV (Arnmann, 2003: Campbell & MacPhail, 2002; Coleman & Mngomezulu, 1999) 
• Promollng safe sel(ual practice (Ammann, 2003: Ross & Williams, 2002; Coleman & 
t.tJgomezulu, 1999) 
• ProIl'106on of gender equality especially between serual partners (Coleman & Mngomezulu, 
1999). 
To Pelersen & Swartz, (2002) the way to achieve these goals is through an empowering, 
developmental approach. Gender inequality hes at the heart of the epidemiC In Soulhern Africa 
and to address Ihis ISSue requlfes int8fVE!ntions leadll'lg 10 gender empowerment 
Em~rment ttoeory can be applied to gove understanding to the fectors exeCllfbaling Ihe spread 
of HIV in Southern Afnca as it el{poses gender-related lectors (Bove 01 91., 2002: Heyzer, 2001, 
PuielWllz 01 ill., 2000: Preston-Whyte, 1995). These Include the cult~lly described roie 01 
women and the power d,ffereflliel in the rela\Jonshlp between men and women (Suva er ai, 2002. 
Gi lbert & Walker, 2002, PetMSen & SwarU. 2002, Swart·Kruger & RiChter. 1997) At the same 
lime It highhghts the nef!d for enlargll'lg understandmg and knowledge of heterose~ual male 
sexuality and se~ual nsk_lakong. This knowledge then needs to be eppll!ld to develop and test 
prevention epproaches targeted to men and ~Ies (Karim el 81" 2003; Amaro, 2000; Fahlberg 
01 aI., 1991) In order to Improve the health of women 
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Textbok 2: Summary of lessons from empowerment theory 
Summary of !essoos from empowemlent theory 
• Grealer understand>ng or gender-related factors is required (Buve el el , 2002; Heyzer, 2001 
Preston-Whyte, 1995) particularly Ihe ekpectallons of a gIVen community towards their worn1 
and Ihe power d ifferential In the re lahonshlp between men and women (Buvl!! at 81, 2002) 
• Ensuring tt,at research and Interventloos addressing women carnes the voice of the 'affected' 
1hrough their acliva and legitimate partiCipalion in all aspects of the process (Heyzer, 2001 
Mul l-Musime, 2001, Preston-Whyte, 1995), 
• Development of effective Interventions to assist women With a history of abuse, as well as 
protect those currenUy being abused ( Heyzer, 2001 , Amaro, 2000), 
• Enlarge understand'ng and knowledge of heterosexual male se~~hty and sexual risk taking 
(Amaro, 2000) 
• Developing and testing prevention approaches targeted to men and couples (Karim III a/ 
2003: BleIcher, 2002; Amaro, 2000) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Indud ... Inl ... rvenlioM 1h~1 p'ov!dinO .. o;mnm>" lIr>hltmf'nl In rlA('JA'l."'" financi;1I d"'I"fIOrlAOca 1 
male partoers and Ihe associate<! constraints (Preston-Whyle, 1995), 
Undertaking gender reviews of natlOnaileglslatJon, poliCIeS and budgets related to HIV/AIDS 
prevention, treatment , care and impact mitigalion (Heyzer, 2001) 
Focusll1g Information and education efforts to address gender biases 8(ld Inequality (Hevzei 
2001 ). 
GuaranteeIng the rights 01 girl s and women to 1e9al protection Including assurance of land 
property and custody entitlements, equal access to treatment and commodities and freedo 
from harmful customs and practices (Heyzer. 2001 j , 
• Improved availabil ity of and access to prl.lventiQn services and resources incJudlng male and 
female condoms (Heyzer. 2001 j 
The first section of this review described Ihe determinants of HIV nsk status. The second section 
considered the value of applYing an empowerment approach to HIV interventions. The third 
section 'MIl now cover evaluation of empowerment status and HIV risk 
2.7 EVALUATION 
In IhlS sludy 1wo measures have been applied to measure programme effectiveness. namely. 
empowermenl stalus HIV nsk level In this secl ion literature will be discussed 10 gain insight Into 
the measurement of empowerment status and HIV risk level. 
2.7.1 Measurement of empowerment status 
The use of Impact IndiCCltors to evaluate the effectiveness of an empowerment intervention 
through the subJechve assessment of pers01al contrOl over an indnl idual"s life has been described 
(A1bertyn, 2000, 1995; Sevefjord el al .. 2001. Iverson e/ aI .. sa). Albertyn (1995) describes Ihe 
ind<cators as covermg the psychologica l. cogr"\ll ive. behaVioural. SOCIal. political and economic 
domains idenhflable as 'specific outcomes' of the empowerment process The empowermenl 
status of an indivodual is a re lative va lue calcu laled by delermlning Ihe lotal number of ind ica tors 
evidenlln an IndIVIdual Within their given context (Albertyn, 1995). Albertyn's measurement IS 
across all three levels of empowerment providing the IriangulallOn between the differenl 
dimensions or cmpowermenl stated by Se'/efjord er aI .. (2001) 10 increase Ihe rel iabi lity of the 
measure. 
Each measuremenl is cross-sect ional in nalure. giving a measure 01 a learners current 
empowerment status. intended 10 evaluate laamer's sialus longlludinal ly Indicating Ihe direction of 
change ra lher than being a specific measure (Seveljord el al . 2001). Each learner is viewed as a 
'CClse study" and comparisons are not intended (Albertyn, 1995) although the empowermenl 
status of the group can be described (Mncube. 2003; Bester. 2002, Albertyn, 2000). 
limitations In the measurement of empowerment include its cross-sectional nature ('one-off 
snapshots ') and lhe assumpl lon thai change Is linear nol accounting for IndiVidual vana~ons 
(Rifkin. 2003: Sevefjord el al .. 2001) The concept thaI a cause can be idenldied for 
d,sempowerment and remedied to bnng about change is dispuled and cntoqued as It can be 
",ewed as prescripllVe, defeating the objecti~e to enhance a women's CClpaclty for self-
determinahon (Sevefjord etat .. 2001). Quanlitatlve measurement is consodered by Svefjord at aI .. 
(2001) to be too limiting to capture the socia l change process and Ihey advocate quallta\.IVe 
research methodologies and the use of triangulatoon to increase validity and reliabil ity 
2.7.2 Evaluation of HIV risk 
10 the emplI"lC.iIl part 01 Ihls study sexual practJces were evaluated as a measure of lh-e 
effectiveness 01 an HIV intervenllon The literature was used to identify sexual ly protecllve 
behaviours that could be measured through s.elf-reports Four such behaviours mel these cr iteria 
namely. abs~nence (Eaton et ai, 2003. Ammann, 2003: Amlrllanlan 01 a/., 2001. Umerah· 
Udezulu, 2001 , Largarde 0/ ai , 2000). faithfulness (Anderson. 2003; EI·Bassel ot 8/. 2003 
Karim el 91 2003; BUI el aI . 2001 , Oronsaye & Anuk8m , 2002). condom-use (Dorr ington, 
Bradshaw & Bodlend8f 2002) and HIV tesllng (Grant & Do Cotk 2001, Department of Health 
(UK). 2001; MM'NR. 2000). These behaviours wi ll be analysed Imklllg them to the factors that 
mfoml HN tis)( and sexual practICE! 
2.7.3 Protective behaviours 
Protective behalllOUrs are linked 10 safety (Rose 2004) and in the cont .. " t of HIV w ill be " 
behaYlOOr !hat reduces HIV fisk (Bowleg fll ai , 2000) HIV prevenhon IS sometimes marlleted 
uS61g the catchy acronym 'ABC' 'A rePfe5ents abstinence followed by B for'be 13Ithf,,!" refemng 
10 mulual monogamy and C: standing for ·coodomls.e· (Cock, Marum, Mboti-Ngacha. 2003) 
These !hree protedlYll behavIOurs as well as HIV testng will be deSCribed ThiS wi ll be done by 
considering the" role Wl!h .... a HIV preY8flhOn stralegy. as well as. the faclOffl facilitating ami those 
.... hobttng their adopuon. 
2.7.3.1 Abs tinence 
As a measure absllnence is descnbed as a chosen period of no sexual achvlty (Kanm el a/ 
2(03) and is an indicalor of safely whole enforced abshnence IS an indica tor of nsk Abstinence is 
3n mdlCalor or !he factor describlllg ret3\lonshlp slatus (mterface-level) and suggests !!COpe for 
declslOO-maklng 
The lileral...-e descnbes abstinence 3S 3 controversI311Ssue With proponents for and against It as 
part of a HtV prevention str3tegy n is however, a behavIOUral chol(:e lhal can substantially lower 
lhe risk of acqUlnng sexually transmitted HIV (Ammann. 2003. Amlrllanoan el ill 2001 Umerah-
Udezulu. 2001) It IS advanced by maJOI religIOnS. in particular for unmamed persons and women 
(Largarde ct aJ 2000) Abslifl60Ce appears 10 be a strategy finding greater favour amongst 
women Ih3n men (Eaton ct aI., 2003. Garbus. 2003). Reproducuve heahh polley on South Afnca 
IS promohng lhedual method· III pnmary health care selllngs (Myer ct ai , 2002). ThiS IS a two 
pronged stralegy combtnitlg prevention of un_nle<! pregnancy and HIV adlll)c;;(ltes lhe teaming 
or hormonal contraception With the use of c:oodoms, non· penetratIVe sex or abslinence (Ammann. 
2003. Myer ct aI .. 2002) 
flmoo .. d R@lt:dlj/!!r!(ll" 
In Africa abslinence is often associated with separat ion of sexual partners in Ihe post-natal period 
fol lOWing childbirth or migration due to work or war (Gregson a/ al .. 200 1, Bvira. 2000) In Ihls 
study Ihls form of absl lnence is deSCribed as enforced abSIInence. It is an indica tor of nsk as the 
penod of enforced abstinence is a time of higher risk for men having e ~t ra- marita l affairs 
(Hollander, 2002; Bujra. 2000) 
While the literature concurs tha t abst inence IS behaviour of personat chOice. il is one Ihat can be 
denied or taken from women One e~ample drawn from a South African study documents the 
difficulty teenage partICIpants have chOOSing abstinence (Wood at <:II .. sa). An Informant 
described the nurses. who were also participants In the study. responding 10 her inabi lity to 
choose abstinence as follows • nurses say th is generation doesn't walt to be g iven til e keys. they 
give themselves keys by haVIng babies. but you find thiS (advrce) IS not practocal because illS not 
possible thai our boy/riends Simply talk to US and that it ends there - he wants to have sex with 
you first" (Wood el al. sa) 
2.7.3.2 Mutual monogamy 
Faithfulness, mutual fa ithfulness and mutual monogamy a ll describe the commilment of se~ua l 
partners to IhelT relalionship When both partners abide by th iS principle it is a protective and safe 
sexual behaviour (Ammann, 2003, Eaton et al. 2003) The difficulty arises when one partner 
fee ls safe while not realising that the other IS plaCing them bolh al risk through haVing partners 
OUtSide the relallonshlp. The medical literature remains re latIVely Silent on this stra tegy (Umerah-
Udezulu. 2001) although it is described as being more acceptable than condoms (Eaton et al , 
2003) and the behaViour change mOSI often reported as deSirable (Garbus. 2003) 
Faithfulness (monogamy) is a measure of safety compared to unfa ithfu lness which predicls 
behaviours thai Includes multiple partners (concurrent or sequenlla lly) . casual sex, sex Wltll 
strangers and reports of se~ua l l y transmitted infections. Other measures used Include life time 
number of partners (Anderson, 2003: EI-Bassel al a/ .. 2003: Kanm al al .. 2003). number of sexual 
partners - concurrent or sequentially (Sui el al. 200 1, Orol1saye & Anukam. 2002) and incidents 
of casual sex (Anderson, 2003) 
2.7.3.3 Condom use 
When condom-use is analysed It cuts across the three domains of analYSIS (mlcro-teve l. Interface-
level and macro-level) prOVl<lIng a way of de$01blng the InteracHon of factors contributing to either 
nsk or prOlectlOn (see addendum 8). Condom use is linked to self-efficacy (knowledge. skills and 
aUltudas & feelings) wolh olher predicators and indicators being idenhfiable Including schoot 
alletldance, educaloonallevel, percept;on of vulnerebil ity to HtV. cu llurelly scnpted roles, religious 
affillahon. geographicallocallon. economic status and SOClO·pol itlcal slatus 
Condom$ ale the mainstay of prevention (Anderson, 2003. Zellner. 2003) and Include the male 
af\d female condoms As pari of condom pronlot lon programmes. health Informat;on is prOVided, 
as knowledge IS assumed 10 be empowering (Zellner, 2003) However. research shows mlKed 
rasu lts chal lenging the assumplIOn that havmg accurate knowledge about transmission of HIV Will 
Increase condom usage (Zellner, 2003). 
Rlchens. Imrie & Copas {2000} warn that large-scale condom use could fali to affect HlV 
transmission rales as condom promotion can undermine unmtended dlanges In seKuat risk 
percep\lOn and behaviour Condom promotion has tha pOlan~a l to appeal to individuals who 
practice unsafe seK. They might fee l they could contmue unsafe pracI'ces. such as mullipKi 
panners, ~ they use a condom ThiS dependence on CQf1doms white maintaining flsky sexual 
practICes could lead 10 an Increase In HIV transrmsSlOllS due to condom failure and the facl thai 
condoms cannot be considered to offer 100% protection 
2.7.3.4 Voluntary counselling and test ing 
A primary acllvity of HIV preventIOn programmes IS the limltat;on of the sp1ead of HtV from 
Infected 10 uninfected persons VCT is conSidered to play an important role In suct\ pl"OQrammes 
(Depanment 04 Health (UK), 2001 , Grant & De Cock. 2001 . McCarthy. 2001. Department of 
Health {SA}. 2000; MMWR. 2000, Fylkesnes. sa). VCT provides the opponuruty for tndlVlduals 
and couples to know thell sero-slalus and make appropnale deCISKIOS. seelc. support and care. 
receive guldaoc:e a$ regard$ risk reduction applicable to the" sero-status and seKual actIVIty 
make deCiSionS aboul chlldbesflng and breasl-feedJflg (McCarthy. 2001 ; Department 01 Health 
(UK). 2001. Fylkelll8s. sa) Even m areas where VCT is available demand IS frequently low 
(GartlU$, 2003, Fylkesoes, sa), as VCT cIoes carry a cost and potentially negative consequences 
Which Inetude famdy aod relatlOnshop dlsl1Jpl!Ol1s. seKual violence. stigma aod dJ$CflmlflallOll 
(Bur1<e. 2004. Ammann 2003; EJ-Bassel e/ eI, 2003. Coates, Gnnstead. Gregonch, HeI!l>fon. 
WoJI & Cho!. Cf al 2000). These mllst oUlWetgh perceiV8d benefits 10 the IfldMdual of k/lOWlng or 
discloSing hoslher HIV stalus (Wojod<1 & Malata. 2001, Fylkesnes, sa. Mathe-.vs ef 81 1999) illS 
essenl,al when promoting HIV testing to clanfy thaI havlllg a lest III no way offars protection 
against the Virus 
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Findmgs from a study designed to measU"e the efficacy of VCT in developing countri es with 
limited resources demonstrated six ways that the practice of VCT can be a protective behaViour 
namety' 
• Through disclosure of sCfo-posilive StatLS to partner (Coates elal., 2000) 
• Individuals testing HIV positive are more hkely to reduce unprotected sex \\11th primary and 
non- primary partnors (EI-Bassel et a/" 2003: Exner or al., 2002: Jha or al .• 2001). 
• Couples receivmg jomt counsel ling am: testll'1g reduced unprotected sex (Burke. 2004; EJ-
Bassel at al .• 2003;). 
• Sero-{!,scordant couples were more likely to reduce unprotected sex than couples where both 
members are negatove. 
• HIV testmg as part of antenatal screening enables mothers to make deCisions to reduce 
vertical transmission to her baby (BurXe. 2004; Dorrington of ai , 2002: Cliffe. Tookey & Nicol l. 
2001; Department of Health (UK), 2001 , Ades. Sculpher, Gibb, Gupta & Ratcl iffe, 1999. Gray 
et ai, 1998). 
• HIV testmg enables the person teshng HIV positive to make decisions to enhance the qua~ty 
of his/her I ~e and access appropria te treatment such as antl-HtV drugs (Seipone et ai, 
2005;Dornngton 01 a/" 2002. Exner ef al., 2002; Morns & Wi lliamson, 2001) 
There IS no consensus as to whether VCT could be an effective stra tegy fo r reducing stigma or If 
It would perpetuate stlgma. Stigma and socia l Isolation of people starts with a HIV positive test 
resutt. Ammann (2003) and France (2002) report that if more people had been through the 
process of leshng and the personal refleCbon associated With thiS. stigma would be reduced) 
However, the core Issue to consider with tesllng is the ethical issue of conhdenllahty, an Important 
human fights issue (HSRC, 2002: Fy l kesne~ . sa, Mathews e/ a/, 19(9) 
2.7.3.5 Other protective behaviours 
There are other practices/methods being investigated such as microbooClclcs. male circumcision 
(Morris S Will iamson, 2001) and increasing Ihe acceptabllily of the femate condom (Gol lub. 
2000). MI ~ rob l ocides show promise as a strategy which will be under the contro l of women 
(Po Its. & Walsh, 2003; Me Cormack. Hayes. Johnson. 2001 J. 
2.7.4 Self-reports on sexual practices 
The measurement of a shilt lrom nsky to safe sexual practice can be used to evaluate 
programme effectiveness. ThIS requires collecting sensitive data and retylng on setf- reports as a 
primary source 01 data Th,s sechan summarises the hterature WIth regard to the benefits and 
limitatIons of setf-reports . 
Evaluation of effectIveness of interven\lons on the adop\lOn of HIV-prevenlion behaviours 
includes measuring ch" nged sexual practices from ones that are ,"sky to safe sex practices 
(Agha, 2003. LaBrie £11 al .. 2000. UNAIDS. 1999). To demonstrate th ,S requires re lIance on sell 
reported behaviour change. Researchers have addressed the issue 01 vahdlty pertinent to self-
administered questionnaires and self-reported behaviour ch" nge WIth respect to accuracy and 
honesty acknowledging timl1ahons. These include presentat ion bias (Karim 10/ al .• 2003. Gregson 
8/ al .. 2002, Bui a/ ai, 2001 , Amlrkhanran a/ al. , 200 1: Largarde a/ al., 2000, LeBne al al .. 2000; 
Mann el a/. 1993: Obunban)o & Herbst, 1998) and the Hawthome effect (Mbulalteye at al.. 2002) 
Anderson (2003) reports that. desp'te the 'pl1fa lls' of setf-reponed behaViour, II is more effect ive 
than intervlewer- adminIstered Interviews or collection of data using focus groups. Accuracy of 
reca ll Is also questIoned (Smith, 2003: LaBri e el al , 2000). Although knowtedge of the law rela ted 
to knowmgly Infecting someone WIth HIV is low il might influence answers m a quesilonnalfe 
(MMWR. 2000). 
Gregson el al .. (2001) argue that dala on sexual behaviour change co llected over a short lrme 
period are subjected to a number of timitatlons Faclors such as holidays, lime of the month In 
re lation to receiving wages and intermittent factors rel llted to cullural practices, as well as 
difficulties re lated to stallstlcalty prOViding Significant eVidence are described. 
Stra tegies considered to minimIse exaggerated repons Include uSIng code numbers rather than 
names on questionnaires, the resellrcile r not being involved In the adminlstrallon of me 
questIonnaires and emphasising honesty as well as confidentiality In handling of responses 
(Smith, 2003, Obunbanjo & Herbst .. (1998) COlltes 01 al (2000) suggest asking for self-reporls on 
sexually transJ1'>IUed Infections alongside thaI of the data on sexull l beh"viour. The assumptIon 
being mat Ihis data is more likely to be accurale Elnd that the presence of sexually transmitted 
infectron would indicate risky sexull l behaviour. Coales 01 al. (2000) conSidered the Slrong 
associa\lOn between sell-reported sexual behaviour and the Iflcidence 01 se~ ualty transmitted 
diseases would ve" fy the accuracy of reporting 
Brw .. oIR$Hdt_ 
2.8 CONCLUSION 
Thefe is an e.teosove body of hterature demonstTatJllg that to charlge the tide of the HIV epidemIC 
In South AfrICa r&QUlles gender equalIty FI)f thIS to be a reality In Sub-Saharan A/nca female 
empowerment is requIred. which in turn WIll gIve women access to the resources, in/ormallOfl. 
health care and support sel'\lices they requlle to mam!.:un theIr health and spe<;lrlCally thelf sexual 
health 
This lIterature re~iew contributes to th,s study by e~amming three themes. The fino! addresses 
the factors informing the vulnerab i ht~ of women for se~uall~ transmiUed HtV ThIS i:leglns WIth an 
o~el'\l i ew of the impact 01 HIV on women In Sub-Saharan Africa An in--depth analySIS of the 
factors and the barners 10 safe se~uaf practIce follows 
The second theme IS empowerment, specifi cal l ~ applied to HIV intel'\lenllons and focllses on HIV 
edUCiltlOll programmes as a method of changing se~lJal practices The fmal theme IS e~aluatlon 
and considers programme evalualforl were the staled goal is empowerment and beha~iour 
"""" 
The knowledge gaIned through this review has been applied to the research designed 
methodology that is comprehenSIVely descrIbed In chapter 3 Spe<; lfically th,s literature revIew 
has Informed the design of the quesllonnalre for Invtlsilgallll9 the factors that determine the 
~ab"dy of women lor sexually tr.msmllted HIV educallonal programme Implemented dUllng 
this study The Framework 0( factors determlOlng the VI,llnerablilly of women for S8KuaUy 
transml\1ed HIV (figure 2 3) IS apphed to analyse the dala obtained 01"1 se)W8t practices and the 
findIngs are descnbed in chapter 4 
" 
CHAPTER J 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.' INTRODUCTION 
3.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.3 SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS 
3.4 RESEARCH PHASES 
3.5 SAMPLING 
3.6 MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
3.7 OAT A COLLECTION 
3.8 OA TA ANALYSIS 
3.9 VALIDITY ANO RELIABILITY 
3.10 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
3.1 INTROOUCTION 
The preVfOus chapter described the literature review. The fi rst section analysed the factors 
determining gender-retated vutnerabillty, the second HIV mterventions and in particular the 
empowerment approach. The tt1lrd sectoon focused on evaluating programmes when a staled 
goal is raising empowerment status and lowering HIV risk 
ThiS chapter describes the empirical part of the study. a research process with three phases. 
The phases were the needs analYSIS (phase 1). planning (phase 2) and implementation and 
evaluatIOn (phase 3). The needs analysis (phase 1) focused on ob taining base-line 
measurements describing the empowerment status and level of gender-re lated vulnerab ility of 
the parUcip<ln ts for sexu<llly ["IIISlrlill..u HIV PI<llIlIill\j ~u"",,:d U,t1 aUdl'["lioll u r a s l;;I".Janj HtV 
educaHonal intervention through the use of enhancements. II also mcluded the reVision of the 
quantllatlve tool used dunng the needs analys is (phase 1). The reVised tool was applied in 
phase 3 The core act iVIties of the implementation and evaluat ion phase (phase 3) were the 
implementation of the pilot educat ional HIV Intervenllon and evaluallon of Its effect iveness 
Measurement of efficacy was In terms 01 changes evident in the level of empowerment and HIV 
risk of the participants forming the experimental group. 
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3.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this research was to determine whether the identification of the level of 
empowerment and the factors determining risk for sexually transmitted HIV could be used to 
guide changes in an HIV educational programme. The desired change was an increase in 
empowerment status and a shift to safer sexual practices. 
This research was located within the empowerment paradigm which has as an assumption that 
people who are oppressed can be assisted to develop the skills to exert the power required to 
access resources (Amaro, 2000). This assumption was applied in this study to examine if the 
incorporation of empowerment into HIV educational programmes could enable participants to 
gain the skills, resources and power required for adopting safe sexual practices. 
The study was undertaken at Robin Trust and the participants were registered learners 
undertaking one of the four-month home care training programmes selected for the study. 
Within each of the 4 month programmes is a two-day HIV/AIDS workshop, entitled the Soul City 
'Train the Trainer' programme. 
3.3 SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS 
3.3.1 Background to Robin Trust, South Africa 
Robin Trust was established as a Christian charitable and welfare Trust (Non-profit making 
organisation) in 1993 in order to serve the community by providing support and 
communitylhome-based care service within a primary health care model. The Trust aims to 
uplift people who are educationally disadvantaged through training in health care and nursing, as 
well as through job creation. Clients are vulnerable people, increasingly children and adults 
infected and affected by HIV/AIDS. 
Robin Trust has rural (Hlomo-Hlomo), peri-urban (Guguletu) and urban sites (Port-Elizabeth and 
Cape Town). The sites included in the study because they offer home care training and the Soul 
City 'Train the Trainer' programme were Cape Town, Hlomo-Hlomo and Port Elizabeth. Other 
activities facilitated at various sites include a home care service, in-patient units for the care of 
the Aged and a Ward of Compassion for terminally ill children and teenagers. Job creation and 
an income-generation programme, two keys to long-term sustainability, have been developed as 
models for application in urban, rural and peri-urban communities (Rockey, 2001). 
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3.3.2 Home-care training 
Robin Trust has, using the standards generated by the Ancillary Health Care Standard 
Generating Body and by other Standard Generating Bodies (SGBs), aligned this programme to 
the National Qualifications Framework of South Africa. The programme being offered at Robin 
Trust focuses on preparing carers for working in a home and providing care for a client who is 
disabled, frail or ill and has the following components: 
• Scope of practice and conduct of a home carer 
• Care activities (covering the activities of daily living) 
• H IV/AI DS: addressed specifically, but not exclusively during the Soul City 'Train the Trainer' 
programme. 
• First Aid and emergencies 
• Common illnesses/diseases 
(See addendum 2) 
3.3.3 Soul City 
Soul City formed an NGO known as the Institute for Health and Development Communication 
(Soul City) in 1992 (SDIHDC). The organisation has a health promotion focus and subscribes to 
the plinciples of the World Health Organisation's Ottawa Charter. Soul City is a social change 
project, which aims to impact on society at the level of the individual, community and socio-
political. Health is not viewed as a product of an individual's choice, but rather as the outcome of 
an enabling environment in which the structural barriers to achieving health and development 
are removed (Soul City, 2003). 
Soul City has devised a model named the 'Edutainment Model' defined as 'the art of integrating 
social issues into popular and high-quality entertainment formats, based on a thorough research 
process' (Soul City, 2003). The vehicles SCIHDC uses include prime time television and radio 
dramas to engage mass audiences, as well as a community level training programme on 
HIV/AIDS, such as the one used at Robin Trust. 
3.3.4 Soul City HIVlAlDS training 
As a response to requests for training and as a way to distribute the Soul City HIV and AIDS 
materials, Soul City set up partnerships with fourteen provincially based non-governmental 
organisations all participating in HIV/AIDS training within their field. 
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The training model used by Soul City is a cascade model with a peer education approach 
focusing on providing accurate HIV/AIDS information and at the same time training the learner to 
be a trainer. For this reason the course covers training methods and the use of training 
materials. (For further information on the Soul City programme see addendum 3) 
3.4 RESEARCH PHASES 
Two themes flow throughout the three research phases: the evaluation of empowerment status 
and HIV risk (see table 3.1). An overview of the research phases follows after the table 
Table 3.1 Research phases 
1 Phase 
Phase 1 
Needs analysis 
Participants: 
analysis group 
Phase 2 
Planning 
Questionnaire 
Empowerment 
Phase 3 Empowerment 
Implementation and 
Evaluation 
Participants: 
experimental group 
3.4.1 Phase 1: Needs analysis 
Identification 
of factors 
Practices 
informing 
HIV risk 
J,:: 
, 
, 
Revision of 
questionnaire 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
'{t 
Assessment 
of HIV risk 
Activities 
Base-line measurements 
Revision of questionnaire 
Planning of HIV 
educational intervention 
Implementation of HIV 
educational intervention 
Evaluation 
For this phase of the study the analysis group comprised of eighty four learners from three Robin 
Trust sites that included students 'from Cape Town, Western Cape (74), Port Elizabeth, Eastern 
Cape (7) and Hlomo-Hlomo, KwaZulu-Natal (3). The analysis group had a similar pro'file to the 
experimental group, who formed part of the pilot educational intervention, described in phase 3. 
The following activities informed the needs analysis: 
Measurement of empowerment status 
In accordance with objective 1.4.2.1.1 the empowerment status of the participants of the 
analysis group was measured. The empowerment questionnaire, designed by Albertyn (2000), 
was applied as a once-off test at commencement of the training programme (see addendum 4). 
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Measurement of factors determining vulnerability 
The questionnaire used was titled Questionnaire: Factors determining vulnerability for sexually 
transmitted HIV (shortened to "Identification of Factors" in table 3.1). The questionnaire had two 
sections each with a specifiC purpose (see addendum 5). 
Section 1: Qualitative interview tool-Identification of Factors - objective 1.4.2.1 (b) 
The first section collected qualitative data describing the factors determining the vulnerability of 
women for sexually transmitted HIV. The questionnaire was applied to a sample of 21 learners 
drawn from the 84 participants who had completed the initial empowerment questionnaire. 
Section 2: Quantitative data collection tool - Practices informing HIV risk - objective 
1.4.2.1 (c) 
This questionnaire measured current sexual practices enabling a description of the participants' 
HIV risk. 
3.4.2 Phase 2: Planning 
During this phase the data collected during the needs analysis (phase 1) and the literature 
review guided planning. 
Planning of enhancements - objective 1.4.2.2 (a) 
Enhancements were developed to increase the effectiveness of a generic HIV educational 
programme (Soul City 'Train the Trainer programme'). 
Revised questionnaire: Self-report questionnaire: Assessment of HIV risk - objective 
1.4.2.2 (b) 
Section 2: Quantitative data collection tool - Practices informing HIV risk was revised to stand 
alone in order to collect data on current sexual practices influencing HIV risk during phase 3. 
This questionnaire was named the "Self report questionnaire: Assessment of HIV risk" and 
shortened in table 3.1 as Assessment of HIV risk (see also addendum 6). 
3.4.2.1 Planning of the HIV training programme 
Two research-based studies (Eaton at al., 2003; A1bertyn, 2000, 1995), in conjunction with the 
findings from the literature review of this study, informed the planning of the educational HIV 
intervention. Respectively the frameworks (A1bertyn, 1995) and Eaton at al. (2003) assisted with 
understanding the empowerment process (AI bertyn , 1995) and the barriers to safe sexual 
practices (Eaton at al., 2003). A brief overview of each will be given followed by an explanation 
of the syntheSis of the two frameworks leading to the development of the POWER analysis tool. 
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The theoretical framework on empowerment (Albertyn, 2000, 1995) 
The theoretical framework on empowerment (Albertyn, 2000; 1995) provides a method of 
identifying the concepts and indicators of empowerment. These are displayed as a framework 
with sub-divisions according to three levels of empowerment (Albertyn. 1995). The three levels: 
micro-level, interface level and macro-level were further sub-divided into the empowerment 
outcomes that in tum inform measurable indicators describing empowerment status. The 
summation of the indicators of empowerment can be expressed as frequencies providing a 
profile of the participants' empowerment status. The questionnaire designed by Albertyn (2000) 
used in this study enables the identification of areas of disempowerment. Further, during 
planning of the enhancements to a standard HIV training programme, Albertyn's framework 
(1995:69) guided the incorporation of empowerment strategies into the educational HIV 
intervention (phase 2). The next step required moving from a purely empowerment focus and 
applying this information to lowering HIV risk in women. Therefore the question asked was 
"What are the specific barriers to the adoption of safe sexual practice arising out of an identified 
area of disempowerment?" To answer this question the work of Eaton at al" (2003) was 
applied. 
Identification of barriers to safe sexual practice (Eaton et al., 2003) 
The framework for organising the relationship between sexual behaviour, personal factors and 
the proximal and distal contexts (Eaton at al" 2003) describes sexual behaviour being influenced 
at three levels: within the person, within the proximal context (interpersonal relationships and 
immediate physical environment) and the distal context (cultural and structural factors). The 
complex and reciprocal relationships between these levels are described demonstrating how 
they CUlminate in either safe or risky sexual practice. The factors are described by Eaton et al" 
(2003) from the perspective of forming barriers to safe sexual practice. This study has been 
based on the work of Albertyn (2000, 1995) and Eaton et al" (2003) in order to answer the next 
question, namely: how can the factors be determined and used to guide HIV interventions? 
Factors determining the gender-related vulnerability 
In this study a method of describing the factors through the identification of indicators is 
suggested. As demonstrated in Table 2.22 (chapter 2) the factors identified in the framework of 
factors determining the vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted HIV (figure 2.3) can be 
linked to the domains of analysis described by both Albertyn (2000.1995) and Eaton at al., 
(2003). 
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Synergy between the three frameworks of Macleod-Downes, Eaton et al., (2003) and 
Albertyn (2000; 1995) 
This synergy between these provides the theoretical basis of the intervention strategy used in 
this study. This intervention is in the form of enhancements to a standard HIV educational 
programme. The enhancements were selected with the purpose of increasing the 
empowerment status while decreasing the HIV risk status of the participants. The process of 
selecting enhancements follows three steps. An analysis tool entitled the Planning of Workers 
Empowerment Results (POWER) was drafted to assist this process (addendum 9). The factors 
described by the three frameworks are displayed with two columns being left open for recording 
findings. This was to enable linkages between the described concepts. The purpose of each 
column will be described. 
Power Analysis Tool - the columns 
Column 1: HIV risk (Factors as described in the Framework of factors determining the 
vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted HIV - See figure 2.3). 
Column 2: was left open so that the findings in terms of practices that are associated with H IV 
risk could be inserted into the second column. 
Column 3: Barriers to safe sexual practice (Factors as described in the Framework for 
organising the relationship between sexual behaviour, personal factors and the proximal and 
distal contexts - Eaton et al., 2003). 
Column 4: was for recording areas of identified disempowerment. 
Column 5: Empowerment concepts from the Theoretical framework on empowerment 
(Albertyn, 1995). 
Selecting enhancements - 3 steps 
Step 1: Recording the findings in terms of HIV risk (Column 2) and disempowerment 
(Column 4). 
Step 2: Identification of the enhancement required. With the findings graphically displayed 
against the concepts from the three barriers it is easy to visualise the factor linked to the practice 
identified as leading to HIV risk (Column 2). Next the barrier(s) can be identified that forms an 
obstacle to safe sexual practice (Column 3). Thirdly the areas of disempowerment identified are 
highlighted which are viewed in this study as the root of risky sexual practice (Column 4). 
Alongside in the 5th column are the empowerment concepts. Empowerment concepts in line 
with practices identified as posing HIV risk and identified disempowerment need to be addressed 
in the form of enhancements. 
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Step 3: Selection of enhancements 
Albertyn (2000, 1995) described measures that can be used to quantify empowerment status 
using empowerment indicators or outcomes over the three levels of analysis. Responses 
indicating disempowerment are noted. Empowerment interventions that address the areas of 
disempowerment are then selected and applied in the form of enhancements. This activity of 
basing a learning programme on a needs assessment linked to measurement of empowerment 
was first described by Albertyn (2000, 1995) and used by Mncube (2003) and Bester (2002). 
Table 3.2 displays the empowerment outcomes as described by Albertyn (2000:104-110) with 
examples of intervention strategies, based on the work of Albertyn (2000, 1995; Mncube, 2003; 
Bester 2002). 
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Table 3.2: EMPOWERMENT OUTCOMES GUIDING INTERVENTIONS 
(AI bertvn , 2000: 104-110) 
MICRO-LEVEL INTERFACE LEVEL MACRO-LEVEL 
Empowerment 
changes in: 
enables Empowerment enables Empowerment enables 
Attitude through: 
• change in attitude 
• motivation 
• personal control 
Feelings through increases 
in: 
• self-respect 
• self-concept 
• self-confidence 
• self-efficacy 
• dignity 
• inner strength 
• individual growth 
• increase in control over 
body, 
• feelings of being powerful 
Skills through: 
• Increase in personal skills 
that includes: 
• confidence 
• competence 
• range and depth of skills 
• paid work 
• career advancement 
• control over resources 
EXAMPLE OF REMEDIAL 
ACTIONS 
(Albertyn, 2000:94-97; 
Mncube, 
2003:6263112.114116) 
Self development 
Building of self-esteem 
Life skills 
Stress management 
Personal skills 
Leadership skills 
Budgeting skills 
Time manacement 
changes increasing: 
Community participation 
• Identity as part of a family, 
group and community 
• Support - receiving and 
giving support 
• Behaviour including 
assertiveness and mastery 
over affairs 
changes increasing 
Beliefs 
Critical reflection enables: 
• understanding of place in 
society 
• awareness of 
problems 
Contribution reflected in: 
social 
• command over events 
• ability to make a 
difference in the world 
Action Action 
• Understanding community Participation reflected in: 
action in terms of power • readiness to take action 
and status of groups ,as • managing social change 
well as, areas of common Change is reflected in: 
concern • reconstruction (in the new 
• Collaborative action to South Africa) 
influence change in terms • social change 
of family and community • readiness to take action 
EXAMPLES OF REMEDIAL 
ACTIONS 
(Albertyn 2000:94-97; 
Mncube, 
2003:6263111 112 113) 
Problem-solving 
Communication and decision-
making skills 
Improving the quality of 
relationships in, as well as, 
outside the workplace 
Con'mct resolution 
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• Action 
Effects 
Rights reflected in: 
• legal rights 
• political rights 
Power reflected in: 
• freedom from policies and 
orders 
• increased collective 
political power 
EXAMPLES OF REMEDIAL 
ACTIONS 
(Albertyn, 2000:94-97; 
Mncube, 2003:63, 115; Bester 
2002:66) 
Knowing your rights including 
labour law 
Experiencing productivity and 
success 
Entrepreneurial skills 
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3.4.3 Phase 3: Implementation and Evaluation (objective 1.4.2.3.1 and 1.4.2.3.2) 
This phase included the implementation of the enhanced, HIV educational programme as a pilot 
programme at Robin Trust (Cape Town). The participants (experimental group) were 24 
learners all registered for home-based care training (1 November 2003 - 29 February 2004). 
The phase included evaluating the effect of the enhanced, HIV educational programme and its 
efficacy in terms of raising empowerment status and lowering HIV risk of the partiCipants. 
3.5. SAMPLING 
3.5.1 Population 
The population for this study was the learners undergoing training for the home-care course at 
Robin Trust. The following eligibility criteria were applied: 
• Be undertaking the home care training programme at Robin Trust. 
• Be female (In order to meet the aim of the study - see 1.4.1.). 
• Be 18 years of age or older (no upper limit set). 
• Have a minimum educational qualification of Grade 9 (9 years of schooling). 
3.5.2 Sampling approach 
Throughout the study the sample were a selected group of learners registered for home care 
training at Robin Trust and had given their informed consent. The sampling method varied 
according to the research activity been undertaken and sampling took place on 3 occasions. 
Needs analysis (phase 1): Analysis group 
Sample 1: Empowerment status of partiCipants (needs analysis - phase 1) 
The analysis group included all partiCipants from three training sites over the period of April 2004 
until August 2004. This final analYSis group consisted of 84 participants, who form a sample of 
convenience, from three participating training sites of Cape Town (74), Port Elizabeth (7) and 
Hlomo-Hlomo (3). 
Sample 2: Factors determining vulnerability 
The sample for factors was one of convenience drawn from the 84 learners in the analysiS group 
and consisted of 21 participants from the three training sites. All participants completed both 
sections of the questionnaire. The sample was one of convenience based on those willing to 
partiCipate and the questionnaire was completed over the period June 2003 to August 2003. 
The final sample was comprised of participants from Cape Town (16), Port Elizabeth (2) and 
Hlomo-Hlomo (3). 
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Implementation and evaluation (phase 3): Experimental group 
Sample 3: Empowerment status and HIV risk 
Research Procedure 
Effectiveness of the pilot educational HIV intervention was evaluated by assessing 
empowerment status and HIV risk using a pre-test post-test design. The experimental group 
consisted of all of the 24 learners who had given their informed consent. All the participants 
were registered learners on the home-care training programme commencing 1 November 2003 
and ending 27 February 2004 and were part of the training group selected for the pilot 
intervention programme. 
3.6 MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
Through the study three different measuring instruments were used namely: 
• Empowerment questionnaire (Albertyn, 2000). 
• Factors determining the vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted HIV which has two 
sections 
o Section 1: Qualitative interview tool - Identification of Factors 
o Section 2: Quantitative data collection tool- Practices informing HIV risk 
• Self-report questionnaire: Assessment of HIV risk 
3.6.1 Empowerment questionnaire 
A structured questionnaire designed by Albertyn (2000) was used to collect quantitative data 
measuring the empowerment status of the respondents (in phase 1 & 3). The questionnaire was 
available in English. Afrikaans, Xhosa and Zulu. It is a self-administered structured questionnaire 
consisting of 61 items using a 4-point likert scale (see addendum 4). 
3.6.2 Factors determining the vulnerability 
This instrument (assessment of the factors determining the vulnerability of women for sexually 
transmitted HIV) comprised two sections (see addendum 5). The first section is a semi-
structured design for collecting qualitative data during one-to-one interviews. The second 
section is a structured self-report questionnaire to collect quantitative data. Both sections of this 
questionnaire were administered to a sample of 21 participants selected from the analysis group 
as part of the needs analysis (phase 1). This tool was revised during the planning phase (phase 
2) and re-administered during the evaluation phase (phase 3) (see addendum 6). During the 
evaluation process the revised self-report questionnaire (Assessment of HIV risk) was 
administered as a pre-test and as a post-test to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of the 
enhanced HIVeducational programme (phase 3). 
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. Development of questionnaire: Factors determining vulnerability status 
General comments (applies to both section 1 and section 2) 
RBSeaTC!z Prpcedure 
The questionnaire was designed to assess the vulnerability of the participants for sexually 
transmitted HIV during the needs analysis (phase 1). The tool was developed after an extensive 
search of the literature and is based on 5 clusters of 19 factors (see table 2.2). Questions were 
formulated using this framework as a basis. Development of each section of the questionnaire 
will be discussed separately. 
Section 1 (qualitative interview tool - identification of factors) 
The questionnaire was designed to collect qualitative data on the factors determining the 
vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted HIV. Participants were individually interviewed. 
Each interview was taped on a cassette, later transcribed and thematically analysed. Four 
themes were explored: number of sexual partners, protective behaviours, power relationships 
and stjgmatisation of people who are HIV positive. The four themes, based on the literature 
review are described: 
Theme 1 - Sexual partners - number of partners 
A decrease in the number of sexual partners has been cited (Mbulaiteye et al., 2002) as an 
important factor in reducing the incidence of HIV, therefore this theme was explored to assess 
whether multiple partners are a risk relevant to the analysis group. This theme provided an 
opportunity to explore cultural and behavioural norms, prescribed gender roles and the 
protective behaviour of mutual faithfulness (monogamy). 
Theme 2 - Safer Sex - What can women do to protect themselves from acquiring HIV? 
The question was asked to identify the following: 
• The knowledge women have of safer sexual practices 
• The protective behaviours women feel able to negotiate 
• The response of men to req uests for safer sexual practices 
• The barriers that women describe to safer sexual practice 
Theme 3: Power balance in relationships 
The literature highlighted the unequal, power balance between the genders which is seen a 
key reason for the rapid spread of HIV in Sub-Saharan Africa (Buve et al., 2002). For this 
reason it is explored as a major theme. 
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Theme 4: Stigmatisation of HIY positive people 
This theme was explored because stigmatisation, linked to a culture of disrespect for human 
rights, is cited as an important reason for non-disclosure (HSRC, 2002). It is sometimes 
called the 'second epidemic' and needs to be understood if women are to be enabled to know 
their own and their partner's HIV status and accurately assess their vulnerability to HIV. 
In summary, the purpose of this semi-structured interview schedule questionnaire was to 
facilitate an exploration of the factors influencing women's HIV risk without limiting the 
responses to the major themes. This information was analysed and collated with the 
quantitative information to determine: 
• the vulnerability of the analysis group partiCipants for sexually transmitted 
HIV; 
• provide, with the findings on the empowerment status, base-line data to 
inform the revision of the quantitative data collection tool of the questionnaire; 
and 
• the enhancement of a training programme to address identified learning 
needs. 
Section 2 (quantitative data collection tool· practices informing HIY risk) 
This section of the questionnaire used a self-report method of data collection and describes 
practices of the partiCipants in terms of H IV risk. The data collected contributed towards 
informing the enhancements required for the educational HIV intervention. During the planning 
phase (phase 2) the tool was revised to form the self-report questionnaire: practices informing 
HIV risk which was used as one of the evaluation tools administered during phase 3. Sexual 
behaviours cited in the literature as reducing the incidence of HIV namely abstinence. 
faithfulness, condom use and HIV testing, as well as barriers to the adoption of these practices 
were included. The questionnaire was available in English, Zulu and Xhosa. The Zulu 
questionnaire was translated by N.P Khumalo (home-care trainer) and checked by S 
Denysschen (home-care) trainer and a group of home-care learners whose first language was 
Zulu. The Xhosa questionnaire was translated by Patience Kunene (registered nurse I tutor) 
and checked by S. Sainsbury (registered nurse I tutor) and a group of home-care learners 
whose first language was Xhosa. Table 3.3 displays the items on the questionnaire with linked 
indicators. 
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Table 3.3 Items included on the quantitative data collection tool- Practices informing HIV 
risk 
1. Geographical location of 
Residence 
(Factor: Geographical location of 
residence - macro-level 
2. Age of participant 
Factor: A e -micro-level 
3. Marital status 
(Factor: relationship status -
interface level 
4. Number of sexual partners over 
past year 
(Factor: Relationship status -
interface 
5. Lifetime number of partners 
Relationshi status - interface 
6. Faithfulness of (male) partner 
(Relationship status - interface) 
Suburban residence 
Mature (31 years or more) 
Single 
One sexual partner or practising 
abstinence 
Two or less 
Accurate assessment that he is 
faithful 
No transactional sex 
Consistent condom usage 
Reports of no casual sex 
Had a HIV test 
Negative 
No report of STl's 
Partner has had a HIV test 
Negative 
Willing 
No 
No 
No 
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Rural or perl-urban 
Informal settlement 
Young (30 years or less) 
Married, divorced, widowed 
Two or more sexual partners 
Three or more 
Report that he is unfaithful 
Inaccurate assessment of 
rtner's faithfulness 
Transactional sex 
Inconsistent or no condom use 
Reports of casual sex 
Has not had a HIV test 
Positive or does not know 
result 
Reports STl's 
Partner has not had a HIV test 
or this is not known by the 
artici nt 
Positive or not known 
Unwilling 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
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3.6.3 Self-report questionnaire: Assessment of HIV risk 
Using the knowledge gained from the needs analysis (phase 1) and the literature, the 
quantitative data collection tool was revised (phase 2). The revised tool was titled self-report 
questionnaire: practices informing HIV risk. It was administered as a pre-test (on 
commencement of training) and post-test (on completion of the 4 month course) to measure 
changes in practices lowering the HIV risk of the participants (phase 3). 
Questionnaire development - Self-report questionnaire: practices influencing HIV risk 
It was decided, in order to allow comparison between the sample tested during the needs 
analysis (phase 1) and those completing the questionnaire during the evaluation (phase 3), to 
keep all the questions asked in the original form but to expand the questionnaire in certain areas 
as follows: 
(i) Place of residence: during the qualitative interviews it became evident that many 
learners identified Cape Town as their place of residence but that many had only moved to 
Cape Town as adults and often fairly recently. A number had lived in rural areas for most of 
their lives. In terms of HIV risk the literature shows that there is less likelihood of condom use 
and greater vulnerability through certain traditional practices amongst rural dwellers (Garbus, 
2003). Shebeens and migrancy are associated with increased vulnerability and affect 
particularly peri-urban areas and informal settlements more than rural ones (Garbus, 2003). 
For this reason, to gain clarity, the following questions were added: 
• How long have you lived at current place of residence? 
• What is the name of the place where you have lived for the longest time in your 
life? 
(ii) Living arrangement: it is evident from the literature and the qualitative interviews that 
dependency limits decision-making and that women might cohabit with a man as a means of 
financial survival and protection (Garbus, 2003). For this reason it was felt that information on 
marital status alone was insufficient. The following question was added: 
• Are you living (a) by yourself (b) with your parents (c) with your husband 
(d) your boyfriend (e) other .... specify? 
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(iii) Age of sexual debut: was included as information obtained from the qualitative 
interviews seemed to indicate that women have little choice about sexually activity and girls 
become sexually active in their teenager years. Later sexual debut has been cited as an 
indicator of a healthy self -esteem and is considered a predictor of safe sexual practice 
(Eaton et al., 2003). Being sexually active places a girllwoman at risk and the literature 
indicates that the first sexual experience is often forced or coerced (Jewkes & Abrahams, 
2002) so it was considered important to know from what age the learners have been sexually 
active. 
(iv) Unfaithfulness: Participants also admitted to unfaithfulness. As unfaithfulness appears 
to place many at risk this was tested by asking: 
• Over the past 12 months have you been faithful to your partner (a) no (b) yes, 
always (c) sometimes (d) other ... specify. 
(v) Condom usage: Data from the qualitative interviews pointed to women desiring to remain 
abstinent or monogamous but this being denied. The male condom is thus the most 
accessible protective behaviour available. The interviewees reported a range of responses, 
many negative, from men in response to requests to use a condom. The researcher therefore 
wanted to explore the prevalence and acceptability of condom usage amongst the learners, 
as well as their view on the ease of using condoms (self-efficacy). To elicit this information 
the following questions were added: 
• How often do you use condoms when having sex (a) never (b) always (c) 
sometimes? (testing consistency of use) 
• The last time you had sex did you use a condom (a) yes (b) no (c) other ... specify? 
(testing consistency of use) 
• What does your partner think about condoms (a) he is happy to use condoms (b) 
he prefers not to use a condom but uses them when I ask him to (c) he says he 
won't use a condom (d) other ... specify? (testing acceptability to male partner) 
• If you ask your boyfriend or husband to wear a condom when having sex with you 
what would he do (a) wear a condom (b) tell you that you are being unfaithful to 
him (c) hit or beat you (d) refuse to wear a condom (e) say only prostitutes use 
condoms (f) other. .. specify? (Testing response of male partner to a request to use 
a condom). 
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(vi) The locus of decision-making is a key factor in terms of gender equality within the 
sexual relationship. To test this, the follOwing questions were added: 
• Can you choose whether or not you want to have sex (a) yes (b) no (c) 
other ... specify? (tests locus of decision-making and indicates whether the choice to 
practice abstinence would be respected) 
• In your relationship who makes the decisions about sex (a) you do (b) your partner 
(c) you and your partner discuss the issue and make the deCision jointly (d) 
other., ,specify? 
• Have you ever been raped (a) yes (b) no (c) other ... specify 
(vii) Communication with a sexual partner was tested by adding the following questions: 
• Do you talk to your partner about contraception to prevent pregnancy (a) yes (b) no 
(c) sometimes (d) other ... specify? 
• Do you talk to your partner about HIVIAIDS (a) yes (b) no (c) sometimes (d) 
other, , .specify? 
(viii) The literature demonstrates a strong link between a perceived vulnerability to HIVIAIDS 
and the decision to adopt protective sexual behaviour. This was tested by asking: Do you 
think there is a strong possibility you might get HIV (a) yes (b) no (c) why do you say 
this, .. space was left for the respondent to write down their answer. 
(ix) While South African literature has recently noted a correlation between alcohol and HIV 
risk it is still infrequently reported in the health literature. The interviewees described 
shebeens (taverns) as not only being places were people went to drink but a place that men 
and women sought out casual sexual partners or 'girlfriends', Eaton et a/. (2003) state that an 
individual's perceived ability to carry out a skill can determine whether it is attempted, and as 
it is known that alcohol can impair motor co-ordination and judgement, a question was 
included to test whether condoms are used when having sex after drinking alcohol. 
• Does drinking alcohol increase the likelihood of you having sex with someone that is 
not your partner (a)yes (b) no (c) other ... specify 
• When you have sex after drinking alcohol do you use a condom (a) no (b) yes (c) 
other, .. specify? 
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3.7 DATA COLLECTION 
3.7.1 Data collection phases 
During the needs analysis (phase 1) as well as the implementation and evaluation (phase 3) 
data was collected. 
3.7.1.1 Needs analysis (phase 1) - analysis group 
During the needs analysis phase (phase 1) the data was collected to gain a base-line measure 
of the empowerment status and the vulnerability of the analysis group for sexually transmitted 
HIV. The findings were applied to guide enhancements to increase programme effectiveness 
and for revision of section 2 of the questionnaire (quantitative data collection tool). Data 
collected included: 
• 'Empowerment status' questionnaire (Albertyn, 2000) was administered once off to all the 
84 participants in phase 1. Findings were expressed as a total empowerment score, as 
well as the SUb-totals which identified/determined the participants' empowerment status 
at the micro-level, interface level and macro-level. 
• 'Factors determining the vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted HIV': 
questionnaire was administered to 21 of the total group of participants who formed a 
sample of convenience. The findings describe the factors determining the vulnerability of 
the participants for sexually transmitted HIV. 
3.7.1.2 Implementation & evaluation phase (phase 3) - experimental group 
The effectiveness of the pilot intervention was measured in terms of it increasing empowerment 
status and decreasing HIV risk status. Therefore the following data was collected: 
• The empowerment status of the experimental group was collected to measure the 
empowerment status of individual partiCipants. The empowerment questionnaire 
(Albertyn, 2000) was administered prior to implementation of the programme and after 
implementation to evaluate programme effectiveness in terms of empowering the 
participants (phase 3). 
• The self-report questionnaire (self-report on practices Influencing HIV risk) was 
administered on the first and last day of the training programme and administered by a 
Trainer, acting as the course facilitator, from Robin Trust. Participants completed the 
questionnaires without any interference and were encouraged to report accurately by 
being assured of confidentiality. 
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3.7.2 Data collection strategies 
Data collection took place through individual interviews and completion of self-reported 
questionnaires. 
3.7.2.1 Data collected using an interview strategy. 
During the needs analysis (phase 1), section 1 (qualitative interview tool - Identifying factors), 
forming part of the questionnaire for determining HIV risk was applied during individual 
interviews. 
3.7.2.2 Self reported data 
Self-reporting data was collected using the empowerment questionnaire (Albertyn, 2000) and 
section 2 (quantitative data collection tool - Practices informing HIV risk) of the questionnaire 
determining HIV vulnerability status, as well as the revised questionnaire for collecting self 
reported practices: Therefore the assessment of HIV risk in this study relied on self-reported 
data. 
3.8 DATA ANALYSIS 
3.8.1 Empowerment status of participants 
The data from the questionnaire was analysed by a statistician to provide an empowerment 
score through measurement of indicators on the micro-level, interface and macro-level. Data 
was also coded and frequency tables drawn up to obtain descriptive statistics. These findings 
allowed interpretation as follows: 
• Needs analysis (phase 1): each learner's empowerment scores could be considered 
individually and as a group. The particular value to this study was that the frequency of 
specific indicators of empowerment was considered to identify the specific areas of 
disempowerment of the learners displayed as a given study group {in this case that of the 
analysis group (see addendum 11 & 12). 
• Implementation and evaluation (phase 3): data collected from the pre-test and post-test was 
analysed and the findings are described in chapter 4. 
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3.8.2 Factors determining the vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted HIV 
Data analysis was as follows: 
Section 1 (qualitative interview tool - Identification of factors): The volume of qualitative 
data required a structured organisation analysis. The method utilised is termed 
'reconceptualisation' using a process of splitting. Data categories were identified developed and 
data 'slotted' into the formed system. In this way the data was viewed as chosen categories 
rather than in its Original context (Dev, 1993) and for the purposes of this study each category 
and sub-category is recognisable and has significance (Dev, 1993). The categories were 
established through the literature review and are displayed as a framework (Framework of 
factors determining the vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted HIV - figure 2.3). These 
categories were used as the analysis categories and the findings are reported using the format 
provided by the framework in chapter 4. 
Section 2 (quantitative data collection tool): The responses were summated and frequency 
tables drawn up. The behaviours were then considered in relation to the literature and 
categorised as either predicting safety or susceptibility or indicating low or high risk (see 
addendum 13). 
3.8.3 Self-reported practices influencing HIV risk (revised tool) 
The data was analysed (as above) by collating the responses into a frequency table. The 
behaviours were then considered and categorised using the framework of factors determining 
the vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted HIV as a guide. This enabled an analysis of a 
practice or sexual behaviour in terms of it predicting safety of susceptibility or indicating high or 
low risk for acquiring sexually transmitted HIV. As data was collected as a pre - and post-test it 
allowed comparison between these values and provided an opportunity· to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the enhanced intervention in terms of changing sexual behaviour. 
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3.9 VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY 
Three different tools were used and each was carefully considered in terms of evidencing validity 
and reliability. 
3.9.1 Empowerment status of participants 
The structured questionnaire was designed and tested by Albertyn (2000). Mncube (2003), 
quoting Mouton (2003:49) states that the benefit of using an existing instrument is that it has 
high measurement validity and reliability and this is the case with Albertyn's empowerment 
questionnaire. 
During the development process Albertyn tested the instrument for readability and understand-
ability. Statistical analysis was used in the process of standardisation (2000). The structured 
questionnaire was found to be consistent and dependable for collecting data for measuring 
empowerment of learners evidenced by the similar patterns of responses over the study period 
and between the results of the structured and unstructured questionnaire (Albertyn, 2000). 
Subsequently other researchers have used Albertyn's questionnaire and have found it to reflect 
the change in leamer's empowerment status (Mncube, 2003; Bester, 2002). 
3.9.2 Factors determining the vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted HIV 
This questionnaire was formed after an extensive search of the literature and is based on the 
categories of factors that either facilitate or inhibit the adoption of safe sexual practices by 
women (see figure 2.3). 
PoUt & Hungler (1993) state that triangulation, making use of multiple methods or perspectives to 
collect and interpret data increases accuracy. In this study there is triangulation between the 
data collected on empowerment and HIV risk, as well as the use made of qualitative and 
quantitative data. The comparison takes place using the analysis tool. There is also 
transparency in that the questionnaires, taped interviews and transcribed interviews can be 
verified and secondary analysis of the data is possible and in principle the study can be 
replicated (Polit & Hungler, 1993). 
Face validity was tested using a group of home carers for a small pilot study. The respondents 
were home-care learners and could be considered similar to the participants in the main study. 
The dass lecturer (experienced registered nurse and educator) worked through the instrument 
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with 20 current home care students in the first month of training. Understanding of each 
question was checked and workshopped until consensus on the wording and meaning was 
reached. Following this the translated Xhosa and Zulu versions were given to students and they 
were requested to give the meaning of the questions in English. It was found that the questions 
being asked would elicit the range of answers required. The understanding of the students of 
the questions also reflects the reliability of the instrument. 
When considering face validity a question asked is whether the sample was large enough to 
draw the conclusions being made about the behaviour tested. An expert statistician was 
consulted who considered the sample size to be adequate (Schutte, 2001) 
Content validity was tested by asking an experienced registered nurse, with qualifications in 
nursing education and primary health care, and a current practitioner in the field of family 
planning and women's health, to ensure no important questions were left out. Feedback was 
given that the impact of the rural/urban divide on empowerment status and the resultant ability to 
ask for protective measures had been omitted. The questionnaire was adapted to incorporate 
this aspect. 
3.9.3 The interviewer - section 1: qualitative data collection tool - (Identification of 
factors) 
The researcher was the interviewer for all the interviews. The following issues were identified as 
potentially affecting the validity and reliability of the data collected: 
• The researcher / interviewer, as Managing Trustee of Robin Trust, was aware of the power 
differential. In order to minimise this, time was spent before the start of the interview creating 
rapport between the interviewer and participant by means of general discussion. The 
structure was explained. Written informed consent was obtained to audio taping and the 
interview started. This allowed the participants to interact in a relaxed, informal way with the 
interviewer and in this way barriers were lowered. Further when introducing herself, the role 
of the interviewer as a learner from the participants was stressed. This seemed to be a role 
the participants quickly embraced, wanting the interviewer to understand what it is like to be 
a woman within their communities. 
• The cultural taboo related to discussing sex was something the interviewer was aware of but 
as she was older than the participants and known to be a nurse this appeared to help. Also 
questions were asked in the third person until it was evident the participant was comfortable 
talking about themselves in terms of their experiences. The interviewer identified this as the 
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time when the participant would start to use the pronoun 'I' or make a statement such as 'Let 
me tell you about myself .. .' 
• Differences in power as regards educational levels could potentially make participants feel 
inferior and their views less relevant. The strategy of re-enforcing that the interview was 
about a two way learning process between the facilitators and the participant seemed to 
break down this barrier. 
• ConSistency in the interview format potentially reduced variability in the responses to the 
questions. 
Language could be a barrier as the first language of the facilitator was English. It is a 
requirement of the course that all participants are fluent in English. Although it was a 
requirement of the course it was recognised that language could be a barrier for participants for 
whom English was not a first language. Therefore the questionnaire was available in English, 
Afikaans. Xhosa and Zulu. An interpreter was available; however. the assistance of the 
interpreter was not requested 
3.9.4 Reliability of self-reported data 
A self-report method was used for the collection of data related to risk assessment of women for 
acquiring sexually transmitted HIV. This methodology has a number of limitations that need to 
be considered. Reliability of a self-report measure is a concern in a study including sexual 
behaviour (Coates et al., 2000) and face-to-face questions may result in a bias towards socially 
desirable responses (MMWR. 2000). This is particularly true if the information is considered 
sensitive or socially inappropriate and could result in a participant giving a socially desirable 
response rather than a truthful one (Sui et al., 2001). Consent, anonymity and the use of an 
answer sheet to record simply 'yes or no' are described in the literature as ways of reducing the 
frequency of untruthful answers (Sui et al., 2001). Confidentiality was maintained. As stated by 
Hudson (2001) as controversial as it might seem, 'epidemiologists need to listen to their 
partiCipants in their studies and believe the self-reported behaviour change'. 
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3.10 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Questionnaires and interviews were administered with the informed consent of informants (see 
addendum 10). Any learner could choose not to participate and be excluded from the research 
but continue on the training programme. The opportunity to withdraw without prejudice at 
anytime was explained to all participants. In view of the fact that this research covers sensitive 
and private issues, and that the interviewer [qualitative component] was a Trustee of the Trust, 
participants were assured of confidentiality during the research process and reporting of the 
results. Anonymity of participants was assured. Audiotapes of interviews and questionnaires 
were locked in a safe at Robin Trust (Cape Town) when not in use. All data will be destroyed 
once the 'findings have been reported and published. Counselling and support was available to 
any participant who felt the need for this as a result of her participation in the study. 
3.11 CONCLUSION 
This chapter has discussed the research methodology employed for the empirical part of this 
study, as well as the activities undertaken during each of the three phases of the research 
process. In chapter 4 the findings of the study are presented and discussed. 
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PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
4.2 PHASE 1: NEEDS ANALYSIS 
4.3 PHASE 2: PLANNING 
4.4 PHASE 3: IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 3 described the general methods employed in the three phases (needs analysis - phase 
1, planning - phase 2 and implementation and evaluation - phase 3) of this study namely: 
(i) Collection of baseline information; 
(ii) Use of findings to enhance a generic training programme being used as an HIV 
intervention, to target specific learner needs and revise the questionnaire; 
(iii) Administration of the revised questionnaire and the empowerment questionnaire to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the implemented pilot HIV educational intervention 
(phase 3). 
4.2 PHASE 1: NEEDS ANALYSIS 
The study group was comprised of 84 participants (the analysis group). Participants were from 
three Robin Trust sites: Cape Town, Western Cape (74), Port Elizabeth, Eastern Cape (7) and 
Hlomo-Hlomo, Kwazulu-Natal (3) and part of a home care training group selected for the study 
between 1 April 2003 until 30 August 2003. They completed two questionnaires describing their 
empowerment status and vulnerability for sexually transmitted HIV. 
During the needs analysis, two different questionnaires were applied to describe empowerment 
status and the vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted HIV. The findings will be discussed 
according to the tool applied. 
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Findings - needs analysis (phase 1) 
4.2.1. Empowerment status of the group (see objective 1.4.2.3.2) 
The empowerment score of each of the indicators was collated according to frequency distributions 
demonstrating areas of relative empowerment versus disempowerment. The score was also 
expressed as a total group score and indicates the group's score on three levels, namely micro-
level, interface level and macro-level (see table 4.1). 
Table 4.1: Empowerment score of total group (n=84) 
Levels Micro-level Interface Macro-level Total 
(Personal (Interpersonal/ (Larger 
control) Community) societal/political 
environment) 
Score totals 75,17% 72,24% 69,69% 72,48% 
Empowerment - total score 
The highest score (75,17%) was on the micro-level indicating the participants' sense of personal 
control, followed by the interface level (72, 24%}. The lowest score was on the macro-level 
(69,69%) (See table 4.1). The lower score on the macro-level suggests that within the area of 
social and political action the participants experience a sense of powerlessness. This was evident 
on examination of individual statements by participants, showing that they strongly agreed with 
statements such as "My vote in elections won't make much difference". PartiCipants strongly 
disagreed with the statement "I feel that I have a contribution to make to society" and "I will speak 
out in a meeting if I am unhappy with what is being said". 
These findings correlate with the comments made by Thompson (2001). Thompson analyses the 
impact of inequalities across three levels that are comparable to that of Albertyn (2000, 1995) and 
Eaton et aI., (2003). He names his method PCS analysis with the letters PCS standing for 
personal, cultural and structural. He goes further to state that the degree of control or impact an 
individual can have is also related to the three levels. Therefore a woman will have the greatest 
control on the individual, followed by the cultural and lastly on the structural level. This is borne out 
in the results reported above from this study. 
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Empowerment - frequency distribution+ 
Table 4.2: Empowerment profile (analysis group n=84) 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
STRENGTHS-EMPOWERMENT WEAKNESSES - DISEMPOWERMENT 
MICRO-LEVEL 
Vision (proactive) and belief in success Feels unable to attain goals 
Confidence expressed in personal skills and Low self-esteem 
knowledge base Locus of control outside of self 
Believe they can make changes to improve their In need of paid work 
situation Self blame evident 
Feels they have the power to change their own life 
INTERFACE LEVEL 
Feels friends know their difficulties Expresses low level of familyl community support 
Feels part of their community Scores low on acting collaboratively 
Will speak out if unhappy 
MACRO·LEVEL 
Satisfied with their place in society Believe their vote won't change anything 
Feel they have a contribution to make Score low on feeling able to contribute to 
Aware of rights South Africa 
Will not speak out when they feel their rights are 
being infringed upon 
Feel politically powerless 
Frequencies provide an empowerment profile of the group identifying areas of empowerment and 
disempowerment according to the indicators of empowerment on three levels. Frequency is 
calculated by totalling each group member's response to each item on the questionnaire. This is 
calculated based on the participant's response to each of the 61 statements, with weighting (1 - 4) 
on a Likert scale. According to the distribution of the responses it is possible to draft a profile of the 
group's empowerment. The freq uency table for the analysis group is attached as addendum 
number 11 and the findings have been interpreted in table 4.2. 
Discussion 
Using the work of Eaton et al (2003) as a basis, a link can be identified when examining the 
indicators of empowerment to sexual risk practices. Eaton et al. (2003) analyse the barriers to safe 
sexual practice on three levels that overlap with the three levels as described by Albertyn (2000). It 
is therefore possible to link potential barriers to safe sexual practice to the identified area of 
disempowerment. The discussion that follows attempts to make the link in order to identify 
potential barriers to safe sexual practice. 
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MICRO·LEVEL 
Distributions suggesting disempowerment in terms of low self-worth and a locus of control outside 
of self suggest barriers to safe sex that could result in risky practices such as early sexual debut, 
multiple partners and condom non-use. These behaviours can result when affirmation is sought 
through sexual partners resulting in an early sexual debut and multiple partners (Eaton et aI, 2003). 
Condom non-use is more likely if the female partner wants to prove her love and trust and links to 
the high need for affirmation. Therefore strategies that can build the participant in terms of self-
worth and self-esteem could be protective. 
A sense of fatalism and opportunities such as 'luck' and difficulty in determining the direction of 
their own life is evident. Participants blame themselves for their lack of achievement. Low scores 
on the questions covering employment indicate a need for interventions that build skills associated 
with employment and career advancement. An example of an entrepreneurial skills training 
programme using an empowerment approach was described by Bester (2002). Preparation for 
work is part of the Robin Trust programme so was not offered as an enhancement as already in 
place. 
INTERFACE LEVEL 
While generally empowerment scores indicated empowerment on this level (72,24%) scores were 
low in the following categories: 
• Team work/collaboration 
• Support in the community 
• Support in the work-place 
• Identification with colleagues 
Eaton et a/. (2003) describes feeling unsupported and ineffective communication as increasing 
vulnerability to HIV and if this is applied to the above findings it indicates an area of vulnerability in 
terms of the participants.. Being in a relationship requires teamwork to enable effective sexual 
negotiation and decision-making ability. Therefore communication and coping strategies, as well as 
skills enabling decision-making and negotiation of safe sexual practice skills need to be part of the 
enhanced programme. 
MACRO·LEVEL 
This was the area with the lowest score (69,69%) of the three levels. Responses indicate that 
participants know their rights yet most of them indicate they do not make a difference at a societal 
level and feel unable to articulate their concerns. Skills required include advocacy and support and 
a sense of being a useful member of their community and society. 
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4.2.2 Findings· Factors determining the vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted 
HIV 
The sample of 21 participants distributed across the three training sites Cape Town (16), Port 
Elizabeth (2) and Hlomo-Hlomo (3) completed two questionnaires as described in chapter 3 
(3.4.1 ). 
4.2.2.1 Section 1: qualitative interview tool· Identification of factors (objective 1.4.2.1.2) 
Individual interviews were conducted to collect data to identify the factors influencing the adoption 
of safe sexual practices. Categories and sub-categories of the factors and their related predictors 
and indicators had been constructed using the literature as a framework (figure 2.3). The data was 
analysed and categorised into the category sets described by the framework and in accordance 
with the method of 'splitting' (Dev, 1993: 129) (see paragraph 3.8.2). The structure of this 
framework will be used for describing the findings. 
MICRO LEVEL 
The first level of analysis is the micro-level (personal factors) and covers perception of vulnerability 
to HIV and self-efficacy (knowledge, skills, attitudes and feelings as related to safe sexual 
practices). 
Perception of vulnerability to HIV 
The women expressed their lack of 'trust' of men as they considered them unfaithful (10 
interviewees). This gave rise to fear of AIDS (Interviewee No.15), feelings of vulnerability (7 
interviewees) yet some felt 'not at risk' (3 interviewees) with fourteen interviewees reporting that 
they did 'want to protect themselves'. 
Caldwell at al. (1992) state that in order to understand the severity of AIDS, the association 
between the disease and death must be made. Two interviewees reported learning of AIDS at a 
funeral (Interviewee 7 & 15). This assisted them to make a strong connection between knowing 
someone as a friend or relative, who has died from AIDS, and understanding the severity of the 
disease (described as a 'killer disease') leading to a change to safe sexual practice. 
Reports of having a HIV test is considered an indicator that an individual perceives her/himself as 
vulnerable to HIV. All the interviewees reported knowledge of HIV testing and said they knew 
where to go for testing. Five (5) interviewees described organisational barriers related to access. 
Despite this many (66.66%) stated they would not go for HIV testing as they did not want to know 
their status. This is a concerning trend as women who do not know their HIV status and are HIV 
positive might spread HIV to their sexual partners and unborn children {Department of Health (UK), 
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2001; Coates, et al., 2000;' Gray et al., 1998). Eaton et al., (2003) report that many at risk 
individuals have an unrealistically low perception of their risk. Stigma is cited as one reason for 
denying their potential status as HIV positive. 
Self-efficacy 
The components of self-efficacy can be drawn as a triangle with attitudes and feelings forming the 
base of the triangle with the sides being knowledge and skills. Each component sketches a 
description of an aspect of self-efficacy and will be discussed separately. 
Self-efficacy 
Knowledge related to safe sexual practice 
In order to practice safe sex women need to be firstly well informed about HIV and secondly to 
apply the knowledge to their own sexual practice. Consideration was given to the source of 
interviewees' knowledge on HIVand to knowledge of protective sexual behaviours. 
Sixteen interviewees stated that their community knew about AIDS. This knowledge is re-enforced 
by knowing people (friend or relative) with HIV/AIDS (76,20/0). Eleven Interviewees reported that 
this knowledge resulted in them changing their own sexual behaviour. While interviewees 
considered themselves knowledgeable regarding HIV/AIDS they stated their communities in 
general are slow to show change in behaviour in response to HIV. 
As regards knowledge of protective behaviours, interviewees had knowledge about the female 
condom although no one used it other than once off for the novelty. One interviewee who did try it 
said it made her feel like a 'rubbish-bin' and that it was not acceptable to her partner (Interviewee 
9). Abstinence was considered a theoretical option as the cOst of the consequences was too high. 
Monogamy was desirable but not considered a realistic expectation. The male condom was the 
most commonly used protective behaviour but while perceived as an effective protective agent by 
the women, was poorly accepted by most men w.th statements such as 'boys refuse them' 
(interviewee 20) which is confirmed by the literature (Eaton et al., 2002). Participants indicated, as 
described in the literature, that condoms are not usually used with wives but more often used with 
extra-marital partners (Garbus, 2003; Willan, 2002; Gregson etal., 2001). Partners who had 
sufficient knowledge of HIV/AIDS, were more open to condom-use. VCT has been described as a 
protective behaviour in that it raises awareness of vulnerability to HIV. The 3 interviewees, who 
reported going with a partner for HIV testing found it valuable in terms of them knowing their 
partner's sero-status. The literature describes HIV testing as ensuring early access to treatment 
and an essential component of programmes to limit further transmission (Department of Health 
(UK), 2001) but this benefit of VCT was not considered by any of the interviewees. 
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Skills for safe sexual practice 
Skills required are based on a foundation of knowledge but require confidence and the ability (skill) 
to adopt a safe sexual practice (Eaton et al., 2003). Indicators of safe sex include one or more of 
the following behaviours, namely; abstinence, mutual monogamy and consistent and correct 
condom use. Alcohol and substance abuse can influence condom use by impairing the intention to 
practice safe sex and performance of the skill required (Eaton et al., 2003). 
Interviewees reported that married women couldn't refuse sex or insist on a condom (47,62%). 
Men were reported by all participants to be 'unfaithful', with admissions that women are sometimes 
unfaithful too (28,57%). Abstinence was only seen as an option by an interviewee with a strong 
Christian belief. Alcohol was associated with decreased inhibitions, unfaithful sexual behaviour 
(47,62%), and non-use of a condom ('would not think of a condom') (Interviewee 4). 
Attitudes and feelings contribute to judgements 
Attitudes and feelings contribute either to sound judgement that support safe sexual practice or 
impair judgement leading to the adoption of risky sexual practices. 
Feelings of self-worth and self-esteem contribute to a lowered need for sexual relationships to 
affirm and consequently a lower number of sexual partners and a later sexual onset (Eaton et al., 
2003). Love and trust appear to be used by men to manipulate in order to obtain sex, and more 
specifically unprotected sex (Eaton et al., 2003). Casual relationships can exacerbate a situation 
in which women look for affirmation, and may lead to a false sense of affirmation compared to true 
affirmation in which self-respect and self-worth dominate. The participants listed the following 
reasons for consenting to sex: having parented a baby together (1 interviewee). trust (1 
interviewee), love (6 interviewees) and loneliness (5 interviewees). 
INTERFACE LEVEL 
The interface face describes the interpersonal factors and the factors within the immediate living 
environment that can facilitate or form a barrier to safe sexual practice. These factors include 
relationship status, gender power balance, living arrangement, communication with family, friends 
and colleagues, communication with sexual partner and perception of normative behaviour. 
Relationship status 
Relationship status is described by indicators that differentiate between a status of being single, 
married, divorced, widowed, committed or engaging in casual sex with a known or unknown sexual 
partner. A predictor of a low risk includes freedom to choose own sexual/marriage partner, first 
marriage at a later age and autonomous decision-making without restrictions linked to relationship 
status. 
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Multiple sexual partners appears to be a well accepted nonn for men. Labour migration, trucking 
and the availability of sex workers have exacerbated this (Garbus, 2003; Smith, 2003). "The man 
is like pumpkin ... it spreads all over the garden" (Interviewee 1) sums up the way the interviewees 
reported on the unfaithfulness and their lack of trust of men. Polygamy was stated to be "rare" as 
are arranged marriages yet women did not feel they had decision-making power with respect to 
choosing sexual partners. Married women had restricted decision-making ability, a view confinned 
in the literature (Camlin & Chimbwete, 2003; Garbus, 2003, HSRC, 2002). 
Gender power balance 
This factor considers the 'balance of power' in the relationship and the indicators are unrestricted 
scope for sexual negotiation, sexual equality, no sexual violence and the ability to refuse unsafe 
sex. 
Men are considered to have the "upper hand" (Interviewee 2) and while having the balance of 
power they have lost the "trust of women" particularly as a result of unfaithfulness. Interviewees did 
describe how they can "talk" to convince a partner of their need for condom use and there were 
reports of success. Generally women felt Single women could make the request for condom use 
(19 interviewees) but they felt that many men would refuse to use one. Few women felt it was 
possible for married women to request condom-use with it being described as a "complex issue". 
Only 4 interviewees thought the man might concede to their request with 7 answering "maybe" and 
8 interviewees reporting that the request would be refused. Both single and married women related 
that the consequence of refusing sex could be anger, being left for another partner or a beating 
(33,33%). Concern to avoid these consequences is reported as depriving women of the ability to 
negotiate on sexual matters (Eaton et al., 2002). 
Communication with family, friends and work colleagues 
Taboos with regard to talking about sex between parents and children are well documented (Eaton 
et al., 2002) and were also raised by interviewees (interviewees 14 & 15). One spoke of how her 
parents had not infonned her about sex but as the price of lacking infonnation is no longer just 
pregnancy but AIDS, she will make sure her child is well infonned. 
Women appear to communicate with one another about HIVIAIDS. Reports of women talking to 
one another about HIV abounded during the interviews. These discussions provided the 
interviewees with insights into the disease including transmission and the "suffering" of the person 
with AIDS. Three interviewees reported being volunteers within the field of HIV to assist with health 
education (Interviewees 5,7,13). 
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Communication with sexual partner 
A Kenyan study reported that women perceived their partner's behaviour as a risk factor with men 
agreeing that their sexual behaviour places women at risk for HIV (Camlin & Chimbwete, 2003). 
The findings concur with this. The interviewees described a generalised mistrust of their partners 
and were concerned about the risk their partners' behaviour placed on them. Women would 
welcome knowing their partners HIV risk but felt their partners were unlikely to disclose to them 
(Interviewees 4 & 6). 
While the interviewees did report that traditional practices such as polygamy are rare, the 
described behaviours such as of unfaithfulness, coercion and violence by men suggests a sub-
ordinate and undervalued role for women. 
The role of stigma on disclosure, perception of risk and behaviour change is raised by Camlin & 
Chimbwete (2003). If stigmatisation is a very real threat then people will deny their status (Cam lin 
& Chimbwete, 2003; Eaton et al., 2002) to protect themselves from consequences such as social 
isolation. This was reported by the interviewees with thirteen interviewees (61,9%) stating that 
people are stigmatised in their communities, eleven stating that people are afraid of HIV positive 
people and that people who are known to be HIV positive are 'cut-off' (11 interviewees 52,38%). 
The response can be severe such as rejection of a child whose mother has died of AIDS (1 
interviewee), men responding negatively to their partners disclosure with comments such as she is 
a "flirt" (1 interviewee) and "could not control herself' (6 interviewees). Interviewees reported 
infected people saying they were angry (8 interviewees) and will "spread HIV so not alone" (4 
interviewees). When participants were asked if they wanted to know their own status fourteen 
(66,66%) said "no" with interviewee 15 stating that the decision to disclose needs to be carefully 
considered. 
While two interviewees spoke of their rights neither saw them as being able to effect real 
protection. Interviewee 16 told how a community health worker had taught that 'women must insist 
on a condom then if beaten they should go to a safe house'. When speaking of an older man 
insisting on sex with a younger woman it was reported "they (men) don't care about your rights" 
(Interviewee 13). One interviewee considered forced sex as rape (Interviewee 14). 
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Influence of normative behaviour 
Literature indicates that an individual's perception of normative behaviour influences his/her 
choices. The following perceptions were noted during the interviews. Interviewees considered it to 
be: 
• Acceptable for men and women to have sex before marriage. 
• Acceptable, particularly for boys, to have multiple partners prior to marriage. 
(Concurs with the findings reported by Eaton et sl., 2003). 
• Rare for a husband to be faithful (only one interviewee considered her husband to be 
faithful). This correlates to the HSRC findings that more men than women have multiple 
partners (2002). 
• 'Sometimes' (opposed to consistently) that women are unfaithful. 
• Acceptable to have a baby outside of marriage. 
• Uncommon to practice abstinence. (Concurs with the report of Eaton, et sl., 2003). 
• 'Rare' that traditional practices like polygamy and arranged marriage take place. That 
polygamy is rare was a finding of the HSRC report (2002). 
• Harder for boys than girls to oppose peer pressure as greater pressure is placed on boys. 
(Concurs with the report of Eaton et sl., 2003). 
MACRO-LEVEL 
The macro-level describes the cultural and structural factors informing the HIV risk status namely: 
culturally scripted roles, religious affiliation. geographical location, economic status, socio-political 
factors (gender, age, ethnicity/race, school attendance and educational level) and the influence of 
the media. 
Culturally scripted gender roles 
The role of women within a given cultural context is often described and prescribed by the cultural 
value placed on being female and the respect and compliance with human rights. Gender value is 
determined by culture and practices such as paying a bride price ('Iobola') that convey a sense of 
the women being the property of the man can be harmful to women (Garbus, 2003). Other 
traditional practices such as genital mutilation can further denigrate women and harm their health. 
The culturally prescribed role can be in accordance with or in con1~ict with human rights. Gender 
roles described by the interviewees portrayed women as the homemakers who have the domestic 
role while men go out - often to ·party'. Men were described as being able "to do what they please 
when not with their woman and the woman just stay at home and be the angel" (Interviewee 1). 
Men are viewed as the dominant partner and as the people who earn the salary. 
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Religious affiliation 
The influence of belief or religion was not specifically explored as one of the themes but as it is 
described in the literature it is included here (Eaton et al., 2003). One woman, who identified 
herself as a Christian, expressed that abstinence and faithfulness are her preferred protective 
behaviours in accordance with church teaching. 
Geographical location 
Interviewees reported living in sub-economic areas with the majority living within so-called informal 
settlements. According to the HSRC study (2002) the areas of the highest incidence and 
prevalence of HIV are the informal settlements suggesting that many of the participants are at risk. 
While previous studies had indicated that rural dwellers have a high risk of HIV this has been 
disputed by the HSRC report (2002) which found rural people to have the lowest HIV infection rate. 
Kwazulu-Natal that had been previously described with the highest HIV rate was only ranked fourth 
in the HSRC report (2002). 
Economic status 
Interviewees reported that they planned to delay having children until they are economically secure 
and this was motivated by the difficulties they had experienced growing up with poverty. The 
exchange of sex for gain arising out of need caused by poverty (1 interviewee) lack offood, and in 
exchange for alcohol (4 interviewees) was reported. 
Socia-political status 
Factors grouped together to form socio-political status are age, gender, school attendance and 
educational level as well as ethnicity/race. These are the critical determinants of access to 
resources. Likewise these factors are often associated with powerlessness. 
Age 
Sexual debut was reported, by one interviewee, as occurring in her community during mid-teenage 
years "from 14 years old you see them walking with babies" (Interviewee 1). Sexual intercourse 
appears to be associated with coercion. Interviewees stated that women can refuse sex but that 
refusal can have "consequences" (Interviewee 3, 6 & 9) that include "being forced" (Interviewee 
14,15 & 16), "anger" (Interviewee 15) and being abandoned (Interviewee 20). Young, urban 
interviewees reported a greater acceptability by boys of condom-use than rural interviewees and 
this is supported by the literature (Camlin & Chimbwete, 2003; Garbus, 2003). 
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An age differential between sexual partners greater than 5 years is associated with a high risk of 
acquiring HIV (Gregson et al., 2003). Older men were perceived by participants as being "more 
understanding and respectful, as well as having assets: "rich and having a nice car" (Interviewees 
3, 8 & 17). The participants felt the motivation for the other girls was "money" (14) and showed 
disapproval of the girls who participated in such an exchange, reflected by the tone of their voice 
when discussing this behaviour with the researcher. 
School attendance 
All participants had attended school with the lowest grade being achieved Grade 10. School 
attendance is a protective factor in that it keeps scholars occupied, provides opportunity to receive 
sex education and information on HIV/AIDS. Therefore this is a factor conferring a degree of safety 
on the participants (Lum et al., 2003). 
Education level 
Interviewees had educational aspirations for themselves as they believed that a good education 
provided the opportunity to earn better advance in their careers. 
Ethnicity/race 
All participants were Black with two participants stating that Zulu was their first language and the 
rest Xhosa. Garbus (2003) states that even when adjustments are made to exclude socio-
economic factors that race remains a "significant determinant" of HIV risk placing all these 21 
participants in an "at risk" category. 
Influence of the media 
The influence of TV and radio was evident with a number of interviewees referring to the media as 
the source of information on HIV and gender related issues such as violence. 
4.2.2.2 Section 2: quantitative data collection tool - Practices influencing HIV risk 
Section 2 (quantitative data collection tool) was designed to collect self-reported data on 
practices influencing HIV vulnerability status. Four practices namely abstinence, monogamy, 
condom-use and HIV testing were identified as measurable and desirable outcomes of an 
intervention programme. They were therefore included in the questionnaire to assess the current 
practices of the partiCipants. The findings, together with the findings of section 1, provided a 
comprehensive description of the partiCipants' HIV risk status, required to guide the enhancements 
to an educational HIV intervention. Quantitative data was collected in addition to the qualitative 
data as a method of triangulation, as self-reports on sexual behaviour can be subject to bias 
(Camlin & Chimbwete, 2003). 
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The self-reported quantitative data (section 2) will therefore be compared and discussed with 
reference to the qualitative data collected using the semi-structured questionnaire (section 1) and 
the findings on the empowerment status of the analysis group. 
MICRO-LEVEL 
This level describes the factors that are considered personal and includes age, educational level, 
ethnicity/race, perception of vulnerability to HIV, perception of normative behaviour and self-
efficacy (knowledge, skills, attitudes & feelings) in relation to safe sexual practice. 
Perception of vulnerability 
Women, in order to be motivated to adopt safe sexual behaviours, require an accurate evaluation 
of personal vulnerability to HIV. 
HIV test - personally been for HIV testing 
Table 4.3: HIV test - self 
Number of participants (n = 21) 
N % 
Had a H IV test 12 5714 
Never had a H IV test 9 4286 
Of the analysis group 57,14% had been for testing (see table 4.2). This figure is low considering 
that many of the participants are of a child-bearing age so would be offered antenatal HIV testing. 
This suggests that either HIV testing is difficult to access or is not acceptable to the participants. 
During the interviewees all participants knew about HIV testing and said it was relatively accessible 
but many stated that they would not go for testing due to the fears of finding out they were HIV 
positive. This result correlates with that finding. 
HIV test - results 
Twelve participants reported having a HIV test of whom 10 participants reported the result of their 
test as "negative", 1 participant as "positive" and 1 participant did not get her result (see table 4.4). 
Table 4.4: HIV test result - own 
Number of participants(n=12) 
N % 
A. Neaative 10 8333 
B. Positive 1 8,33 
C. Don't know - did not get 1 8,33 
result 
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Number of sexual partners in the past 12 months 
The response to this question reflects more accurately on current practice and demonstrates 
abstinence. When compared to the other data such as sexual debut and the number of life-time 
partners it is possible to identify secondary abstinence - a goal of many HIV interventions. It would 
appear from these 'findings that 23,81 % of the participants have practised abstinence over the past 
year with one participant (4,76%) still being a virgin (primary abstinence). 
Table 4.7: Faithfulness to partner - own 
Number of participants (n=21) 
N % 
A. None 5 23.81 
B.1 15 71,43 
C.2-5 1 4,76 
From these responses only 1 participant has not been committed to a single partner over a period 
of 12 months. 
Table 4.8: Faithfulness of sexual partner 
No of participants (n=21) 
N % 
None 8 38,10 
1 3 1428 
2-5 2 952 
Don't know 8 3810 
A finding from section 1 (qualitative - interviews) was of an emphatic response that all men were 
unfaithful. Eight of the respondents consider their partners to be faithful. Eight are unsure with 5 
partiCipants reporting that their partners are unfaithful. It could be suggested that the 8 responses 
of "don't know" indicate uncertainty on this issue. If the uncertain group is added to the 5 
partiCipants who state their partner is unfaithful, then 62% of the group are at risk. 
Casual sex 
·AII the partiCipants stated that they do not engage in casual sex. 
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Presence of sexually transmitted infections (STI's) 
Coates at al. (2000) suggests asking for self reports on sexually transmitted infections alongside 
that of the data on sexual behaviour; the assumption being that this data is more likely to be 
accurate and that the presence of sexually transmitted infection may indicate risky sexual 
behaviour. Coates at al., (2000: 17) suggests that a strong association between self-reported 
sexual behaviour and the incidence of sexually transmitted diseases would verify the accuracy of 
reporting and this has been confirmed by the HSRC (2002). In this study only one participant 
reported having a vaginal infection (indication of a STI). 
Gender power balance. 
In findings from the interviews (section 1) condoms were found not to be desirable to men, 
however despite male preference, 18 participants (85,72%) felt able to succeed in negotiating 
condom use. This suggests participants have the scope for decision-making and the skills for 
negotiating safe sex including condom-use. 
Table 4.9: Response to request to use a condom - partner response 
Number of participants (n=21) 
N % 
Wear a condom 18 85,72 
Accuse me of unfaithfulness 1 476 
Refuse one 2 9.L52 
Communication with sexual partner 
These findings reflect that 76% of the respondents know whether their partner has had an HIV test 
(Table 4.10) and 92% of this group (Table 4.11) reported knowing the result suggesting that these 
respondents have communicated with their sexual partner about HIV and VCT. 
Table 4.10: HIV test - partner 
Number of participants (n=21) 
N % 
Partner had a H IV test 12 5714 
Partner has not had a H IV test 4 1905 
Not known whether partner has 5 23,81 
had a HIV test 
Table 4.11: HIV test result - partner 
Number of purticipants (n=12) 
N % 
Positive 1 833 
Neaative 10 8334 
I don't know 1 833 
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MACRO-LEVEL 
At the macro-level cultural and structural factors are analysed. This questionnaire included 
questions covering geographical location of residence and economic status. 
Table 4.12: Geographical location 
Number of Dartlcipants (n=21) 
N % 
Suburbs 2 9,52 
Informal settlements 12 5714 
Rural areas 2 9,53 
No response 5 23.81 
Rural women were considered to be at greater risk than urban women (HSRC, 2002). This was 
linked to more traditional, restrictive gender roles for women, traditional mothers less likely to talk 
about sex with daughters, HIVIAIDS information not always as accessible, poorer health care 
services, a greater prevalence of poverty and lower levels of education. This has been disputed by 
the HSRC report that indicates that people living in informal settlements are at greater risk while 
the risk level for rural people remains high (HSRC, 2002). Townships and rural living are 
associated with lower economic conditions and a greater the risk of HIV (HSRC, 2002). As the 
majority of respondents reported living in a rural area of an informal settlement this factor can be 
seen as a risk. 
Economic status 
Only the risky sexual practice of exchanging sex for gain was included under economic status with 
respect to sexual activity in the 12 months prior to the study. No participant reported exchanging 
sex for gain, although during the interviews the respondents reported this as behaviour they know 
about but don't practice themselves. 
Socia-political status 
Age 
According to the HSRC (20020) women between the age of 30-34 years (24% of infected women) 
show the highest prevalence rate for HIV followed by the group of 25-29 years (22% of infected 
women) and thirdly 35-39 years (18% of infected women). In this study 47% of the partiCipants fall 
in the category 26 to 34 years so the age of partiCipants places them as falling within a high risk 
age group. 
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Table 4.13: Age of participants 
Number of participants (n=21) 
N % 
Less than 18 years 1 476 
19 - 21 6 28.57 
22 -25 3 14,29 
26- 34 10 47.62 
35-40 1 476 
In summary it would appear that the three comerstones of HIV prevention namely abstinence, 
mutual monogamy and condom-usage as a protective behaviour is not an option for all the 
participants interviewed. The unfaithfulness of their partners appears to be putting women at risk. 
While women do have negotiation skills and some reported success when communicating with 
partners, it would appear that the gender power balance still tips strongly in favour of men. The 
remedy appears to lie firstly with men. 
There appears to be congruence in terms of the reliability of the information gained from the 
qualitative and quantitative data and the empowerment data. The slightly lower reporting of risk 
behaviours in the quantitative data compared to the qualitative data is probably due to presentation 
bias. 
4.3 PHASE 2: PLANNING 
This phase used the findings from the needs analysis to inform the programme adaptations. These 
enhancements were planned with the goal of increasing the effectiveness of the intervention by 
enabling leamers to adopt safe sexual practices and in so doing lower their HIV risk. The strategy 
had two components: improving the skills of the trainers and adapting a leaming programme to 
enhance leaming in areas of disempowerment identified in the group of leamers. 
Enhancement of trainer skills 
While the content of the educational intervention was considered important. identified areas of 
disempowerment noted during analysis required an interactive educational methodology. This was 
to enable the participants to gain a sense of mastery or control over factors within these areas. For 
this reason part of the preparation in respect of HIVIAIDS training included In the Soul City 'Train 
the Trainers' programme enhancements were added to effect empowerment within the 
partiCipants. Trainers went to Soul City to be equipped with teaching skills. This training included 
the correct use of audio-visual material and the leaming materials provided to each leamer on the 
Soul City course. Effective group teaching strategies were taught and the necessity for the 
leamers interacting and driving the leamer process through facilitating problem-solving activities, 
encouraging teamwork and allowing partiCipants to find solutions to problems. At the same time 
each trainer familiarised with the lesson plans and their speCified outcomes. 
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Planning enhancements - needs analysis (phase 2) - example (not implemented) 
During the needs analysis the data collected was for base-line information only. Therefore the 
description that follows is merely an example of how the findings could be used to select 
enhancements. This process is described as it was to be used during phase 3 (implementation 
and evaluation phase. 
Using the POWER approach and the POWER Analysis tool as described in 3.4.2 on page 64, the 
findings from the needs analysis were graphically displayed on the POWER Analysis tool. This 
enabled the learners' needs to be identified. For the analysis group appropriate enhancement 
would be as described below. 
Micro-level 
In order to improve self-worth and self-esteem the main strategy would be the use of the monthly 
feedback appraisals to allow the participant to see her development and feel achievement through 
acknowledgement. Feedback would enable the trainer to reflect on the skills and knowledge they 
had observed the participant to acquire. 
• Development of coping skills 
• Development of the knowledge and skills required for safe sexual practice 
Interface level 
As the weakest area identified on this level related to collaboration, the main strategy would be 
team work to develop a sense of identity and mutual support in the group. Interpersonal skills such 
as negotiation skills, breaking bad news and handling difficult situations, for example anger, 
aggression and rejection were explored through group work and role play. 
Macro-level 
The lowest scores were on this level. The two-day pilot HIV educational programme focuses on 
skills that enable the participants to feel they are able to contribute to their community and to South 
Africa. This programme is in the form of a peer education programme so the participants are given 
the knowledge, skills and materials to assist others in the community prevent HIV/AIDS and cope 
with living with AIDS. 
This same process was followed with the experiential group based on the findings of the pre-test. 
The identified enhancements were applied to the educational HIV intervention as described in point 
4.4. 
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Planning of enhancements - pilot HIV educational intervention (phase 3) 
This activity took place after the pre-test (experimental group), The findings were used to select 
enhancements to adapt the standard HIV educational programme to address identified educational 
needs of the group. The process of adapting a standardised programme necessitates what 
Wechsberg et a/., (2004) describe as 'tailor-making', This process is supported by the POWER 
approach, While overlap could be expected between the enhancements identified from the 
analysis and experimental group it was necessary to identify independently the needs of each. 
The enhancements described below were implemented during the two day Soul City 'Train the 
Trainer' Programme. 
Enhancements selected - experimental group (phase 3) 
Micro-level 
Monogamy was the most desired protective behaviour but the reports of unfaithfulness made it 
necessary to incorporate into the programme teaching to clarify the conditions under which 
Monogamy could be considered a safe practice. 
It was decided to stress the following principles: 
• Monogamy is only an effective behaviour if mutually practiced. 
• Should be combined with HIV testing and condom-use: initially to use condoms and volunteer 
for mutual HIV testing. After HIV test, if both HIV negative, partners should continue using 
condoms for 6 months and then be mutually tested again. If both partners remain HIV negative 
and monogamous it is considered safe to engage in sex without a condom. 
• HIV testing does not prevent HIV/AIDS but assists people to assess their vulnerability to HIV 
and act responsibly towards their sexual partner(s), 
• HIV testing offered alongside counselling (VCT) was encouraged as the literature has shown 
this to be more effective (Burke, 2004; EI-Bassel et aI., 2003). 
Interface level 
Communication strategies (interface level) particularly around sensitive subjects such as HIV 
testing were included to encourage course participants to have conversations about HIV with their 
partner, family and friends. This was assisted by the fact that Soul City provides teaching aids in 
the form of comics and video. This strategy is supported in the literature which states that effective 
communication optimises diffusion of the 'HIV message' (Burke, 2004). 
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Macro-level 
On the macro level the intervention was to reduce stigmatisation by addressing the myths and 
presenting facts about the cause and spread of HIV. Further the skills and knowledge required to 
care for a person with HIV/AIDS competently and compassionately were presented at the two day 
Soul City course. These car~iving skills were re-enforced over the 4 month programme 
4.4 PHASE 3: IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION 
The main activity of this phase was the implementation of a pilot intervention in the form of an 
enhanced, educational intervention. The programme enhancements were based on information 
gained on the empowerment status and from data on the learners' sexual practices. The 
effectiveness of the enhancements was evaluated by measuring empowerment status and HIV risk 
using a pre-test post-test design. 
The pilot intervention programme was undertaken with one group of 24 learners (experimental 
group) at the Robin Trust training centre in Cape Town. On the first day of the four-month 
programme Albertyn's empowerment questionnaire and the Self-report questionnaire: practices 
informing HIV risks were applied. The data from the empowerment questionnaire was analysed by 
compiling a frequency distribution table. This enabled areas of empowerment versus areas of 
relative disempowerment to be identified. This was further informed by through the findings from 
the self-report questionnaire regarding the participants' practices that influence their HIV risk. 
The pilot HIV intervention programme was held during the first month of the training programme. 
During the second, third and forth month of the programme, learners had time to consolidate 
knowledge and develop practical skills related to home-based care. During this period regular 
informal training sessions were held. 
As it was the goal of the intervention to empower and change unsafe sexual behaviour to safe 
sexual practice the programme's effectiveness was measured by evaluation the empowerment 
status of learners and their sexual behaviour at commencement and at the end of the four month 
home care programme. (see addendum 13). 
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Findings from the Implementation and evaluation phase (phase 3) 
Description of the experimental group 
Basic demographic infonnation was collected on the questionnaire for empowerment and the self-
report questionnaire on sexual practices and is presented below. 
Age 
The women registering for a study programme at Robin Trust and similar programmes often have 
employment as a goal (Mncube, 2003:60) and as the partiCipants are in the age group expected of 
job seekers, this is an appropriate expectation of the participants. 
Table 4.14: Age of participants 
Age categories (years) Number of participants (n=24) 
N % 
Less than 19 1 417 
20-29 19 7917 
30-39 2 833 
40-49 2 833 
More than 50 0 
Language 
Twenty one partiCipants stated their first language was Xhosa, two English and one as Zulu and all 
had been found during selection interviews to be fluent in English and able to partiCipate in course 
where English was the language of instruction. 
Empowerment status 
The empowerment questionnaire (Albertyn, 2000) was applied directly on commencement and as 
the final activity of the four month training programme. The empowerment measures were used in 
two ways. Firstly a frequency schedule was drafted to identify areas of empowerment versus 
disempowennent. Secondly the measures were used to evaluate the effect of the programme on 
the empowerment status of the participants on the various levels of empowerment. 
Empowerment scores 
These scores have been tabulated below as a summary (table 4.15) with the detailed schedule of 
the scores of respondents given as addendum 12. 
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Table 4.15: Empowerment scores - experimental group 
Test Micro-level Interface Macro-level Total 
Pre-test 7490 7460 6950 7370 
Post-test 7500 74,70 73,20 74,50 
While the direction of change was a shift to an increased empowerment status the overall increase 
was lower than anticipated. The macro-level showed the greatest shift to empowerment (3,70%). 
The fact that the Soul City programme equips the learner to be a peer educator was felt to 
contribute to a feeling of being able to assist others and contribute to changes at community level 
e.g. through the acceptance of people who are HIV positive. The increase in scores on the 
personal and interface level are slight. In order to understand these, as well as, the low overall 
empowerment score, the scores of the experimental group were compared to the results found in 
similar empowerment programmes with comparable learners. 
Reasons for the disappointing results could be one or more or a combination of the following 
factors: 
• The intervention was for only two days in the first month of training. In comparison to the 
other studies, the two-day HIV/AIDS workshop (Soul City 'Train the Trainer' programme) 
was of a short duration. This suggests that the entire four month long home care 
programme needs to be considered as the intervention and an empowerment approach 
adopted throughout. 
• During the final week of training of the experimental group (the study group for the pilot 
intervention programme) there was an incident in the patient care unit at Robin Trust. A 
serious allegation of abuse by two learners towards an elderly resident was made by a 
visiting relative. This led to the suspension of the two accused learners while the allegation 
was investigated. Following a thorough and fair investigation both learners were cleared 
and it was shown that the accusation had been malicious and false. While all efforts were 
taken to support those involved it impacted negatively on the perception of some of the 
learners and brought up counter accusations of racial discrimination. The matter was 
resolved as speedily as possible while ensuring that correct and fair processes were 
undertaken. While this matter was still in process the final evaluation had to be completed. 
It is the view of the researcher that this could have affected the scores. 
• The pre-test scores of the experimental group were higher in this study than in the studies 
of Mncube (2003) and Bester (2002). The higher base-line scores indicate that the group 
was relatively empowered on commencement of training. It could be suggested that at 
higher levels of empowerment the results would be less dramatic. 
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• The training programme is a peer education model and a trainer who had recently returned 
from a Trainers' course at Soul City was the co-facilitator of the intervention programme. 
This lack of experience might have played a role in the scores suggesting less effective 
empowerment. 
• The Soul City 'Train the Trainer' programme forms two days within a four-month 
programme. While efforts are in progress to provide all the Robin Trust trainers with the 
skills required to apply an empowerment approach, trainers were inexperienced in this 
methodology. 
• On some of the reported programmes learners partiCipated in small group sessions and 
individual sessions (Mncube, 2003; Bester, 2002). The more intensive interaction of the 
small group and the one-to-one sessions may account for the better results of Mncube 
(2003) and Bester (2002). 
• In the study reported on by Mncube (2003) and Bester (2002) both had been an active 
participant in the research procedure, a fact that Bester (2002) states might have had a 
'positive effect' on the group's empowerment status. In this study the researcher only 
participated for the two-day period of the HIV/AIDS workshop and had no further planned 
contact with the learners. 
• Wechsberg at al., (2004) state that the effect of an empowerment intervention at post-test is 
similar to that of a standard intervention. The difference is most noticeable three months 
post test. This is because interventions tailored to develop 'concrete solutions within 
personal contexts' influence other life changes that facilitate independence. This effect is 
not observed in the short term but rather in the longer term the effect of being self sufficient 
is experienced. This report from the literature suggests that the scores should not be 
considered discouraging and the method ineffective. Rather further study is required and 
post-post test needs to be undertaken three months after the educational intervention has 
been completed. 
Findings: Self-report questionnaire: Assessment of HIV risk 
The questionnaire was applied to identify the participants' vulnerability to acquiring sexually 
transmitted HIV. Data was collected using a self-report questionnaire with a pre-test and post-test 
design and analysed according to the categories and sub-categories in the framework displaying 
the factors determining vulnerability status (see 2.4.1). Four practices, namely, abstinence, 
faithfulness, condom-use and HIV testing were examined. The findings will be discussed 
according to the three domains of analysis. 
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MICRO LEVEL 
On the micra-level analysis is of personal factors and covers perception of vulnerability to HIV and 
self-efficacy. 
Perception of vulnerability to HIV 
At the pre-test 14 of the 24 respondents (58,33%) had been for a HIV test and at the post-test one 
further participant had had a H IV test. At the pre-test, 13 knew the result of their test (92,86%) and 
at the post-test all who had been tested knew their result. Fifteen respondents suggested they feel 
vulnerable to HIV after the programme (post -test). Only one participant at the pre-test stated that 
she did not know her test result with all the other participants stating that they were sera-negative. 
Concerning statements included a respondent stating that she did not feel vulnerable as her test 
was negative. Another reported she knew she was vulnerable as she had unsafe sex. Further 
there was anxiety expressed over assisting some-one who was bleeding 
Self ... fficacy 
Three factors were tested and this included knowledge related to safe sexual practice, skills for 
safe sexual practice and attitudes and feelings that contribute to sound judgement. The knowledge 
component examined the application of knowledge and is demonstrated through self-reports of 
using condoms. Skills include consistency of use, perceived ease of use, the effect of alcohol 
intake on use and negotiation skills for condom use. Attitudes and feelings were considered in 
terms of judgement. 
One partiCipant reported practising abstinence and therefore stated she did not need condoms. 
Condoms are not used by all partiCipants, with five partiCipants reporting that they never use 
condoms at both the pre- and post-test. The number of participants reporting consistent condom-
use increased from 50% at pre-test to 66,67% at the post-test. All the sexually active partiCipants, 
including the one who at pre-test had reported that condoms were difficult to use, reported at post-
test that condoms were easy to use. From pre- to post-test the consistent condom-use increased 
by 16%. 
Responses to whether alcohol intake increased the likelihood of risky sexual behaviour was 'yes' 
for 29,16% of the partiCipants at the pre-test and this dropped to 20,83% of the partiCipants at the 
post-test. Two of the partiCipants reported stopping drinking alcohol during the time between the 
pre- and post-testing occasion. 
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This was not a change in behaviour actively sought as part of the programme. This change in 
behaviour may be, in part, due to some of the content of the programme that covered living with 
HIV (Soul City Wor1<book 1 - Living with HIV and AIDS). Within this section alcohol abuse is 
discouraged, as it is destructive to the immune system. However, the strong link between alcohol-
intake, condom non-use and casual sex found during the needs analysis (phase 1) makes a 
decline in alcohol use a desirable protective behaviour. A shift to a decreased use of alcohol 
therefore can be described as lowering HIV risk of the participants. 
One test of a woman's ability to apply sexual negotiation skills was found in reports of being able to 
refuse sex. Over the period of the training programme one more participant than at pre-test, felt 
able to say "no". 
Acceptability of condom-use to male partners was measured in this study in terms of the 
participants' view of the response anticipated if her partner was requested to use a condom. All of 
participants said that their male partner would use a condom if requested although 30% stated 
their male partner would prefer sexual intercourse without a condom. These figures correlate with 
the number of participants who reported using a condom at last sexual encounter (69,56%) 
suggesting a link between condom use and the acceptability of condom use to the male partner. 
Six said their partner would comply even though he did not like to use condoms. This implies that 
the participants feel able to negotiate condom use and that the reason for non-use is partly their 
choice. 
In summary the gender empowerment status and HIV risk status of the experimental group on the 
micro-level is suggestive but not indicative of being safe (Scores between 50% and 75%). This 
means that while the trend in sexual practices at this level is towards safety, participants are still at 
risk. This applies, in particular, to the 30% of participants who do not use condoms, the 20% of 
participants who are more likely to have casual sex after drinking alcohol and the 37,50% of 
participants who do not know their HIV sero-status. 
INTERFACE LEVEL 
The interface level tested relationship status, gender power balance, living arrangement, 
communication, influence of the media and normative behaviour. 
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Relationship status 
Eighteen (75%) of the participants stated they were single and six (25%) married. One unmarried 
participant stated that she has never had sex (primary abstinence) and three other participants 
reporting abstinence over the past 12 months (secondary abstinence). Faithfulness to a sexual 
partner increased over the period of the training programme from 17 participants (70,83%) to 23 
participants (95,83%) at the post-test. This choice, to be faithful to a partner was reported by 
Eaton et al., (2003:8) to be the most frequently reported intention to reduce HIV risk and was the 
greatest shift in sexual practice found in this study. At the pre-test there was one report of a STI 
but by the post-test no participant reported the presence of a STI. 
Gender power balance 
Gender power describes the distribution of power within the relationship and indicators describe 
who controls decision-making and the presence or absence of barriers that can restrict the scope 
for decision-making. 
In response to a question relating to decisions about sex, the shift over the period of the training 
programme was to joint decision-making (increase of 8,34%). Negative consequences of refusing 
sex or risky practices can be a barrier to safer sex. Participants' responses indicate that at the pre-
test. four participants sometimes experienced domestic violence while at post-test only two 
reported this. Strategies for dealing with violence and the community resources available to 
women were considered in the programme and might therefore have contributed to the decline in 
the number of women in a relationship where violence is a feature. Responses to condom use that 
can be perceived as negative such as being accused of being unfaithful remained fixed over the 
period of the training programme suggesting this is an accurate reflection of male response to a 
request for condom-use. {{{ This finding is reported in the literature (Eaton et al., 2003; HSRC, 
2002). }}} Prof Kapp had a question mark here. Is it supported by Eaton. What is reported? 
Living arrangement 
Living arrangements that do not offer protection from sexual violation predispose girls and women 
to HIV risk. Dependency decreases the ability of women to refuse sexual advances. All the 
partiCipants expressed economic dependency with 25% living with their husband, 33% with family 
and the reminder with a boyfriend or friends or alone. Of this group all did not specify the exact 
nature of the relationship. Whether or not the women felt safe or able to refuse sex without fear of 
being turned out of their dwelling place was not explored in this study. 
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Communication with partner 
Key measures were communication about sex and HIV and whether the participant knew her 
partnerts HIV sera-status. In the post-test communication about contraception was lower than in 
the pre-test. However, in the post-test the number of participants reporting on communicating 
about HIV increased (12,5%). This could be attributed to the training programme which included 
communication strategies and provided materials to assist in communicating with a sexual partner 
about HIV. One possibility for the decline in communication about contraception could be that the 
reported increase in condom use which negated the need to discuss this topiC. 
An increased number of partiCipants reported knowing whether their partner has had an HIV test 
and the result of that test at post-test. Over the period of the training programme the number of 
partners having a HIV test remained the same, but four more participants reported knowing their 
partners' status. This suggests that the increased ability to communicate about HIV might have 
enabled or motivated the participants to enqUire about their partner's HIV status. At the pre-test, 
two partiCipants reported having a partner who was HIV positive and at the post-test only one 
reported this. The reason for this is unknown and could include death of a partner, a change in 
partner or an error at pre-test. 
In summary, based on the post-test scores the vulnerability status and HIV risk status of the 
participants was predicted with respect to safety (position of gender equality) in terms of their 
faithfulness to their partner (95,83%), lack of casual sex (100%), no reports of STl's, marital status 
as single (75%), joint decision-making (95,94%). low incidence of violence (8,33%) and perceived 
negative consequences of requesting condom use (17,39%). Scores indicating safety (low HIV 
risk) include the practice of abstinence (five respondents) and communication on partnerts HIV 
status (58,33%). The area requiring caution in interpretation is faithfulness as it requires both 
partners to be faithful for this practice to be considered safe. 
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MACRO-LEVEL 
This domain of analysis includes structural and cultural factors informing HIV risk status. 
Geographical place of residence 
Prof Kapp: Style??{{{Historically many of Cape Town's suburbs have had a predominance of a 
particular racial group living in the area in accordance with the previously racially biased laws 
under apartheid in South Africa (Cummins, 2003).}}} While this is no longer law, certain suburbs 
can still be divided along these lines with the socio-economic standards varying accordingly. 
Therefore the residential areas where the participants live will determine their access to heathcare 
and other services. The majority of students reported living in traditionally Black areas which 
included townships known to be made up of large informal settlements with examples stated in the 
pre-test information including Khayelitsha (11), Langa (3), Gugulethu (1) and Nyanga (1). Other 
areas included previously known coloured areas given as Mitchell's Plain (1), Eerste Rivier (2), 
Kalksteenfontein (1) and Kuilsriver (1). All the aforementioned areas would be considered to be 
peri-urban sites and the other named areas are, apart from Stellenbosch (1), were urban and 
ngrey" suburbs (previously white dominated but currently with mixed populations) i.e. Mowbray (1) 
and Observatory (1). While, on registration with Robin Trust, learners were living in Cape Town, 
eight stated that they had been resident here for less than ejght years with the remaining 16 
learners having lived here for longer than two years. 
Longest place of residence 
The literature reports differences in terms of HIV knowledge and safe sexual practices such as 
condom use between rural and urban South Africans (HSRC, 2002). In order to establish whether 
the course participants were long-term Cape Town residents, or had spent the greater part of their 
life elsewhere, a question on the questionnaire asked for the place where they have lived the 
longest. 
Ten participants named areas within the urban and peri-urban area of Cape Town (Western Cape) 
as the place at which they had lived the longest. The rest of the group named Kwazulu-Natal (2), 
Eastern Cape (10), and Gauteng (2). Thirteen participants were from an urban or peri-urban area 
(10 participants were from Cape Town, two participants from Johannesburg, onerparticipant from 
Durban) and eight participants from rural towns in South Africa. 
Economic status 
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A dependent economic status increases HIV risk, while an independent economic status offers 
protection in that a woman who is economically independent has greater scope for autonomous 
decision-making. 
Previous employment 
Participants enrol on the home-care training programme as they perceive that it will lead to greater 
employment opportunities. On registration participants were unemployed or in casual employment. 
An analysis of their economic dependence, which has income as one indicator, demonstrates that 
the participants have no or little independent economic means. Prior to registration for home care 
training, 67% of the respondents had never earned while 23% had been employed, although 
unemployed at the time of registration. 
At the time of registering as learners at Robin Trust all the partiCipants were unemployed. 
Previously eight had employment as domestic workers (2). tea lady (1), machinist (1). at large food 
retailers (2) and as clerical workers (2). The remaining 16 participants reported that they had 
never been employed. 
Source of income 
The purpose of this question was to assess whether the participants felt economically dependent, 
a risk factor for HIV. At pre-test 67% and at post-test 75% of the participants had no income and 
50% had one or more children. 
Transactional sex 
All participants stated at both pre-test and post-test that they do not exchange sex for gain. 
Socia-political status (gender, age, ethnicity/race, level of schooling and educational level) 
Age 
Seventy-nine percent of participants of the experimental group were women in the age bracket of 
19 years to 29 years, with 8% between 30 and 39 and two partiCipants (8%) between the age of 40 
and 49 years of age. Twenty-three participants (96%) reported their first sexual encounter prior to 
registering on the course, which is not surprising, as the youngest participant was 19 years of age. 
This group is potentially at risk as, apart from one participant who did not respond, they have all 
been sexually active at some period in their lives. The participants' average age group 
corresponds with the national data identifying this group as having a high prevalence rate for HIV 
plaCing them in an at risk age group. 
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School attendance and educational level 
A" learners had a minimum of grade 10 (10 years of schooling) with 71% having completed Grade 
12 (12 years of schooling) or higher. 
Scores on the macro-level scores indicate vulnerability (gender inequality) in terms of geographical 
location and economic status, as well as in terms of age. 
Summary of findings from experimental group 
The greatest increase in gender empowerment status and lowering of HIV risk status was on the 
interface level. followed by the micro-level with the greatest vulnerability being on the macro-level. 
It is expected that scores should increase on the macro-level following the course when 
participants are able to apply their new skills and knowledge in a paid work situation. This benefit 
would be captured by a post-post-testing occasion. This was not planned for this study and 
therefore it is a recommendation for further such studies. 
4.5 DISCUSSION 
The findings will be discussed with reference to the goal of the educational HIV intervention, 
namely, to raise empowerment status and lower HIV risk status of the participants. Four key 
behaviours, each of which can be analysed over the domains of analysis (micro-level, interface-
level and macro-level) and are considered in the literature to offer protection against acquiring 
sexually transmitted HIV, were selected. These four behaviours are abstinence, faithfulness, 
condom-use and HIV testing. The ability to analyse these behaviours over the three levels is 
demonstrated in an example (addendum 8). These practices refer to critical behavioural or 
reproductive outcomes determining HIV risk status. They describe whether participants have ever 
had sex, lifetime number of partners, more than one sexual partner over a relatively short time 
period such as three or four months, used condoms at first, last sex, consistency of condom-use, 
knows own and partners HIV sero-status (Karim et al., 2003; HSRC, 2002). 
4.5.1 Self-reported changes in sexual practice lowering HIV risk 
Abstinence 
Abstinence is referred to as a period of no sexual activity and as a protective behaviour includes 
both primary (never had sex) and a reverting to abstinence for a period of time after previously 
being sexual active (HSRC, 2002). 
The findings from the needs analysis indicated that it is more likely that single girls will have the 
ability to negotiate abstinence (52.38%) although it could have negative consequences such as 
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abandonment. Interviewees also expressed that while in theory it is possible, on a practical level it 
is difficult to apply. Results from the experimental group indicate that 20,84% reported no sexual 
activity for the prior 12 months although they all reported a minimum of one sexual partner 
(41.66%). This trend of reverting to abstinence after a period of sexual activity was also noted in 
the HSRC (2002) study. The finding that 20% of the experimental group were not currently sexually 
active despite the majority of them being young women concurs with the finding of Flisher, et al. 
(2003) who reported in a study on young Cape Town women that they were less sexually active 
than perceived. 
Faithfulness 
PartiCipants in the analysis group overwhelmingly described men as unfaithful, but agreed that 
women can also be unfaithful. Faithfulness is a protective behaviour that is appealing to women. 
This is supported by a finding from Eaton et al., (2003), who found that faithfulness was more 
acceptable as a safe behaviour than condom use. The concern would be that women practising 
faithfulness might not have a faithful partner thereby placing her at risk. Being faithful might also 
decrease the woman's perception of her risk making her less likely to adopt other protective 
behaviours such as condom-use. 
Multiple partners are at times accepted as a norm for young men and boys and Flisher et a/. (2003) 
caution against this. In their study they demonstrate how fewer school-going children are sexually 
active than perceived and that generally they do not have multiple partners. They state that 
perception of normative behaviour influences the behaviour of peers. For this reason Flisher et al. 
(2003) advocate that in education the factual evidence from research that pOints to multiple 
partners not being the 'norm' for young people are renected to youth. 
Condom-use 
In this study, although single women felt they could negotiate condom-use, it was their perception 
that is was less acceptable to married men. Women also report negative consequences of asking 
for condom use, yet the experimental group reported that all participants could request condom-
use and their partner would agree, even though 30% stated their partners preferred sex without a 
condom. This result suggests that condom-use is within the scope of sexual negotiation available 
to women but, for reasons not explored in this study, women choose to go with the preference of 
males in condom-use. Despite this finding overall condom-use rose by 16% from pre- to post test. 
As condom use reduces unwanted pregnancy and the incidence of STl's (HSRC, 2002) it has 
further benefits to women's health. 
Alcohol use 
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Alcohol use can impact on abstinence, faithfulness and condom-use in that it is associated with 
decreased condom-use and increased casual sex (Garbus. 2003). While it was not planned to 
decrease alcohol-use, a section of the Soul City HIVIAIDS workshop focuses on the detrimental 
effect of alcohol. when used in excess, on the immune system and general health. During of the 
training programme the experimental group reported a 9% decrease in casual sex after drinking 
alcohol (two less participants) and two less .participants reporting drinking alcohol and greater use 
of condoms after drinking alcohol (increase of 5%). 
HIVtesting 
On commencement of the course 14 (58.33%) of the 24 participants reported having had a HIV 
test. At post-test one further participant reported having had an HIV test. Between pre- and post-
test the number of partners that went for testing remained the same. 
Self-reports on sexual practices 
It is the view of the researcher that the data collected through the qualitative interviews during the 
needs analysis was more accurate than the data collected through the self reported risk practices. 
This would appear to be due to the fact that the questions asked during the interviews were in the 
third person. testing for general social norms until the person being interviewed indicated she was 
were comfortable to talk about herself. The quantitative data collection tool asked questions 
directly and in the first person and appears to have resulted in presentation bias. An example of 
this is the issue of transactional sex. During the qualitative interviews it was raised as a fairly 
common behaviour yet during quantitative data collection 100% of the respondents reported no 
incidence of transactional sex. 
4.5.2 Empowerment 
The purpose of applying an empowerment intervention was to raise the empowerment status and 
thereby lower HIV risk of the participants. The intervention was selected through identification of 
the area of disempowerment giving rise to a particular barrier to safe sexual practice. The results 
were moderate and seem to suggest that the level of skill of trainers to facilitate empowerment 
interventions is a crucial determinant. 
The discussion has outlined the key issues which will be dealt with in more detail in chapter 5 when 
the findings, recommendations and conclusions will be described. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
5.2 FINDINGS 
5.3 LIMITATIONS 
5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.5 CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION. 
The study aimed to investigate the factors that influence the adoption of safe sexual 
practices by women. This would contribute to an understanding of why women 
engage in unsafe sexual practices despite having knowledge about the risks of 
unprotected sex. The knowledge gained was used to inform the selection of 
enhancements to increase the efficacy of an educational HIV intervention and tested 
in a pilot study during the final phase of the research. 
The study had two components namely a literature review, which informed the 
development of the Framework of factors that determine the vulnerability of women 
for sexually acquired HIV and an empirical section. The literature suggested that the 
effect of gender related vulnerability is linked to the relative level of empowerment, 
which in tum seems to inform HIV risk. The empirical part of the study explored the 
factors related to the vulnerability of women for sexually acquired HIV, as well as, 
investigating whether by raising the empowerment status of the partiCipants their HIV 
risk could be lowered. This was tested during a pilot programme in the form of an 
enhanced HIVeducational intervention. 
In this chapter the findings, recommendations for further study and conclusions will 
be discussed. This will be done according to the phases in the research process. 
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The empirical part of the study had three distinct phases. Phase 1 was a needs 
analysis, phase 2 the planning phase and phase 3 the implementation and evaluation 
phase. 
5.2.1 Needs analysis (phase 1) - Objectives 1 A.2.1. 
During phase 1 a needs analysis was conducted. Base-line data was collected 
through interviews, self-reports and questionnaires in order to identify factors that 
affect a woman's ability to adopt safe sex practice, ascertain sexual practices and 
measure empowel'l1lent status of the participants. The findings were used to plan 
enhancements to an educational HIV intervention and revise the questionnaire. The 
revised questionnaire was a self-report questionnaire titled: 'Assessment of HIV risk' 
and was applied during phase 3 (implementation and evaluation phase). 
5.2.1.1 Summary of activities and findings 
The first questionnaire applied was the Empowerment questionnaire (Albertyn, 
2000). The findings from this questionnaire were compared to the qualitative and 
quantitative data collected using the questionnaire: Factors determining the 
vulnerability of women to sexually transmitted HIV. Key findings from phase 1 are 
described below. 
5.2.1.1 (a) Measurement of empowerment status - objective 1.4.2.1 (a) 
When examining the total group's empowerment scores (n=84) it was found that the 
mean score was highest on the micro-level, followed by the interface-level and lowest 
on the macro-level. Upon further analysis of the frequency of responses against the 
key indicators of empowerment on the three levels It was found that: 
• On the micro-level partiCipants felt unable to attain goals, had a low sense of self-
worth, low self-esteem and blamed themselves for their perceived lack of 
progress. They reported needing paid work; 
• On the interface-level participants expressed a low level of family/social support 
and scored low on acting collaboratively; 
• On the macro-level partiCipants felt politically powerless and felt unable to make a 
contribution to South Africa. 
Based on these findings enhancements were planned for the experimental phase 
(Phase 3). 
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5.2.1.1 (b) Identification of the factors determining the vulnerability of women 
to sexually transmitted HIV and measurement of participants' 
current practices - Objective 1.4.2.2 (a) and 1.4.2.2 (b) 
This questionnaire had two sections. Section 1 collected qualitative data and section 
2 collected quantitative data. Data collected using qualitative methods was found to 
be less likely to be subject to presentation bias and provided richer data. However, 
the value of having both methods within the study enabled a comparison between the 
findings and increased the validity of the findings. 
The Framework of factors determining the vulnerability of women for sexually 
transmitted HIV, compiled from the literature, was used to guide the development of 
the questionnaire, data analysis and the interpretation of the findings. It was found to 
be effective in that it provided a way of categorizing the information thematically. 
Identification of predictors and indicators enabled a description of the gender 
in/equality status and HIV risk level. 
Key findings - participants' reported sexual practices 
On the micro-level participants expressed reluctance to go for HIV testing. Married 
women experienced difficulty in requesting condom-use as it was perceived 
negatively by husbands. Monogamy, abstinence and condom-use appeared to be 
acceptable to participants. 
On the interface level participants in committed relationships reported low condom 
usage while participants unanimously stated that men are unfaithful. The inability of 
married women to negotiate condom use is consistent with the literature and is a 
matter of concern. Barriers block abstinence as a feasible choice and men do not 
appear to subscribe to faithfulness to a sexual partner. The most desired 
preventative strategy for women was monogamy. However, the dangers of being 
infected by a partner entering a relationship already HIV positive or an unfaithful 
partner who contracts the virus during the relationship, is concerning. 
On the macro level participants expressed social vulnerability as a limiting factor in 
adopting safe sexual practices. 
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That objective 1.4.2.1(a) (measurement of empowerment status), 1.4.2.1(b) 
(measurement of factors determining vulnerability) and 1.4.2.1 (c) (identification of 
sexual practices) were achieved. 
5.2.2 Planning phase (phase 2) - 1.4.2.2 
Planning was the second phase. The findings from phase 1 were reflected on to 
identify areas of disempowerment and HIV risk. To assist with the selection of the 
most effective empowerment strategy the literature was consulted. Elements were 
combined from the literature review from this study, the work of Albertyn (2000; 1995) 
and Eaton at al., (2003) leading to the development of the POWER approach for 
planning enhancements and the POWER analysis tool. The POWER analysis tool 
provided a structure onto which the findings could be recorded. The graphic display 
of 'findings against the framework facilitated the selection of enhancements for the 
HIV intervention. 
5.2.2.1 Summary of activities and findings 
5.2.2.1(a) Enhancements - objective 1.4.2.2(a) 
Four programme enhancements were identified and included within the two-day Soul 
City 'Train the Trainer' course. The first enhancement was the provision of 
information and time for discussion on monogamy as a protective behaviour and HIV 
testing. The second focused on communication, particularly between sexual 
partners. The third addressed stigmatisation by addressing the myths and 
presenting facts about the cause and spread of HIV. Fourthly, the skills and 
knowledge required to care for a person with HIV/AIDS competently and 
compassionately were presented. Planning also included training for the Trainers in 
the use of the empowerment approach and its application within a HIV educational 
programme. 
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5.2.2.1(b) Revisions to questionnaire - objective 1.4.2.2(b) 
Revisions we~e made to the questionnaire to assist in gaining a deeper 
understanding of sexual practices identified as risky during the needs analYSis. 
Revisions included questions to identify: 
• Place of residence - to differentiate between urban and rural dwelling. 
• Living arrangement - to identify whether the participant lived alone, with 
parents, husband or someone else. 
• Age of sexual debut. 
• Commitment to sexual partner. 
• Condom usage -consistency, acceptability to partner, response of partner to 
requests for condom use and perception of the ease of use of condoms. 
• The locus of sexual decision-making. 
• Communication with sexual partner - questions covered contraception, HIV 
sero- status and HIV testing. 
• Perceived vulnerability to HIV. 
• If there is a link between alcohol, causal sex and non-condom use. 
For the reasons described above, it can be shown that objectives 1.4.2.2(a) 
(enhancement of programme) and 1.4.2.2(b) (revision of questionnaire) were met. 
Implementation and evaluation phase (phase 3) - objective 1.4.2.3. 
During this phase. the research procedure included the measurement of the 
empowerment status and sexual practices of the partiCipants, using a pre-test and 
post-test design in order to ascertain the effect of an enhanced programme on 
partiCipants (n=12). 
5.2.3.1 Summary of activities and findings 
The pre-test was applied on the first and last day of the four-month training 
programme. Key findings are listed below. 
5.2.3.1(a) Empowerment status - objective 1.4.2.3(a) 
Although the direction of change was one of empowerment with the greatest increase 
in empowerment scores found on the macro-level. overall the increase in their 
empowerment status was lower than hoped for. 
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This increase on the macro-level might be attributed to the fact that the emphasis of 
the Soul City programme is on equipping the learner as a peer educator. Also further 
skill building activities enable participants to be care-givers and role models in their 
community through accepting and providing care for people who are HIV positive. 
This may contribute to a feeling of being able to assist others and effect changes at 
community level. 
It is the researcher's view that higher increases in empowerment scores could be 
achieved through. Trainers receiving more focused training in applying an 
empowerment approach. Post-post-testing is also recommended to capture the 
empowerment effect associated with life changes that facilitate independence, such 
as paid employment. 
Measurement of learners' HIV risk level - 1.4.2.3(b) 
Pre-test findings suggesting factors placing participants at the greatest risk were: a 
lack of knowledge of the participants regarding their own HIV sero-status, non-use of 
condoms and casual sex after drinking alcohol. HIV testing was readily available to 
participants but in some cases avoided due to fears regarding the negative response 
to being HIV positive. While the post-test results showed that many of the 
partiCipants were still at risk, a shift in behaviour from risk to protection indicated that 
the intervention had assisted some of the partiCipants to adopt safer sexual practices. 
Post-test results on the interface level indicated increases in communication with 
sexual partners and women's scope for sexual negotiation. 
It is at the macro level that change is most difficult (Thompson, 2001). {{{Scores 
indicated that the participants are vulnerable on this level. Indicators of vulnerability 
included geographical location of residence. low economic status and being young 
women. These factors usually require collective action to bring about change. 
However, the impact that one person can have through changing her attitude was 
also demonstrated. The intervention, which aimed to increase a feeling of being 
useful to others and to address stigmatization, was effective. This was expressed as 
a feeling of being able to contribute at community level. This enablement was as 
care-givers to people with HIV/AIDS and through acceptance of people who are HIV 
positive. 
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In spite of a small sllmple size in this study and that generalisation IS therefore not 
possible, the find ings Sl.J9gest that in this group an Increase In empowerment status 
could resu lt In a decrease in HIV risk (Objectives 1.4.2.1) and that this can be 
aChieved lIlrol.J9h an educational programme enhanced to ra ise the empowerment 
status of pllrticipants (Objective 1 42.3) 
SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS 
TEXT BOX 5.1 : Summary of findings 
• ae\a"s eel"! 
transmitted HIV 
The factors are descnbed In the Framework of Factcn determining the 
vulnerability of women for sexually transm)hed HIV (flQure 2.3) 
Gender·related vulnerabiMy (gender in/equalrty) may lnhlblt the adoption of safe 
se)UJal practices 
The litera ture appears to Indicate that gender related vutnerabllity IS Inven:;ely 
proportIOnal to !he retaliva level of .rem1er empowerment 
Empowerment may reduce gender·related vulnerabohty. promote gender 
equal.ly and enable the adOption of safe sexual practices 
Participants favoured monogamy, condom use and abstinence as protecllve 
behaviours. 
Women perceive men as unfaithful, abstinence as 1"101 always ·practical" and 
believe that men prefer sax wlthoul condoms 
To elfect change requires health education and social action strategies lhat 
address alllhree domains of <lI"Ial~ls Women can rndlvldual ly bnng about 
change on Ihe micro- level but reqUire co-opemhOn and support of parlners, 
communilies and even governmenl to effec t changes on the interface and macr 
levels 
The POWER approach and POWER analysis toot assists with Idenllfying 
appropnate enhancemenls 
Enhancements to a train ing prcgmmme may proVIde an approach fOf adapting a 
generic H tV f9!:!ramme 10 meel the needs of ta el.rroup 
5.3 LIMIT A liONS 
The following limitations of this study are noted: 
• Only female participants were included in this study. This criterion was set as the 
purpose of the study was to identify the factors influencing the ability of women to 
adopt protective behaviours to minimize risk of sexually acquired HIV. 
• The data was not tested for statistical significance using a statistical procedure. 
• The enhancements, the HIV educational intervention and the effectiveness of 
peer education as a HIVeducational strategy were not evaluated. 
5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Recommendations are presented in five categories. 
5.4.1 Assessing the vulnerability status of women for acquiring sexually 
transmitted HIV. 
• The framework of factors for determining vulnerability status of women for 
sexually transmitted HIV was used to develop a comprehensive questionnaire to 
measure vulnerability and the risk of women for sexually transmitted HIV. The 
questionnaire needs to be further refined and tested for reliability and validity. 
• Data collected on factors determining the vulnerability of women for sexually 
transmitted HIV need to be tested for statistical Significance. 
• In a further study, the relationship between gender-related vulnerability. HIV risk 
and empowerment needs to be explored and measured. 
• Further study is required to explore whether the gender-related vulnerability of 
women may be associated with vulnerability that is greater than merely to HIV. 
• The role of men in determining the vulnerability of women needs to be 
understood. A priority area is the need to identify how men view their level of 
responsibility for the consequences of their sexual behaviour (Dunn et a/" 2004). 
This should provide insight into the male-linked factors that contribute to the 
vulnerability status of women. This information needs to be applied to 
intervention programmes focussing on men in order to support the equality of 
women and reduce their HIV risk. The role of alcohol and shebeens linked to 
casual sexual encounters needs to be further explored to find the most effective 
strategy for overcoming this risk area. 
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5.4.2 Planning for HIV educational programme using an empowerment 
approach. 
• Testing is required to detennine the acceptability of the various protective 
behaviours, so that those with greatest levels of acceptance can be promoted. 
Greater understanding of practices finding less favour needs to be understood so 
that barriers can be overcome. 
• The POWER analysis tool needs to be tested for reliability specifically regarding 
its effectiveness for guiding the selection of appropriate enhancements. 
• The intervention strategies, identified in the literature (some of which are noted in 
table 3.2 on page 68) need to be tested for effectiveness in raising empowennent 
status. 
• Programmes for developing the skills of trainers for facilitating HIV educational 
interventions using an empowerment approach need to be developed and tested. 
• The specific attributes of the training experience that raise the quality of the 
training experience and the outcome need to be fully explored and understood. 
• As many of the learners attending training programmes such as the one in this 
study do so with the goal of preparing themselves for work this variable could 
affect their empowennent scores when testing them directly after an intervention. 
It is suggested that the pre-test, and post-test be retained and a post-post-test be 
applied three months after completion of the training programme. This would 
capture the empowerment indicator of being in paid work. 
5.4.3 Evaluating programme effectiveness in terms of empowerment and HIV 
risk: 
• Programme effectiveness could be evaluated using a control group and an 
experimental group. 
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5.4.4 Changes supporting the rights (and heaHh) of women 
• This study reinforces the need for changes across the micro-, interface and 
macro-level to eradicate gender-related discrimination and oppression. Health 
professionals need to examine their practice to ensure that they challenge sexism 
and all forms of discrimination. Health professionals occupy positions of power 
and influence and therefore have the scope to bring about changes (Thompson, 
2001). Ways of supporting and developing health professionals to be social 
activists need to be explored. 
5.5 CONCLUSION 
The framework of factors determining the vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted HIV 
describes the complex interaction of circumstances that influence women's ability to adopt 
protective behaviours. The difficulties are linked to barriers. Empowerment provides a 
strategy for overcoming these barriers enabling safe sexual practice. 
The framework of factors determining the vulnerability of women for sexually transmitted HIV 
(figure 2.3) provides a structure that can guide data collection, analysis, recording of findings 
and planning of HIV training programmes. When the framework is used alongside that of 
Eaton, et al., (2003) and Albertyn (2000, 1995) it appears to provide a comprehensive 
theoretical construct for planning training programmes using enhancements and an 
empowerment approach. Men and women need to be included in HIV training programmes 
that address personal factors, interpersonal factors, organisational factors, cultural factors 
and structural factors across the three domains of analysiS namely the micro-, interface and 
macro-level. Key role players who hold the power to ini1uence the rights of women and 
treatment of people who are HIV positive need to support the changes required. South 
Africa would then become a country where women could freely make sexual choices. Such a 
comprehensive approach could enable women to choose sexual practice that supports 
health. 
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ADDENDUM 1 
INVENTORY OF DESCRIPTORS 
(Ordered lK'Wrdlllg 10 CIUloIClS ""hcaling rdaled faclOr <Ii !;boWl[ in dt.1plCr 2) 
DESCRIPTORS PREDICTORS & FACTOR PREDICTORS & DESCRIPTORS 
INDICATORS OF RISK INDICATORS OF SAFETY 
-CLUSTER 1· DEMOGRAPHIC FACT ORS rela lln 10 a woman 
AG' 
Age f8 1 1~ with an age group HIGH ftlSII AGE CATEGORY lOW RISK AGE CAl FGORY AIJe fans with an age group 
W,lh a high HIV prevaleoce, predicted by; "'5 predicled by: with a lOW HIV prevaltmce. 
BaSeIl 00 ~alional prevalence Sasea on natKlnal prevalence 
, .. oata 
30 years of age or less Young ag. M81ure age 31 years or mOle 
(HSRC. 2oo2) 
Age differential 01 more than 5 Sigoificanl age differenli~1 I Simila. ~e difrerel11lal Age differential less than 5 years RISK CATEGORY years 
The greater Ihe difference Ille OETERMINEO BY ,..GE 
grealer Ihe risk 10 the woman 
(HSRC. 2002) 
First expeMente of sexual Forced sexual debut Semil d.but choull First experience of sexual 
j"IR'C""'~~ n<ln·r.nn~p.n~,,"1 intercourse oonsensual al 1 B 
years or !>der 
Mediao age (South Afnea) 
g'~n as t 8 years (HSRC. 
I 
2002) 
At seventeen yean; or Early ieKllll1 onset Liter sexuBI onSflt Later sexual onser 
younger 18 year~ Or 010e1 
Rllpelnon·consensual seK Fo,,,.d S4U , Conuns~a.1 sex $exual intercourse is 
consensus 
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RISK 
predocled by 
Postpanum ab51in",'ce 
Abs"nence reBuTtmg Irom 
,eparallOn 
COMMITMENT TO SE.XUAL 
PARTNER 
SCOPE FOR OECISION· 
MAKING 
140 
pred,cted by' 
MAKING illS predlchMI by 
1 
I , 
used lor I a 
rel81lOnshlp or marrill\je 
, 
~nrestriCl\KI 
00 
sexual achvrty tI ls cIlosen 
(voluntary) ar(! lncluCeS 
pnrnary alld secordary 
abstirnmce but e~cI\lIle$ 
enlorced abslineoce 
, 
DESCRIPTORS PREDICTORS &. FACTOR PREDICTORS & DESCRIPTORS 
INOICATORS OF RISK INDICATORS OF SAFETY 
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE 
NO or Inllequenl ~tTeM8nce lit NO OR INfREQUENT REGULAR ATTE.NOAt.CE III Regulal altendarw;e at SChool 
sc~ool ATTENDANCE U p",dicted predICted by: 
by ' 
I T~i$lnQeator covers SChool No sthool ~n.lldance Atten!feoCl lsellOOlI S~ MI(llIdllnC(! 
a!lelldance al SChOOl-golng ATTENDANCE RECORD 
age lot el1lklren wtll1 Ihe abOlity 
10 alienO seJ'loOl bUI who did 
nol (10 so 
Infrequent or limite\! Poor ~Uend<lIlce record Satisfa C10ry anendancl! Rfl<;Ju lar allandan('.8 Wllh 
attendant:e ",cord satislaClOlY p4'ogfUS III scl\clol 
Repor1 by credible person or 
I cvlden~ seen 
SChool len unpaia due tG a School leH unaffordable Sellool Iet!s "rrord;lble Housel"lO\d can aNG«! school 
laCk of financial means fa cs 
ma ki n~ school lees 
Imaffordable for houseoold 
SCIlooling KIf bO~ s valued Gender bi~ 5 Nil g.Rtlder bj"" School valued equa l l~ 101 boys 
above 1I1r1', and girls School attendance 
Bo~s go 10 school and III~s by II I ~s and DO ~$ llOIl1lhe 
remain al!'lome ~~ 
LEVEL OF EDUCA nON 
LOW EDUCATIOI\IAL LEVEL h~\.i~~ EDUCATIONAL LE'I't::L 
a$ pred";11td by; HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL n prad"l~ bv; 
Less than Grade 12 lin South Less Ihan ~ sClloolleavh'll QUALIFICATION SN~~O<llteMlng cart,llCate b' Grade t2 or higher (lor South 
Afnca c.rt,lical. .. ," Ahicans) 
Infoonaltra>rnng br W()(~. Wo .... d-bued .xperl.nce Ace red>hld IFllrmalllra>nmg Formal course a ~er 
based expenence COUfM compleTe completing sdloo l le/lll>ng 
&~er leaving school certiflellie 
T..niary I~"'el qUilllflcal,on Gra(!uale u&>nmg 
AssoCIa(ed with "SOIlI_ncantly 
lower" HIV prevaienoo (HSRC. 
200~_ .. 
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workers in a 
, 
" 
high r HIV 
(OCCupal looal healm nsk). 
INDICATORS OF RISK 
INCOM!: SIATUS 
OCCUPATIONAL RIS K 
'" 
INDICATORS OF SAFETY 
luxunes 
I Ii 
does 00\ 
O<:cupal lOO 001 aSSOClaled 
wllh a 10 lhe WO!~t'f 
01 sex 
wilh leacllers 1 
Sdlool reporled WIdely In 
South AfriCil (exc.h ang() for 
at school) Garbus. 
and girls (Garbus, 2003) 
swpe 'or 
" 
it , j 
, 
INDICATORS OF RISK 
by: 
INFLUENCE OF SOCIO· 
CUL rURAL CONTEXT 
14 ., 
INDICATORS OF SAFETY 
" 
in 
, 
equality 
, 
No commerdallrading 01 
women linked to II give~ 
I iSin 
10 women Is I 
and co~crs polygllmy and 
genllal mUI,lallon 8n(! ro~s 01 
sul).ordlnall()n limillng W()men 
reaching Ihelr personal 
P()le!ll,al e g excluding 
women lrom edueali()n and 
W()rk opp()rtun il ies 
Ii 001 sup()(ln 
SIIle sexual praclu::es 
INDICA10RS OF RISK 
I or p.omOCet 
unul. se~u.1 p'~tllt •• 
I INfLUENCE OF REUGIOUS 
TEACHING 
--------' 
'" 
INDICATORS Of SAfETY 
hi' 
SuppOrt Slp.omoles n le 
$t!xu,,1 pt •• , ,,e 
, 
, 
OESCRIPTORS 
encourages and assists the 
pradicl! fA safe sel<Ual 
pradJGf! IhlOugh messa;les 
thai life accurate and 00-
HSRC, 
I 
outSIde of 
are minOrities have difficu lt ies 
ollen aSSOCiated with CIlltural 
(lifferences acce~r>g 
resources available \0 lafller 
(majority) groups. 
aSSOCiale<l Wl1M greater female 
disempowermenl, less 
ac.ceplaDiI~ ~ of co'ldom·use 
by males and 
eCONOMIC STATUS OF 
RESIDENTIAL AREA 
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race, 
01 Ii 
" 
INDICATORS OF RISK 
" 
FACTOR 
POPULATION MOVEMENT 
population 
Iprevalence <:t crime 
lili I ill 
,,' 
, , 
INADEQUATE 
CARE SERVICES at" 
predIcted by: 
~iE;;;~~~~~~~:~::::~ ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE 
(HORe 
""''' 
acu:ss;bll!. 
e ffecb'/f! h.eallh can: service 
(HSRC. 2002) 
'" 
InstJMionallMng that does 
nO! re:o;pect lupholdl Wppoll 
personal :salety arid rlghls 01 
an individual. Tills induaes 
In pnson or liv irlg ln a ,,~ ,;"'" hostel (Eaton et al., 
,~---tcwmiiOiiiiiOi~---j 
betv.oeen female 
par1ners in heterosexual 
relatlonsh.~ d<elates wtlo ls In 
cont rol, the use of violence 
~n<l tile abil ity of women 10 
negohate condom_use wIthout 
" 
RELATIONSHIP 
As predicted by; 
BETWEEN SEXUAL 
PARTNERS 
pr~C'Jon .oa,"51 " ... ual 
viol~tiOil 
'" 
RELATIONSHIP 
As predicted by: 
I salety 
not restrH;! 
or decls\o".ma~mll 
Feels 
S<lxual pmctJce due 10 
perce ived greater gender 
PQWer or sexual partner 
(Eaton el at 2003) 
• 
possession 01 the man e.g 
with the prad ice or 1000ia 
Male with a macho identrty 
INDICATORS OF RISK 
'ono iI to s~fe s.u 
Macho ldl!nllty 
INOICATORS OF SAFETY 
GENDER POWER HALANO': 
, 
, 
m~l\, 
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" wrthln sexua l 
WlIh fea r of neQalive 
consequences 
Woman 
. a partner 
, ; 
" 
male as 
" 
INDICA TORS OF RISK 
UPHELQ as 
are no! COMPLIANCE FOR HUMAN 
~~","",""""t""'"'''"''"''----I RIGHTS 
, 
, , 
ale HIV poSilive 
disclosure when Aware 01 
Iii 
' 50 
INDICATORS OF SAFf'T"( 
"'" 
I , 
"0 
social neilOlJiI< 
, 
INDICA TORS OF RISK 
PODRl Y INFORMED ON 
SEXUAL ISSUES & fiN 
As predicted by 
" , 
III 11 
friends and work cllile811""s 
marte.s 
, , 
group 
'51 
, 
INDICATORS OF SAFETY 
, 
In/ormad about sexual 'ISSUes 
lhal lnc!lJ{]e se~ua l p<aOlCf!, 
contraception , at>ortloo ele 
1 se~ 311'.1 
" Informed on I matltlfS. 
, " , 
i i 
commumty 
I)etwMn pan ners 
, 
Irtlle dtswss<onl 
on sexuall5wes 
INDICATORS OF RISK 
, 
aETWEEN PARTNERS '" 
, 
~';::;"=~ I--"" 
slalus 
(CAPS 1'6'68) 
Belief that parlnefs stalus can 
tie assessed Irom appearance 
(Amif1o;anlan er a/ , 2001) 
1 and pannell" t ""d p;o!il 
parln~ seJual pal1ne,(s) 
INOICATORS OF SAFETY 
IlelweenpannefS 
tomlTltJl'ItC8hon between 
~Kual partnets on sexual 
~ 
, 
se~1.III1 partners on HIV 
INDICATORS Of RISK 
, , 
Ihe REPORTING: as Ilr~d'CI~d 
media's I on infomlln.g by: 
and InHuencmg IM lvkiuals 
groups and commumties_ In 
conlext of t ' 
, 
h~rm women 
'" 
suuaJ pract,ces 
INDICATORS OF fiAI'ET" 
REPORn NO" 8S pred,cted 
'> 00 iniormlFlll and 
inHoencmg Indiylduals groups 
MEDIA'S INFLUENCE ON r",",,"'iW"'",,"'iiT;;;;~~j'~"'~~~m~m~"~";,'~"~'~. ;';"~~~"~'~'" ~ WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT of i ,eO 
"' 
, ."mce 
ha rmlul practices 01 HI V inlOl111a llOn 
" , 
practIce 
,\3 
, 
pradlce I p3l1ner 
~3ceS risk on personal sexual 
relationship 
Include 
of be ing at low 
01 sl~ma (HSRC, 
OF , ---'FA"C~TO' ----~~:=~~~~~=-~--"eR~",""---INDICATORS OF SAFETY 
PERCEPTION OF 
VULNERABILITY 
'" 
, , 
can adOP~on 01 NEGATIVE as pred,cted by 
unsale sexual practice (Fils her 
e/ al .. 2003.540. MacPhail &. 
perceived as social norm 
IFlisher lit w .. 2003~ 540) 
. , 
inCQm~ete knowledge 
i prornotu I 
perpetuat~5 un5~re sexuat 
associated with un~le sexual APPUEO n p,ed'~ted by 
practICe (HSRC, 2002) 
SEXUAL iRA,iii" 
, 
POSIT~E ~5 p'ed't1e(j by 
I)erceivw ~ s normat'"~ 
behaviour 
cost~ 
," 
as predicted by. 
~" ~afe sexual 
sale se~ua l 
r:;~;:.~~~::;-----t:~3:~~~':::~~:'~ KNOWlEOGERELATEO TO I knowl8dge IS ~ banl~' 10 SAFE SEXUAL PRACTICE comprehen" ... ~ knowlNl9~ 
SOlIe sexual precUe, fa ciI" ates ule se~urtl sexual 
~-
"' sexual issues 
I practice 
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"' 
safe se~ual 
I and safe 
(HSRC. 
sexual 
INDICATORS OF RISK 
, 
, , 
use and leads 
I sex 
" 
, 
COMPETENCE FOR SAFE 
SEXUAL PRACTICE 
(lNFLEUNCING SEXUAL 
OECISION-MAKING) 
1S6 
, 
INDlCt,TORS OF SAFETY 
always uses a condom 
decrease condom U$C or 
Ine<caw inddenh pi casual 
sexual 
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ADDENDUM 2 
Tea b<&a~ 10.lO 
lulICh 12.30-13.30 
Finish 15.30 
TUESDAY 
WEDNESDAY 
THURSDAY 
FRtDAY 
MONDAY 
TUESDAY 
WEDNESDAY 
THURSDAY 
ROBIN TRUST COLLEGE 
HOME CARE COURSE 
LECTURES 
i 
Rules of Robin Trust 40 mins Lecture 
Qualities of carewOl"ker 40 m1ns Sludenl interaction 
Communicalion 40 mins Role play 
Patient Assessment 40 mins Oem. 
Documentalion 40 mins Overhead 
Auid Batance 40 m1ns Inleractoon 
Intake & Output charts 40 mins Practice 
Balanced Diets 40 mins Practice 
Meal planning 20 mins Group work 
Constipalion 20 mins lecture 
Diarrhoea 20 mins 
Vomiting 20 mins 
INFECTION 40 mins Overhead 
Cross infection 40 mins Lecture 
Standard precautions 40 mins 
Hand washIng 20 mins Pracllce 
Gloves 20 mins Practice 
Immunity 40 mins Overhead 
First Aid prindples 20 mins leclure 
Shock 20 mins 
Haemorrhage 20 mins 
Epilepsy 20 m;ns 
TEST 60 mins 
"'= 
20 m;ns 
Recovery position 20 mins lecture 
Geriatrics 45 mins lecture & group 
Frail care 40 mins lecture 
A1heimers 20 mlns 
Falls & Fractures 20 mins 
Inoonljne~ 20 mlns Overhead 
Catheners & catheter care 40 mlns Prac. & model 
Safety in the home 20 mins 
Mouth & teeth care 40 mlns Oem. & prac 
Thrush and moulh 40 mins 
complica~ons 
Nail care (hand & foot) 40 mlns Oem & prac 
Hair washing 20 mins Oem & prac 
Feeding patfents 40 mins Oem & prac 
Beds & bedmaking 20 mlns Oem & prac 
Ufting & positioning 20 mins Oem & prac 
IS8 
25 min 
20 min 
40 min 
20 min 
20 min 
40mi" 
40 min 
20 min 
20 min 
40 min 
40 min 
20 min 
20 min 
40 min 
25 min 
TEST 90 min 
FRIDAY Fullwash 40 mlns Oem & pnl(; 45 min 
Pressure care 20 mlns Oem & prac 20 min 
Wheelchair transfel 20 rrnns Oem & prac 20 min 
Medicines - rules 45 mlf"ls 
MONDAY Admlnistrallon & care of meds 20mins Groupworll 25 min 
TPR 40 millS Oem & prac 40 min 
TUESDAY Hyper I Hypothennla 20 millS lecture 
CPR demonstralion 40 mins Oem & prac 60 min 
WEDNESDAY Choking 2{) mins Oem & prac 20 min 
DIabetes basic 60 millS Lecture 
THURSDAY Entertaining a patient 20 mins Group wor1l 
Basic wouod care 40 mins Lecture dem 
FRIDAY Stroke 40 miflS Lecture & video 20 mins 
Heart Attacks 20 mlns 
TEST 60 mins 
MONDAY TB \YOr1Ishop 180 mins Lectures & group work 
Soul City HIV I AIDS 360 mins Group work & 
TUESDAY workshop discussion 
Soul City HIV I AIDS 180 mins Groupworll & 
WEDNESDAY \ll()r1Ishop discussion 
Wat8f I in oommunity 40 mins Lecture 
THURSDAY Disposal of waste 40 mlos 
Pitiatrines 20 mins 
Health in oommunity 20 mins ovemead 
FRIDAY Revision day 180 min, Group & lecture 
MONDAY Examination 120 min' 
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ADDENDUM 3 
SOUL CITY - TRAINING MODEL 
The training model used by Soul City Is a cascade model, focusing on training Irainers to 
use the Soul Ci ty HIV and AIDS materials. 
The model operates as follows 
1 Soul City tra ins three master trainers from each of Ihe partner organisation: with 
training focusing on 'How to use the Soul City HIV and AIDS materials'. Trainers 
have access to Ihe Soul City HIV and AIDS matenalfor their training courses. 
2. Master trainers train other trainers from their organisation and affiliates. Training sttll 
focuses on 'How to use the Soul City HIV and AIDS materials' . These trainers have 
access to the Soul City HtV and AIDS materials lor their training courses. 
3. Trainer train community facilitators and teachers on how to use the Soul City 
materials. These trainers and community facilitators have access to the Soul Ci ty 
HIV and AIDS materials for their tra ining and teaching work. 
Soul City training programmes are operational in all provinces In South Africa and at all 
levels. The decentralised, \;:Irgeted approach should mean that the training provided is 
appropriate and effective as il meets the given need of the requesting organisation and is 
able to take into account the issues thai affect a specific area or province. 
The HIV and AIDS Act ion Pack. - Soul Clty's HIV ana AIDS education and training materials 
are aimed at a broad range of different learners and trainers who are Involved in education 
or train ing around HIVIAIDS and all the issued that are relaled to il. The materials are 
based on the stories form Soul City series 1, 2 and 3 They provide the facilitator with a 
range of fleX ible and easy to use learning malenals that can be used to meet the many 
different needs of learners and trainees who want to lind out more about HIV and AIDS. 
161 
"rhe Soul City HIV and AIDS materials are made up of: 
(a) Leaner materials: 
1. Two comics 
Two full colour comics names George's Story and Simanga's Choice raise many different 
issues around HIV and AIDS, such as transmission, prevention, stigma and discrimination, 
the HIV test, workplace issues, choices about children and care and support. Information 
pages after each chapter build on the HIV and AIDS information in the stories. 
2. Three Soul City workbooks 
Three workbooks linked to the soul City comics provide in-depth information about issues. 
The workbooks also encourage learners to develop skills by providing information and 
activities around three important aspects of HVI and AIDS: 
• Living with HIV and AIDS (Workbook 1) 
• Women, children and HIV and AIDS (Workbook 2) 
• Caring for a person with AIDS (Workbook 3) 
The workbooks are suitable for use in a training situation where participants need to work 
through information and skills, while thinking about their own attitudes and practices around 
HIV and AIDS. 
(b) Facilitator support materials 
1. Facilitator Guide 
The HIV and AIDS Use Guide tells the facilitator more about the SOLiI City materials and 
how to use them. It offers guidance on planning and facilitating learning sessions around 
HHIV and AIDS> The guide encourages learner-centred, interactive teaching and learning. 
2. The Soul City posters (flipchart) 
Eight, full-colour posters are supplied in a flipchart format. Characters from the Soul City 
stories illustrate some of the key learning messages about HIV and AIDS. More information 
for facilitators about the key learning points, is carried at the back of the poster. The posters 
can be used with learners who have few (or no) literacy skills, and are suitable for using 
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with small groups, where learners only have a short time to work through the issues. It 
should take about an hour to look at and discuss each of the posters on the flipchart. 
3. Teacher support and reference material 
The "AIDS in our community" and the 'Living positively with HIV and AIDS" handbooks 
provide the basic facts about HIV and AIDS, as well as information about how to live 
positively with HIV and AIDS. They are available as teach support material or as reference 
material for learners. 
4. HIV/AIDS Training Video 
The Soul City HIV and AIDS training video named the "Story of Lizzie and George", follows 
the story of these two characters from Soul City, and how they cope when they find out that 
they are HIV positive. The video has been adapted for use in the training room, and raises a 
broach range of issues for discussion. 
5. Availability and Affordability of training materials 
The Soul City HIV and AIDS materials are freely available to anyone who wants a set. They 
are distributed for Soul City through a local publisher. 
• Materials are available free to non·governmental organisations, though they are 
required to pay for the postage. 
• Materials are charged for on a sliding scale to commercial organisations and 
government. 
Materials can be customised according to the needs of organisations that request this. 
6. Robin Trust as a Soul City Partner 
Soul City placed an advertisement in the national newspaper requesting expressions of 
interest from NGO's to be training partners. Robin Trusfs response was favourably 
received and have been partners since 1 st March 2002. 
7. Study Group 
Twenty-four learners who commenced the home care training programme on 1 st November 
2003 at robin Trust, which included the two day Soul City "Train the Trainer" programme, 
formed the study group. 
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ADDENDUM 2 
ROBIN TRUST COLLEGE 
HOME CARE COURSE 
LECTURES 
MONDAY Topic Time Method Time 
Code of conduct 20 min Overhead 
Tea break 10.30 Rules of Robin Trust 40 mins Lecture Lunch 12.30-13.30 Qualities of careworker 40 mins Student interaction Finish 15.30 
Communication 40 mins Role play 25 min 
Patient Assessment 40 mins Oem. 20 min 
Documentation 40 mins Overhead 
TUESDAY Fluid Balance 40 mins Interaction 40 min 
Intake & Output charts 40 mins Practice 20 min 
Balanced Diets 40 mins Practice 20 min 
WEDNESDAY Meal planning 20 mins Group work 40 min 
Constipation 20 mins Lecture 
Diarrhoea 20 mins 
Vomiting 20 mins 
INFECTION 40 mins Overhead 
THURSDAY Cross infection 40 mins Lecture 
Standard precautions 40 mins 
Hand washing 20 mins Practice 40 min 
Gloves 20 mins Practice 
Immunity 40 mins Overhead 
First Aid principles 20 mins lecture 
FRIDAY Shock 20 mins 
Haemorrhage 20 mins 
Epilepsy 20 mins 
TEST 60 mins 
Bums 20 mins 
MONDAY Recovery position 20 mins Lecture 20 min 
Geriatrics 45 mins Lecture & group 20 min 
Frail care 40 mins Lecture 
Alheimers 20 mins 
TUESDAY Falls & Fractures 20 mins 
Incontinence 20 mins Overhead 
Catherters & catheter care 40 mins Prac. & model 
Safety in the home 20 mins 
Mouth & teeth care 40 mins Oem. & prac 40 min 
WEDNESDAY Thrush and mouth 40 mins 
complications 
Nail care (hand & foot) 40 mlns Oem & prac 40 min 
Hair washing 20 mins Oem & prac 20 min 
Feeding patients 40 mins Oem & prac 20 min 
THURSDAY Beds & bedmaking 20 mins Oem & prac 40 min 
Lifting & positioning 20 mins Oem & prac 25 min 
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TEST 90 min 
FRIDAY Fullwash 40 mins Oem & prac 45 min 
Pressure care 20 mins Dem& prac 20 min 
Wheelchair transfer 20 mins Oem & prac 20 min 
Medicines - rules 45 mins 
MONDAY Administration & care of meds 20 mins Group work 25 min 
TPR 40 mins Dem & prac 40 min 
TUESDAY Hyper I Hypothermia 20 mins lecture 
CPR demonstration 40 mins Oem & prac 60 min 
WEDNESDAY Choking 20 mins Oem & prac 20 min 
Diabetes - basic 60 mins Lecture 
THURSDAY Entertaining a patient 20 mins Group work 
Basic wound care 40 mins Lecturedem 
FRIDAY Stroke 40 mins Lecture & video 20 mins 
Heart Attacks 20 mins 
TEST 60 mins 
MONDAY TB workshop 180 mins Lectures & group work 
Soul City HIV I AIDS 360 mins Group work & 
TUESDAY workshop discussion 
Soul City HIV I AIDS 180 mins Group work & 
WEDNESDAY workshop discussion 
Water I in community 40 mins Lecture 
THURSDAY Disposal of waste 40 mins 
Pit latrines 20 mins 
Health in community 20 mins overhead 
FRIDAY Revision day 180 mins Group & lecture 
MONDAY Examination 120 mins 
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ADDENDUM 3 
SOUL CITY - TRAINING MODEL 
The training model used by Soul City is a cascade model, focusing on training trainers to 
use the Soul City HIV and AIDS materials. 
The model operates as follows: 
1. Soul City trains three master trainers from each of the partner organisation; with 
training focusing on 'How to use the Soul City HIV and AIDS materials'. Trainers 
have access to the Soul City HIV and AIDS material for their training courses. 
2. Master trainers train other trainers from their organisation and affiliates. Training still 
focuses on 'How to use the Soul City HIV and AIDS materials'. These trainers have 
access to the Soul City HIV and AIDS materials for their training courses. 
3. Trainer train community facilitators and teachers on how to use the Soul City 
materials. These trainers and community facilitators have access to the Soul City 
HIV and AIDS materials for their training and teaching work. 
Soul City training programmes are operational in all provinces in South Africa and at all 
levels. The decentralised, targeted approach should mean that the training provided is 
appropriate and effective as it meets the given need of the requesting organisation and is 
able to take into account the issues that affect a specific area or province. 
The HIV and AIDS Action Pack - Soul City's HIV and AIDS education and training materials 
are aimed at a broad range of different learners and trainers who are involved in education 
or training around HIV/AIDS and all the issued that are related to it. The materials are 
based on the stories form Soul City series 1, 2 and 3. They provide the facilitator with a 
range of flexible and easy to use learning materials that can be used to meet the many 
different needs of learners and trainees who want to find out more about HIV and AIDS. 
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The Soul City HIV and AIDS materials are made up of: 
(a) Leaner materials: 
1. Two comics 
Two full colour comics names George's Story and Simanga's Choice raise many different 
issues around HIV and AIDS, such as transmission, prevention, stigma and discrimination, 
the HIV test, workplace issues, choices about children and care and support. Information 
pages after each chapter build on the HIV and AIDS information in the stories. 
2. Three Soul City workbooks 
Three workbooks linked to the soul City comics provide in-depth information about issues. 
The workbooks also encourage learners to develop skills by providing information and 
activities around three important aspects of HVI and AIDS: 
• Living with HIV and AIDS (Workbook 1) 
• Women, children and HIV and AIDS (Workbook 2) 
• Caring for a person with AIDS (Workbook 3) 
The workbooks are suitable for use in a training situation where participants need to work 
through information and skills, while thinking about their own attitudes and practices around 
HIVand AIDS. 
(b) Facilitator support materials 
1. Facilitator Guide 
The HIV and AIDS Use Guide tells the facilitator more about the Soul City materials and 
how to use them. It offers guidance on planning and facilitating learning sessions around 
HHIV and AIDS> The guide encourages leamer-centred, interactive teaching and learning. 
2. The Soul City posters (flipchart) 
Eight, full-colour posters are supplied in a flipchart format. Characters from the Soul City 
stories illustrate some of the key learning messages about HIV and AIDS. More information 
for facilitators about the key learning points, is carried at the b~ck of the poster. The posters 
" 
can be used with learners who have few (or no) literacy skills, and are suitable for using 
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with small groups, where learners only have a short time to work through the issues. It 
should take about an hour to look at and discuss each of the posters on the flipchart. 
3. Teacher support and reference material 
The "AIDS in our community" and the 'Living positively with HIV and AIDS" handbooks 
provide the basic facts about HIV and AIDS, as well as information about how to live 
positively with HIV and AIDS. They are available as teach support material or as reference 
material for learners. 
4. HIV/AIDS Training Video 
The Soul City HIV and AIDS training video named the "Story of Lizzie and George", follows 
the story of these two characters from Soul City, and how they cope when they find out that 
they are H IV positive. The video has been adapted for use in the training room, and raises a 
broach range of issues for discussion. 
5. Availability and Affordability of training materials 
The Soul City HIV and AIDS materials are freely available to anyone who wants a set. They 
are distributed for Soul City through a local publisher. 
• Materials are available free to non-governmental organisations, though they are 
required to pay for the postage. 
• Materials are charged for on a sliding scale to commercial organisations and 
government. 
Materials can be customised according to the needs of organisations that request this. 
6. Robin Trust as a Soul City Partner 
Soul City placed an advertisement in the national newspaper requesting expressions of 
interest from NGO's to be training partners. Robin Trust's response was favourably 
received and have been partners since 1 st March 2002. 
7. Study Group 
Twenty-four learners who commenced the home care training programme on 1 st November 
2003 at robin Trust, which included the t\M) day Soul City "Train the Trainer" programme. 
formed the study group. 
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ADDENDUM 4 : Empowerment questionnaire 
Questionnaire no 00000 
-< 
PLEASE READ EACH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS AND MARK IN THE ~ BLOCK WHETHER YOU STRONGL Y AGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE OR STRONGL Y ...... ~ ~ ~ DISAGREE. WE ARE INTERESTED IN HOW YOU FEEL AND THERE IS NO f;l; ~ RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWER. ~ -< ~ NCEDA UFUNDE EZI ZIVAKALISI ZILANDELAYO UKUZE WENZE ~ ~ ~ ;;~ - ~ ~ UPHAWU KWISITHUTYANA NGASINYE UKUBA INGABA UYAVUMELANA il~ 3~~ NGAMANDLA, UYAVUMELANA, AWUVUMELANI, OKANYE - ~-< ~-<~ AWUVUM~LANI NGAMANDLA. SINOMDLA NGENDLELA OZIVA NGAYO ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ NGAPHEZULU AKUKHO KUJONGWA KULUNGA NOKUNGALUNGI :~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ KWEMPENDULO ZAKHO. I:J i 
-< ~ i 
1 The good things in life are passing me by. 
izinto ezilungileyo ebomini ziyandidlula. 
2 When I see a new opportunity, I go for it without hesitation. 
Xa ndibona ithuba elitsha ndiyalithatha ngaphandle kwamathandabuzo. 
3 l.find it difficult to adapt to change. 
Ndijumanisa kunzima ukuziqhelanisa notshintsho. 
4 If I am successful, it will only be due to luck. 
flkuba ndiyaphumelela kuya kuba ngethamsanqa kuphela. 
5 If I feel unhappy, I would work to change the situation. 
Xa ndiziva ndingonwabanga, ndingasebenzela ukuba ndiyitshintshe 100 
meko. 
6 My work efforts are unsuccessful. 
fmizamo yam yomsebenzi ayiphumeleli. 
7 I,feel as ifmy attempts end in failure. 
Ndiziva ngathi izinto endizizamayo ziphela zingaphumeleli. 
8 ,Even though I try, I feel unsuccessful. 
Nangona ndizama ndiziva ndingaphumeleli. 
9 I have little control over what happens in my life. 
Ndinolawulo oluncinane kwizinto ezenze~o ebomini bam. 
10 My future is in my own hands. 
lkamva lam lisezandleni zam. 
11 • I find it difficult to carry out plans that I make. 
,;Ndijumanisa kunzima ukuthwala izicwangciso endizenzayo. 
12 ;:1 feel useless if people treat me badly. 
~Ndithi ndizive ndingekho ntweni xa abantu bendiphethe ngendle/a engeyiyo. 
13 !J feel humiliated if people find fault with me. 
Ndithi ndizive ndithotyelwe phantsi xa abantu bethe bafumana isiphoso 
ngakum. 
14 People mess me around. 
Abantu badlala ngam. 
15 I feel unsure of myself. 
Ndiziva ndingp!1inisekanga ngesiqu sam. 
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16 I am dissatisfied with :{l1yself. 
Andanelisekanga ngesiqu sam. 
17 I feel tense when I am with strangers. 
Andikhululeki xa ndinabantu endingabaziyo. 
18 My moodiness influences my work. 
Ukungatyhileki kwam kuthi kube nefuthe emsebenzini wam. 
19 I feel as if nothing will ever change in my life. 
Ndiva ngathi akukho nto inokuze itshintshe ebomini bam. 
20 I am dissatisfied with my body. 
Andaneliseki ngumzimba wam. 
21 I find it hard to be disciplined in regard to my health. 
Ndifumana kunzima ukuziluleka ngokubhekisele empilweni yam. 
22 It is difficult for me to take the lead in a group. 
Kunzima kum ukuba ndikhokele eqeleni. 
23 I prefer to be told what to do. 
Ndikhetha ukuxelelwa into emandiyenze. 
24 I am a good worker. 
.. Ndingumsebenzi olungileyo. 
25 I am making little progress in life. 
Ndiqhubela phambili kancinci ebomini. 
26 I fmd it difficult to cope when there are conflicting demands in my home 
and in the community. 
.. Ndifumana kunzima ukumelana neengxwaba-ngxwaba zekhaya 
.•.... nezasekuhlaleni . 
27· I find it hard to cope with life's problems. 
Ndifumana kunzima ukumelana neengxaki zobom. 
28 It is difficult for me to organise it if there is someone I would like to meet. 
Kunzima kum ukuququzela xa kukho umntu endifuna ukudibana naye. 
29 I plan my own future. 
Ndilucwangcisa ngokwam ikamva lam. 
30 If things go wrong, I think I am to blame. 
Xa izinto zingahambi kakuhle ndiye ndicinge ukuba yonke yam. 
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The money I earn seems to disappear. 
Imali endi~ifumanayo iphelela emoyeni. 
32 I am unaware of exactly what I spend my money on each month. 
Andiziqwalaseli izinto endithi ndiyisebenzise kuzo imali yam nyanga-
nyanye. 
33 I think I'll be stuck in these current circumstances for the rest of my life. 
Ndiyacinga ukuba ndizakukhinkxeka kwezi meko ubomi bam bonlee. 
34 I discuss important issues with other people in my community. 
Ndixoxa imicimbi ebalulekileyo nabanye abantu ekuhlaleni. 
35 I am uninvolved in what goes on in my community. 
Andizifaki kwizinto ezenzekayo ekuhlaleni. 
36 If someone in my community is suffering, the community will support 
himlher. 
Xa kukho umntu osokolayo ekuhlaleni, abantu basekuhlaleni bathi 
bamxhase kangangoko. 
37 I believe in supporting the people in my community. 
Ndiyakholwa kukuxhasa abantu basekuhlaleni. 
38 I have little in common with the people in my community. 
''Incinci into endifana ngayo nabantu basekuhlaleni. 
39 My friends are unaware of my abilities. 
Abahlobo bam abaziqondi izinto endinokukwazi ukuzenza. 
40 I am scared to make my needs known. 
Ndiyoyika ukuba iimfono zam zaziwe. 
41 ., ~:~};!d ~~u~ix with other people on different levels of society. 
zidibanisa nabantu abakumgangatho owahlukeneyo emibuthweni. 
42 Not much is achieved when groups in my community try and work 
together. 
Akukho nto ingako ethe yaphunyezwa xa amaqela asekuhlaleni ezama 
ukusebenza kunye. 
43 The members of my immediate family find it hard to work together to 
achieve their goals. 
Amalungu ekhaya lam afumanisa kunzima ukusebenza kunye ukuze akwazi 
ukuphumeza iminqweno yawo. 
44 I enjoy working with other people to improve things in my community. 
Ndiyakonwabela ukusebenza nabanye abantu ukuphucula izinto 
ekuhlaleni. 
45 I am afraid to speak out about things that bother me. 
Ndiyoyika ukuthetha phandle ngezinto ezindikhathazayo. 
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46 I have difficulty solving my family's problems. 
Ndinobunzima bokusombulula iingxaki zekhaya. 
47 Most of my problems I can do nothing about. 
Amaxesha amaninzi andikwazi kwenza nto ngeengxaki zam. 
48 I find it difficult to make decisions. 
Ndi/umana kunzima ukwenza izigqibo. 
49 I am uninterested in political issues in the country. 
Andinamdla yemicimbi yezopolitiko elizweni lam. 
50 I leave the political and social problems to the politicians to solve. 
Iingxaki zopolitiko nezokuhlala ndiziyekela kubantu bezopolitiko ukuba 
bazisombulule. 
51 I am unhappy with my place "in society. 
Andonwabanga yindawo yam ekuhlaleni. 
52 My vote in elections won't make much difference. 
Ivoti yam kunyulo ayinakwenza mahluko ungako. 
53 I feel that I have a contribution to make to society. 
Ndiziva ndifanelekile ukuba ndibenenxaxheba endiyenzayo ekuhlaleni. 
54 I would take action if my needs were not being met. 
Ndizakuthatha intshukumo ukuba iimfuno zam azihlangatyezwa. 
55 I make a contribution to building this country. 
Ndithatha inxaxheba ekwakheni elilizwe. 
56' We as consumers can do little to prevent the rising cost of living. 
: Thina njengabathengi akukho nto ingako esinokuyenza ukukhusela ukunyuka kwamaxabiso. 
57 I am unaware of my rights. 
,. Andiwaqondi kakuhle amalungelo am. 
58 I will speak out in a meeting if I am unhappy with what is being said. 
Ndizakuthetha phandle entlanganisweni xa ndinganeliseki yin to 
ethethwayo. 
59 I am uninvolved in politics. 
Andinanxaxheba ndiyithathayo kwezopolitiko. 
60 I ignore petty orders. 
Andiyihoyi imiyalelo emincinane. 
61 I feel powerless to ever change circumstances. 
Ndiziva ndingenamandla kwiimeko ezisoloko ziguqu-guquka. 
THANK YOU I NDIYABONGA 
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ADDENDUM 5 : Factors detenninlng vulnerability of women 
Questionnaire No. . ......... . 
NAMEIIGAMA 
SURNAME/ISIBONGO 
DATE! USMKU 
IT WOULD BE APPRECIATED IF YOU WOULD ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AS 
OBJECTLYAS POSSIBLE. PLACE AN x IN 'rHE BLOCK INDICATING YOUR CHOICE NEATLY. 
WHERE MORE THAN ONE IS CHOSEN, BOTH ARE AUTOMATICALLY DISCARDED. 
KUZOBONGEKA UKUPHENDUL4 KWAKHO LEMIBUZO EL4NDEL4 YO NGEMPOKOPHELO 
NJENGOKULINDELEKILE. SEBENZISA UMSIZI OCIJILE UKUZE UHLlKIHLE IBHOKISI 
OLIKHETHILE NGOBUNONO NANGOKUGCWELE.L4PHO KUMELE UNGAKHETHI 
NGAPHEZULU KWELILODWA. 
1 Your gender / Ubulili? Male/Isl/isa 0 Female/Isifazane 0 
2 Your language/ Ulwimi Englishllsingisi 0 Afrikaans/ Isibhunu 0 
Olusebenzisayo? Xhosa! lsi xhosa 0 
Other (please specify)! Olunye (siza usicacise/e) 0 
............................................... 
3 Your Age /Iminyaka 19 or younger / 19 noma ngaphansi 0 
yobuda/a bakho? 20-29 0 
30-39 0 
40-49 0 
50-59 0 
60 or older / 60 noma naaDhezulu 
4 Your ethnic group / Black! Umnyama 0 Coloured / Ulikha/adi 0 
Ubuzweakho Indian / Unaumdiva IJ White / Unaumlun(lU 0 
5 Your educational Jevel! Std 5 (grade 7) or lessl/banga lesihlanu (5) 0 
Ibanga ogcine kulo Std 6 -10 (grade 8 -12) / /banga lesithupha (6) 0 
ukufunda? Diploma / /stifiketi sezifundo 0 
Graduate / Uyisifundiswa esineziqu 0 
Other (please specify) / Okunye onako (uyace/wa 
Ukuba uzacise) 0 
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1.2 
1.2.1 
1.2.2 
1.2.3 
1.2.4 
1.2.5 
1.2.6 
1.2.7 
1.2.8 
OVERVIEW OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
SECTION 1 
Questions in this section will be asked to the participant during a one-on-one interview. The 
interview will be taped on a cassette tape and later transcribed and analysed. 
Information to be given by the researcher to the partiCipant. 
This research is to help women protect themselves from getting HIV infection. In order to help 
women I need to understand the things that make it easy or difficult for a woman in your community 
to protect herself from HIV infection. To do this I need to ask you very personal questions about 
sex. I am not asking you about yourself, rather I am asking you to tell me about women in general 
in your community. 
No answer is right or wrong it just must be true for your community. 
1. Theme 1: Partners - no of sexual partners 
1.1. Question: Please tell me in detail how many sexual partners people in your community 
are allowed if they are: 
1. Unmarried/male 
2. Unmarried female 
3. Married male 
4. Married female 
"0 g i z 
~ Co) 
•• I- "0 
tn Z ~ w 0 0 
>- z c z 
In the opinion of the participant in her community it is: 
common for young woman to have multiple sexual partners prior to marriage 
the norm for a married women only to have sex with her husband 
usual for married woman to be monogamous (faithful) to their husband 
usual to allow women to choose freely their sexual partners 
Accepted that women are coerced into sexual relationships? 
usual before marriage for men to have many sexual partners 
accepted culturally for a man to have more than one wife 
culturally accepted as a norm that married women have girlfriends 
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2. rheme 2: Safer sex 
2.1. Question: What can women do in your community to protect themselves from acquiring 
HIV?: 
"a 
~ CD II II 
Z ::::I 
~ u 
.!! I- "a 
tn Z I-
W 0 0 0 
> z c z 
2.2 Choice of abstinence? 
2.2.1 Can women voluntary choose to abstain from sex if single? 
2.3 Faithfulness of partners 
2.3.1 Can women choose to be monogamous? 
2.4 Can a women request a condom to be used? 
2.4.1 Can women ask their partner to use a condom? 
2.4 How will a partner respond to a request for a condom to be used? 
2.4.1 Will he use one? 
2.4.2 Will he use one with violence? 
2.4.3 Will he use one with anger? 
2.5 VCT 
2.5.1 Can people in your community go to the clinic to have a blood test for HIV? 
2.6 Other ways to stop getting HIV 
2.6.1 Name any other ways women use to stop themselves getting HIV? 
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3.1.1 
3.1.2 
3.2 
3.2.1 
3.2.2 
3.2.3 
4.2 
4.2.1 
3. Theme 3: Power balance in sexual relationships 
3.1. Question: Can women make sexual choices in your community? 
~ 
z 
~ 
t:-
(I) z 
w 0 0 
>- Z Q 
Are women forced to have sex in your community? 
Will a woman be physically hurt e.g. hit if she refuses to have sex when a 
man wants her to have sex with him? 
What happens if a woman makes a man angry? 
Will he leave her? 
Will he beat her? 
Other .... specify 
4. Theme 4: Stigmatization of HIV positive people 
4.1. Question: What would people say if it is known that someone is HIV positive in your 
community 
~ 
z 
~ 
... 
(I) z 
~ 0 0 Z Q 
Are People with HIV stlgmatised In your community? 
The person with HIV will be accepted 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
ENGLISH I XHOSA 
SECTION 2 IICANDELO 2 
1. I LIVE IN: I 
NDIHLALA: 
(Fill in places name) I 
CGcwalisa aDha) 
2. HOW OLD ARE YOU? I IMINYAKA Y AKHO MINGAPHI? 
a) 18 years or younger I 
llishumi elinesibhozo inanaaohantsi 
b) 19-21 years I 
llishumi elinesithoba ukuya kumashumi amabini ananye 
c) 22-25 years I 
Kumashumi amabini anesibini ukuya kumashumi amabini anesihlanu 
d) 26-34 years I 
Kumashumi amabini anesithandathu ukuva kumashumi amathathu an 
e) -35-40 years I 
Kumashumi amathathu anesihlanu ukuya kumashumi amane 
f) 41 years or older I Kumashumi amane nangaphezulu 
3. ARE YOU? I INGABA? 
a) Single I 
Awutshatanga 
b) Married I 
Utshatile 
c) Divorced I 
Wohlukene Nomveni Wakho 
d) Widowed I 
UnQumhlolo okanye umhlolokazi 
e) Living with your boyfriend I 
Uhlala nesithandwa sakho 
f) Other ... specify I 
Okanye olunye uhlaliswano ... cacisa 
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4. HOW MANY MEN HAVE YOU HAD SEX WITH IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS? I 
MANGAPHI AMADODA OTHE WALALA (ISONDO) NAWO KWEZI NYANGA ZII-ISHUMI 
ELiNESIBINI ZIDLULILEYO? 
a) None I 
Ayikho 
b) 1 I 
Inye 
c} 2-51 
Mabini ukuva esihlanwini 
d) 6-91 
Phakalhi kwesilhandalhu nesilhoba 
e} 10 or more I 
Alishumi okanve ngaphezulu 
5. HOW MANY MEN HAVE YOU HAD SEX WITH IN YOUR ENTIRE LIFE? I 
MANGAPHI AMADODA OTHE WALALA NAWO (ISONDO) EBOMINI BAKHO? 
one I 
ikho 
1 I 
In e 
2-51 
Phakalhi kwesibini nesihlanu 
6-91 
Phakalhi kwesithandathu nethoba 
e) 10 or more I 
Alishumi okan e n a hezulu 
6. HOW MANY WOMEN, OTHER THAN YOURSELF, HAS YOUR HUSBAND OR BOYFRIEND 
HAD SEX WITH IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS? I BANGAPHI ABAFAZI NGAPHANDLE 
KWAKMOABATHE BALALA (NGESONDO) NOMYENI WAKHO OKANYE ISITHANDWA 
SAKHO KWINHANGA EZiLISHUMI ELiNAMBINI ZIDLULILEYO? 
a) None I 
A ikho 
b} 11 
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7. IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS HAVE YOU EXCHANGED SEX FOR A GIFT, MONEY OR 
DRUGS? / KWEZI NYANGAZILISHUMI ELiNESIBINI ZIDLULILEYO UBUKHE WALALA 
(ISONDO) KUBA, OKANYE UZA KUZUZA IMALI, ISOPHO OKANYE IZIYOBISI? 
I:: I ~~ 
1 I 
7.1. IF YES, THEN DID YOU ..•••• / UKUBA KUNJALO UBUKO .•••••.. 
a) Have sex using a condom I 
Uye wasebenzisa I wanxiba idyasi isikhuseli 
b) Have sex without using a condom I 
Uthe walala (isondo) unoayinxibanoa idyasi. 
8. IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS DID YOU HAVE SEX WITH ANYONE YOU HAD ONLY MET THAT 
DAY OR NIGHT (CASUAL OR ANONYMOUS SEX)? / KWEZI NY ANGA ZlLlSHUMI 
ELiNESIBINI ZlDLULILEYO UBUKHE WALALA NGESONDO NAYE NABANINA OTHE 
UNOSUKU OKANYE UBUSUKU 
UBONENE NAYE? 
I:: 1 ~~I 
Hayi 1 I 
9. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TESTED FOR HIV? / UBUKHE WAHLOLWA UKUBA 
AWUNANTSHOLONGWANE KAGAWULAYO? 
a) No, I have never been tested I 
Havi, andizanae ndahlolwa 
b) Yes, I have been tested I 
Ewe ndahlolwa 
c) I don't know if I have been tested I 
Andinalwazi lokuba ndandikhe ndahlolwa 
9.1. IF YOU ANSWERED YES THEN WAS YOUR HIVTEST: / UKUBA UYAWMA UKUBA 
WAHLOLWA tJKUBA UNENTSHOLONGWANE: 
a) Negative (did not have HIV) I 
Andinavo intsholonowane 
b) Positive (do have HIV) I 
Ndinavo intsholonowane 
c) I don't know as I never got the result of the test I 
Andivazi kuba zanoe ndizifumane iziphumo zokuhlolwa kwam 
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10. HAVE YOU HAD A VAGINAL INFECTION IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS? / UBUKHE 
WANENTSHOLONGWANE KUBUFAZI BAKHO KWEZI NYANGA 
ZlLlSHUMI ELiNESIBINI ZIDLULILEYO? 
I:; I ~~I 
Hayi I I 
11. HAS YOUR PARTNER 9HUSBAND OR BOYFRIEND) HAD AN HIVTEST?/ 
INGABA UMNYENI WAKHO OKANYE ISITHANDWA SAKHO SAHLOLWA 
MALUNGA NENTSHOLONGWANE KAGAWULAYO? 
a) No, he has not been tested I 
Ha~ zanae ahlolwe 
b} Yes, he has been tested I 
Ewe wahlolwa 
c) I don't know I 
Andinalwazj 
I 
• 
11.1. IF YOUR PARNTER HAS BEEN TESTED FOR HIVWAS HIS RESULT: / UKUBA 
UMLINGANE WAKHO WAHLOLWA MALUNGA NENTSHOLONGWANE UGAWULAYO 
ZI'rHINIIZIPHUMO ZAKHE: 
a} Positive (has HIV) I 
Unavo (uvakrokreleka) 
b) Negative (he has not got HIV) I 
Akanayo 
c} I don't know I 
Andinalwazi 
11.2 IF I ASK MY BOYFRIEND OR MY HUSBAND TO WEAR A CONDOM WHEN HAVING 
SEX WITH ME HE WOULD: / XA NDIXELELA UMYENI WAM OKANYE ISITHANDWA 
UKUBA MAKASEBENZISE IDYASI (ISIKHUSELI) XANA SIDIBANA NGESONDO: 
a) Wear a condom I 
Unxiba id asi 
b} Say I think he is unfaithful to me I 
Undixelelea ukuba andimthemban a 
Hit (beat) me I 
Usuke andibethe 
Refuse to wear a condom I 
Akafuni ukunxiba id asi 
e} Say only prostitutes ask their men to wear condoms I 
Usuke athi ngabantu abathengisa ngemlzimba yabo kuphela, abayalela 
amadoda abo ukuba banxibe id asi 
f} Other ... specify I 
Okan e ezin e lndidi. ... cacisa 
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ADDENDUM 6 : Self-report questionnaire: Practices influencing·HIV risk 
SECTION 1 I 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
ENGLISH 
1. WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE PLACE WHERE YOU LIVE: I 
2. HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED THERE? : _________ _ 
3. WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE PLACE WHERE YOU HAVE LIVED FOR THE 
LONGEST TIME IN YOUR LIFE? ____________ _ 
4. ARE YOU? I ? 
a) Single (never married) I 
b) Married I 
c) Divorced I 
d) Widowed I 
5. ARE YOU? I INGABA? 
a) Living by yourself 
b) With your parents 
c) Living with your husband 
d) Living with your boyfriend I 
e) Other ... specify? 
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6. HOW OLD WERE YOU THE FIRST TIME YOU HAD SEX? ____ _ 
I WAS _______ YEARS OLD 
7. HOW MANY MEN HAVE YOU HAD SEX WITH IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS? I 
? 
a) None I 
b) 1 / 
c) 2-5/ 
d) 6-9/ 
e) 10 or more / 
8. HOW MANY MEN HAVE YOU HAD SEX WITH IN YOUR ENTIRE LIFE? I 
a) None/ 
b) 1 / 
c) 2-5/ 
d) 6-9/ 
e) 10 or more / 
9. IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS HAVE YOU EXCHANGED SEX FOR A GIFT, MONEY 
OR DRUGS? 
1
8b» I No / 
. ~eSJ I I 
IF YES, PLEASE GIVE YOUR REASON FOR DOING IT ..•••. 
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IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS DID YOU HAVE SEX WITH ANYONE YOU HAD ONLY MET 
THAT DAY OR NIGHT (CASUAL OR ANONYMOUS SEX)? 
[a) I Y~I I I 
[ b) . No I . . 
10. OVER THE PAST 12 MONTHS HAVE YOU BEEN FAITHFUL TO YOUR 
PARTNER (BOYFRIEND OR HUSBAND) ? 
~ No Yes, always 
c) Sometimes 
d) Other, please specify 
HAVE YOU HAD A VAGINAL INFECTION IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS? 
11. HOW OFTEN DO YOU USE CONDOMS-WHEN HAVING SEX? 
a) Never 
b) Always 
c) Sometimes 
12. DO YOU THINK CONDOMS ARE? 
f Easy to use 
b) Difficult to use 
c) Other .... Specify 
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13. WHAT DOES YOUR BOYFRIEND THINK ABOUT CONDOMS? 
nt:! I'~ :» r appy to use condoms 
He prefers not to use a condom but uses them when I ask him to 
He says he won't use a condom 
d) Other .... Specify 
14. IF YOU ASK YOUR BOYFRIEND OR HUSBAND TO WEAR A CONDOM WHEN 
HAVING SEX WITH YOU WHAT WOULD HE DO? 
a) Wear a condom 
. 
b) Tell you that you are being unfaithful to him 
c) Hit or beat you 
d) Refuse to wear a condom 
e) Say only prostitutes use condoms 
f) Other .... Specify 
15. THE LAST TIME YOU HAD SEX, DID YOU USE A CONDOM? 
a) Yes 
b) No 
c) Other ... specify 
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16. IS YOUR PARTNER (CASUAL, BOYFRIEND OR HUSBAND) EVER BEEN 
VIOLENT TOWARDS YOU? 
a) Frequently my partner is violent 
b) Sometimes my partner is violent 
c) No never 
d) Other .... Specify 
17. CAN YOU CHOOSE WHETHER OR NOT YOU WANT SEX? 
a) Yes 
b) No 
c) Other ... specify 
18. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN RAPED? 
a) Yes 
b) No 
c) Other ... specify 
19. IN YOUR RELATIONSHIPS WHO MAKES THE DECISIONS ABOUT SEX? 
a) You do 
b) Your partner (boyfriend or husband) does 
c) You and your partner discuss the issue and make the decision 
toaether 
d) Other .... Specify 
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20, HAVE YOU HAD A TEST FOR HIV? 
a) Yes, I have been tested I 
b) No, I have never been tested I 
c) I don't know 
20,1 IF YOU ANSWERED YES 'rHEN WAS YOUR HIV 'rEST RESULT: ! 
a) Negative (I am HIV negative) I 
Andinayo intsholongwane 
b) Positive (I am HIV positive) I 
Ndinayo intsholongwane 
21. HAS YOUR PARTNER (HUSBAND OR BOYFRIEND) HAD AN HIV TEST?! 
? 
a) Yes, he has been tested I 
b) No, he has not been tested I 
c) I don't know I 
21.1 IF YOUR PAR'rNER HAS BEEN TESTED FOR HIV WAS HIS RESULT: ! 
a) 
b) 
c) 
Positive (He is H IV positive) I 
Negative (He is HIV negative) I 
I don't know I 
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22. DO YOU TALK TO YOUR PARTNER (HUSBAND OR BOYFRIEND) ABOUT 
CONTRACEPTION TO PREVENT PREGNANCY? 
a) Yes 
b) No 
c) Sometimes 
d) Other ... please specify 
23. DO YOU TALK TO YOUR PARTNER (HUSBAND OR BOYFRIEND) ABOUT 
HIV/AIDS? 
a) Yes 
b) No 
c) Sometimes 
d) Other ... please specify 
24. DO YOU THINK THERE IS A STRONG POSSIBILITY YOU MIGHT GET HIV? 
a) Yes 
b) No 
c) Why do you say this? Please write you answer here 
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25. DOES DRINKING ALCOHOL INCREASE THE LIKELIHOOD OF YOU HAVING 
SEX WITH SOMEONE THAT IS NOT YOUR PARTNER (BOYFRIEND OR 
HUSBAND)? 
a) Yes 
b) No 
c) Other ... specify 
26. WHEN YOU HAVE SEX AFTER DRINKING ALCOHOL DO YOU USE A 
CONDOM? 
a) Yes always 
b) No 
c) Sometimes 
d) Other ... please specify 
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ADDENDUM 7 
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ADDENDUM 7 : Barriers 
INTERGRATION OF FACTORS IDENTIFIED IN THE LITERATURE AS POTENTIALLY A BARRIER TO 
ADOPTION OF SAFER SEX PRACTICES USING "rHE FRAMEWORK FOR ORGANIZING THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR, PERSONAL FACTORS AND THE PROXIMAL 
AND DISTAL CONTEXTS (Eaton et al. 2003). 
SELF PROXIMAL 
Personal level 
Young Age (less than 35 years) 
Female gender 
Low level of educatjon 
Early removal from schooling due 
to poverty or because as a girl 
seen as less deserving than 
brothers 
Ethnjcity 
Knowledge and beliefs 
Inaccurate or incorrect knowledge 
of HIV, transmission routes and 
about condoms 
Perception of risk 
Low perceived risk a barrier to 
adopting safer sex practices 
Self efficacy related to condom 
~ 
Low self-efficacy evidenced by 
inability to participate effectively in 
sexual decision-making with 
partner, no or inconsistent 
condom use, little confidence of 
keeping/maintaining current 
Perceived costs and benefits 
Intentions 
• Intention to abstain 
• Intention to be monogamous 
• Intention to reduce number of 
partners 
Early sexual debut 
pre-marital and extra-marital 
sexual activity 
Unfaithfulness (Polygamy) 
Self-esteem 
Low self esteem can be 
evidenced by poor self-image, 
need for affirmation from others. 
Behaviours linked to low esteem 
that might be evidenced are 
younger age for sexual debut and 
increased concern about rejection 
or causing partner displeasure 
blocking sexual assertiveness 
For adopting safer sex 
Interpersonal 
Negotiating condom yse 
No communication or ineffective 
communication with sexual partners 
regarding past relationships, avoiding or 
delaying sex, avoiding or planning 
pregnancy, using condoms to avoid 
HIVIAIDS or STls. 
Coercive. male dominated relatjonships 
Evidenced by behaviours including: 
• Coercion or violence towards a 
female partner 
• Control of sexual relationship 
• Rejection of condom use requests 
Male placing female partner at risk by 
having multiple partners 
Peer pressure 
Poor self-image and need for affirmation 
from peers can contribute to vulnerability 
as can the pressure to conform in order to 
be accepted by social group. 
Interactions with adults 
Communication within family specifically 
mother or female guardian, father or male 
guardian and significant others regarding 
sexual issues such as 
avoiding or delaying sex 
about use of contraception 
PhYSical and organisational environment 
Lack of access to condoms 
Should condoms be difficult to access this 
would reduce likelihood of use. Attitudes 
of health professionals that are 
judgmental or adolescent unfriendly could 
form a barrier to use. 
Low access to the media 
Such as a radio and television in home 
limiting opportunities to receive accurate 
information about HIV/AIDS 
Lack of recreational facilities 
No or limited recreational facilities linked 
to increased sexual activity 
Living on the streets 
Living arrangement (with biological 
parents, 1 parent or other eg street) 
Being In prison 
Being in prison places men at a high risk 
for unsafe sex 
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DISTAL 
Culture 
Culturally prescribed roles 
Community 
Connectedness 
Structural factors 
Urban versys rural 
conditions 
place of resjdence (city, 
large town, small town, 
village) 
poverty· Strong link 
between economic need 
and certain risky sexual 
behaviours such as 
swopping sex for material 
benefit as a nsurvival 
strategy". 
ADDENDUM 8 
ANALYSIS 
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ADDENDUM 8: Analysis of Condom Use. 
2003.'913; &n:I'" ttl, 2001:1 ; Oernpbell! & '''CPhaii 2002::3: EatCM1 •• 2Ob3:e 7,9; 
fit 111.,2003:9&3; GartII4. 2003 48 Gray, _ ... , 2001 .7: Madn GoIuNa T.dh_~ 
M)w fit It, 2002:3; Polls &WaIth, 2003·2; SltlKh.i'OOS:4; Wood.,. 
I 
~G~".~~~":'~~~~;:~~:~ C(l(1dom use Is ~ behaviour related to sexual 
~f"" 
~vels of I esteem guide 
sound dedsi(l(1-making on condom·use 
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" 
: In <h" 
Northern teenage informanl5 
thai condoms could be used 10 prevent 
seKually transmlUed infections and HIV 
although only a small number had used 
condoms. Concerns Included fear of the 
condom being "left Inside', boys making holes 
In Ihe rondom to make them pregnant and 
condoms bursting. 
suggest I so 
personal safely needs are therefore 
considered secondary to coodom use 
Psychological symptoms such as depression 
can lower condom use 
PERCEPTION OF OWN VULNERABIL 
Personal knowledge of someone with Perception of i n~u lnerabmly to HIV 
HIVIAIDS HIV tesling and cOI,Jnseti ing 
Women, who <Ire HIV posit i ~e, are more likely 
to use a corldom 
.. ~-:r - - -'~,' ..... ~' .. -.-... ,'- .: '- . , . ". , ~ .,., .... ", ._ ...... -. .- -'. 
. , - '. , 
FACTOR: RELATIONSHIP STATUS 
MEASURE: COMIIITMENT TO SEXUAL PARTNER 
SeK associated wtth risk such as with non· Being in <I committed relationship 
regula r partners, multiple partners, unmarried 
persons, secondary sexual partners, partners 
known to hiwe a HIV risk 
MEASURE: SCOPE OF DECISION-MAKING 
Being single Bemg in a comm~ted relat ionship or marrl6d -
~ng personal knowledge of 'someone WIth Behaviours linked to anger are reported and 
HIV/AIDS <let as a deter women from requesling condom 
"" 
GENDER POWER BALANCE 
Self detllfminatlon Many women find themse l ~es in sijuations 
whem they ,'II an increased risk of HIV infection 
and despite Ihe knowledge and desIre to 
proted rh"="Iv,,s ;lr" un:>bl" \0 do GO du" to 
the unequal, gender power balance 
Partner responses ara not a barrier 10 sa'e sex Neg<llive consequences are a barrie. to s<lle 
se~: 
Girls reported boys becoming angry when 
condom use was suggested causing them to 
fear a beating and accusations of 
unfaithfulness. Boys reported forang glfls to 
sleep with them without a condom Coerdon 10 
stop gIns USing contracept ion methods or 
attending a clinic for contraception InclLded 
being threatened of a beating. 
COMMUNICATION WITHIN FAMILY, SOCiAl & OCCUPATIONAL GROUP 
Informed women are In a position 10 mak .. Uninformed \'I/omen lado: accurate knowledge 
sound j t.dgement re lated 10 condom use on condom-use 
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COMMUNICATION WITH SEXUAl PARTNER 
Couple counselling can merease Ihe 
acceptability of condom use 
Ineffective communicalion perpetuating or 
promoting unsafe sexual praClioo 
PERCEPTION OF NORMATIVE" BEHAVIOUR 
Having friends who carry and use condoms is 
associated wilh Increased use 
PercepliOfl of condom use as culturally 
acceplable 
.. , ';.. .... ~--!' ...... ~, .. " .. ~. C -!-- ·"a •. ~ . 
- - ... 
-- .~. 
. -" -
~ 
Ridicu le by peers 
Perception of woman who carry condoms as 
' Ioose" While being prepared by carrying 
condoms can emance condom use. ~ can be 
cOflstrued negatively 
---
-
. 
• - . f~ 
CULTURAlLY SCRIPTEO ROLE 
Cullural ly scripled roles that considered a A 'macho masculine identity": Campbell er Ill. 
women as a partner and promotes gender describes how Soulh African miners have 
equal ity developed this identity as a defence to their 
stressful work srtuation and how Ihls Identity 
works against condom use. To th is group 
condom-use is associated with negalives 
named us an uncontrollable sex drive requiring 
multiple parlners. lack of caut ion in high risk 
sltl.J3lioo. preventing Ihe desired "flesh 10 flesh" 
sex and fathering of many children (2002:2,3). 
Culturat behaviour thai considers ta lk lrlg about 
~c" o~ toboo betwccn porcnt~ and children or 
partner acts as a barrier 
RELIGIOUS AFFIUATION 
Religious leaching that supports condom use Rengious leaching thai does not support 
condom use 
GEOGRAPH~~LLOCAnON 
MEASURE: NEIGHBOURHOOD 
Condom-use has a higher level of acceptabillty Condoms are less acceptatlle 10 rura l ~c 
10 urban and younger men 
ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE 
Access to condoms_ A South African sludy Non-availabilily of condoms In parts of Africa 
found thai most respondents had access to access to condoms hmlted 
freB condoms 
ECONOMIC STATUS 
Being of a higher income slatus and having When sex is a commodily il redUces the scope 
ftmmclat Independence increases the SCO;J9 of for negotiatmg condom use 
womero 10 negot;IIte rL>r1dnm ,,,,,", 
-
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SOCI()..POlmCAL STATUS 
MEASURE: AGE 
Condom use Is more 3C01'1plabJe 10 younger Being older is associated with a decreased 
woman and men likeflhood of condom use 
MEASURE OF ACCESS TO RESOURCES 
Sodal environment affects condom use 
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AOOENOUM 9: POWER analysis t01l1 
Educational level 
Perception 01 
vulnerabil ity 
Knowledge related to 
safe sexual practice 
Ski Its required for safe 
"" 
Altitudes & feelings 
coili ribuling 10 sound 
judgement 
Knowledge and betiefs 
Perception of low personal 
risk 
Self-effcacy 
Percetved <;osts outweigh 
Lhe benefits 
Low self-esteem 
Poor sense of self wOl1h 
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Ski lls 
• Personal 
• Product ive ac~v i ly 
• Knowledge 
Attitude 
• Change in altilude 
• Mollvalion 
• PeffiOllal control 
Feeiillgs 
• Personal 
• COlllrol 
Gender power balance 
Dwelling/sleeping place 
Communication with in 
famity, social & 
occupational group 
Communication with 
sexual partner 
Perception of normalive 
behavk>ur 
Coercive, maH3 dominated 
sexual relalTonships 
Physical & organisational 
environment 
• lael<. of access to 
condoms 
• low access 10 media 
• lack of recreational 
facilities 
• living on the slreel 
• being in prison 
Interactions with adults 
Peer pressure 
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-
Action 
• Understanding community 
organisation 
• Collaborative action to 
influence change 
Participation 
• IdentJty 
• Support 
• Behaviour 
Geographical locatIOn 
Et.:<Jnu1 'Ii" ~t"tus 
$ocio-pol itJcal status 
comprised of: 
Ag' 
Gender 
Ethnicitylrace 
Structural factors 
• Urban vs rura l 
conditions 
• Poverty 
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• I i I reflection 
• Contf lbution 
Action 
• Participation 
• Change 
Ellects 
• Rights 
• POWef 
ADDENDUM 10 
CONSENT FORM 
'98 
Robin Trust 
Form of consent to pa rticipate in a survey on HIV/AIDS 
In signing this form I hereby give my consenllo be interviewed by an employee of Robin 
Trust. I understand thallhe information I give will be part of a research study lhat will focus 
on women and their ability to adopt behaviours that will prolecllhem from acqUiring sexual ly 
transmitted HIVIAIDS Infection. 
I understand that the interview ""':11 lake place at Robin Trust and thaI I will be asked 
personal questions aboul myself and about my own personal sexual behaViour I also 
understand that Ihe Information given will be trealed as confidential and that I have a right 
nolto answer any quesllon Ihat may be put 10 me. I have been informed and understand 
that if I refuse 10 answer any particular question, that il will in no way affect my own or my 
family's relauonshlp with Robin Trust r also understand that the information I give 'NIII not 
be given to anyone else. 
This IOlerview has been granted freely by myself and I understand that the informallClf'l I 
give will be used to produce reports and statistics bul Will In 00 way identify me I also 
accept that I will not receive a direct benefit In any way as a result of particlpallOfl but thai I 
am contributing towards kro. ... ledge that may Improve my life and the lives of others I 
understand lhat these results of this research Will be given 10 me once finalised If I request 
a copy of them. 
Should participation in this research raise Issues around my own health or feelings that I 
feel I need 10 talk Ihrough, support will be available from the Robin Trust staff member 
managing lhe staff health clinic This member of Robin Trust staff is 001100 researchef and 
information shared at the clinic is confidential 
DATE :' _____ _ Respoodcnl's Slgna1ure: _______ _ 
Interviewer's Signature ________ _ 
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ADDENDUM 11 
FREQUENCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
(ANALYSIS GROUP) 
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ADDENDUM 11: F'equenc~ D1stributIOfI (.n./y.ls group) 
,., 
'" 
ADDENDUM 12 
FREQUENCY 
DISTRIBUTION 
ANALYSIS GROUP 
21)3 
ADDENDUM 12 : Frequency Distribution (EKperimental group) 
JUNE ZOO< 
"" 
"" 
ADDENDUM 13 
TABLES 
PRACTICES 
INFLUENCING HIV RISK 
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ADDENDUM 13; Tables - practices influendng HlV risk (experimenlalgroup) 
Findings: Implementation and Evaluation phase (phase 3) 
Practicer; inlorminglHV vulnerability .!I tatur; 
1 . Age 
~~~~----------~~~~~~~~",~, .. ~m~'~I~~~I~------~ 
Less than 19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
More than 50 
2. Age at sexual debut 
............ 
Under 16 
'" 
" 
18 ears 
19-29 ears 
No answer given 
3. Language 
N 
1 
9 
13 
1 
1 
17 
2 
2 
o 
-
Number of partie 
Pre teet 
* 3Z",50 
>4" 
4.17 
N 
2 
13 
8 
1 
4.16 
70.83 
833 
833 
(n"24) 
Po .. tnt -.L 
833 
54.17 
33.33 
4.17 
Twenty one participants slatod their first language was Xhosa. two English and one as Zulu and al l 
had been found during selection interviews to be Ituent in English and able 10 partiCIpate in course 
\\/here English was the language of instruction. 
4. Marital s tatus 
25% of part icipants we rc married and 75% were single. 
5. Lifetime number of partners 
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6. Number of sexual partners in the past 12 months 
7. Numbor of casual partners over the past 12 months 
N ....... ot , ... ": un.r of'.....@rtk:.!Prt.tna24j 
...... " ... ' the pall Pr .. tesl 
-" 
. 
• 
Post· .... n ... ,. N , 
N, ... 
" 
100 
" 
100 
em. 
Two or more 
8. hithfulocss 10 seltual partner over the pasl12 months 
9. Reports of vaginal Infections over Ihe past 12 months 
10 Scope for decision making: ability to c hoose whelhllr 10 have SIIIt 
2 
that because she Is smgle. she can ·ct~%. 1 
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11 . Educational slatus 
Grade 10 
Grade 11 
Grade 12 
More than Grade 12 
12. Economic status 
N 
5 
2 
12 
5 
~0Ipwtk:~4}_ 
JMted~~ ~ 
2083 
8.34 
50,00 
2083 
----
N 
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13. Transactional sex 
,U. tin-. over ~P'" 12 mont!'a .. x ! .... foI:Sl!ln Never 
Onoo 
Twice or more 
14. Geographica l location 
N 
" 
r d p81tIcip.nts (".24) 
% 
100 
N 
24 
Post-lest , 
100 
;;;-;::---:::: 
15. Living arrangement 
Distribution of power 
roo 
a I JoI~tl Ii 
.. i 
16. Violence from sexual partner 
oI.nee, from "xuaf 
,.riner. hpefi.ncltd 
Frequently 
Some~mes 
Never 
~ 
I-
i , I 
i 
4 1667 2 833 
20 83,33 22 91.67 
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17. Rape 
"NumbM~el~ntsln-2") H." you 
"pod? PI1Hnt Po.t·tMt 
N._ 
O~ 
Twice or more 
N 
'" 
18. Negative consequences of request for condom use 
19. DiSCUSSion with sexual partner about contraception 
20 Discussion with sexual partner about HIV 
N % ~ 
* ~ . , ; , 
21. Partner's HIV sero-status 
. N 
• _ N .~ 
","" . 
SeJl.ual partner· HIV test ~mber of~~ant • .fu.r:24' 
p,-..u , Po. 
N N 
Has had a HIV test 
" 
58 33 14 
Never tesled 9 375 5 
I don'lknow 1 41. 5 
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~ , 
" 5832 
2084 
2084 
22. Partner's HIV status known 
23. Perception of own yulnerabllity to HJV 
100 you ftteT.. riSk for Number fA f)llfti 
P, ...... acquiring HIV? 
y~ 
No 
24. HIV testing (own) 
N 
, ~~~ln1l24.r: . ~ 
. p,.25 
sl'3, 
I ~ Po8t-tnt ~ N N 
Had iii HIV tesl 14 
" 
6250 
Naver lasted 
25. Result of own HIV test 
26. Consistency of condom use 
lfow often do you 11M 
condom. when having 
~., 
Never 
AI .. " 
Sometimes 
10 
N 
6 
12 
6 
4167 9 
Numbllr ot'parficlpant& (n"24, 
212 
if'oo 
5000 
2500 
N 
5 
16 
3 
, 
, 37,50 
• 20.83 
6667 
1250 
-
27. Perception of level of difficulty 01 condom use 
28. Partners attitude to condom use 
29. Condom use at last sexual encounter 
~.~om u ... ml •• xual _ umber'of' part.iclpants {n=231 
....... - Pre-test ~! Post-test ,--N 
y" 14 60 87 ~ 69.57 
No 9 3913 7 3043 
30. ASIOociation betw"en alcohol intake and C3S U31 S 8l< ~ 
1 4.17 4 
31. AssociatIon between alcohol intake and non·us" of condoms 
r~: )'OU .... a condom after -----1!o ~c;i ~~J 
l ntltke of alcohol? ! 
. Pre-tMt ~ , N P~-test ~ .. N 
Yes alwa s 10 4166 8 3333 
No 6 2500 6 2500 
- -
Sometimes 1 417 1 417 
Don't drink alcohol 2917 9 375 
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